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CHILD LABOR AMENDMENTS OF 1991

TUESDAY, MARCH 19, 1991

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR, AND SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,

FAMILY, DRUGS AND ALCOHOLISM OF THE COMMITTER ON
LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington. DC
The joint subcommittees convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:02

a.m., in room SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Howard M. Metzenbaum [chairman of the Subcommittee on Labor]
presiding.

Present: Senators Metzenbaum, Dodd, and Durenberger.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR METZENBAUM

Senator METZENBAUM. The hearing will come to order.
Senator Dodd, is appearing at an important defense appropria-

tion hearing this morning, and he will be here just as soon as he
can and apologizes for not being present at the start of the hearing.

Today we consider S. 600, a bill to help educate the public about
Federal child labor laws and strengthen enforcement against child
labor violations. This is a subject that disturbs me much, concerns
me much, and I believe that if the American people realized exact-
ly how bad the situation is, they would be up in arms.

1 was pleased to see this morning that two prominent Members
of Congress have addressed themselves to the need and concern
about children in this country. I think this is a place where we can
start, and it doesn't cost any money. I call upon the administration
to join us in moving forward on this very disturbing issue, as indi-
cated in part by those pictures over there.

In 1938, Congress passed an historic law that sought to bring
about the end of oppressive child labor in this country. Americans
knew then that a society which valued the work of its children at
the expense of their education and safety was fundamentally
unjust. The law also expressed our resolve to provide children with
strong workplace protections.

Exploiting children in the workplace is no less repugnant today
than it was in 1938. But tragically, over half a century later, the
illegal employment of children in dangerous occupations continues
to plague our Nation. That is a travesty.

It is almost unbelievable that in this modern year of 1991, hun-
dreds of thousands of children in this great country work at too
young an age, for too many hours and in unsafe environments. It is
shameful.
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The explosion of child labor during the last decade has been doc-
umented by the Government and also by various child welfare,
labor and consumer organizations. Recent General Accounting
Office studies reveal significant increases in all types of child labor
law violations in all areas of the country. For example, 33 States
report that 48 minors were killed and 128,400 minors were injured
in the workplace during fiscal years 1987 and 1988.

Moreover, because no comprehensive work-related injury and ill-
ness data exist for minors, the GAO studies underestimate the true
magnitude of workplace injuries to children.

To its credit, the Department of Labor last year increased its en-.
forcement of child labor laws through four well-publicized sweeps
of the business community. But sporadic enforcement of inadequate
laws will not solve the problem. I am disturbed to hear from my
staff that the Department of Labor will appear before us today and
indicate that nothing more is needed. That is shameful! And had I
known that when the Secretary was up for confirmation, my vote
very well may have been a different one. I can't believe that this
Labor Department in 1991 could fail to recognize the tragedy and
the tragic consequences of child labor.

A change in our child labor laws and stepped up enforcement is
needed now. That is not only this Senator's view; it is the position
of a broad spectrum of organizations dedicated to protecting chil-
dren in the workplace, ranging from the National Consumers
League to the Child Labor Coalition.

Indeed, Senator Dodd and I have received letters from over 30 or-
ganizations, urging that we act now to protect our children. Copies
of these letters will be included in the record.

[The letters referred to follow:I
AMAIAAMATED CtoTHING ANo TEXTILE WoRKERS UNION,

WASHINoToN, DC 20006,
April

Hon HOWARD MrrzENRAI.M,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, Ile 10510

DEAR SENATOR METZENHAUM The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers
Union enthusiastically endorses and wholeheartedly supports S GOO, the Child
labor Amendments of 1991.

Seventy-five years ago. one of the very first issues that our union began to work
on was the problem of child labor and the eradication of the sweatshops of those
days. The commitment of our union and our members to this issue is as strong
today as it was then. Earlier in this century. President Franklin D. Roosevelt took
an active role in regulating child labor and protecting child workers. Rut recently,
enforcement of these laws has been lax. Your bill resuites and recommits our feder-
al government to protecting young workers.

It is unfortunate that it is still needed, but it is definitely needed.
S. 600 proposes to strengthen the enforcement of child labor laws and provide in-

formation on child labor in the United States. This would be done by increasing
criminal sanctions for willful and repeat violators, require certificates of employ-
ment for minors in order to set minimum workplace standards, increase protection
for minors under the age of 14 in migrant and seasonal labor, and expands the list
of hazardous occupations

Children are our nation's most importantand treasuredresource. They should
spend their youth learning and being trained for adult occupations. not replacing
adult workers, or working in dangerous or hazardous jobs. S. 600 is a good beginning



in reforming our nation's child labor laws, and u0ating them to our current needs.
We look forward to working with you in your effort to get S. 600 enacted into law.

Sincerely,
JACK SHEINKMAN,

President.

AFRICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL
ORGANIZATIONS,

WASHINGTON, DC 2006.
March 18, Mg/.

Hon. HOWARD M. METZF.NBAUM,
Chairman, Labor Subcommittee of the Senate Labor Onninittee.
US. Senate.
Washington, DC ;?0,510-.)5&?.

DEAR SENATOR MrrzENsfraist: The AFL-CIO wishes to go on record supporting S.
600, the Child Labor Amendments of 1991 to the Fair Labor Standards Act. The
issues addressed in this legislation go to many of the problems associated with abuse
of child labor.

It has been the AFL-CIO's long-standing position that the principal occupation of
our nation's young people ought to be their education. However, those that must
work should be able to work in conditions that further their education. are safe and
healthful, and generally conducive to the development of young people.

The existing provisions in the Fair Labor Standards Act need to be strengthened
to eneourage these goals and to deter those that would violate them. The provisions
in Section 4 of this bill, linking employment to education make a significant step in
this direction. Many states now use employment certificates for young people. and
this bill simply makes this good idea national public policy. Work certificates link-
ing child labor to education underlines the principal that a young person's attention
ought to be on their education.

The AFL-CIO has actively participted in the Child Labor Advisory Committee of
the Department of Labor. Sections ti and 7 of the Child Labor Amendments of 1991
identifies some particularly serious hazardous working conditions in which children
are employed. Unfortunately, the advisory committee has been unsuccessful in get-
ting the Department of Labor to addresw these problems through the regulatory
process. Thus, the bill's consideration of these issues are a significant step in the
right direction. However, all the Child Labor Hazardous Occupation Orders need to
be undated.

Finally. Sections 2 and 3 strengthening the criminal and civil penalties under the
act will certainly serve to focus the attention of employers on the particular special
conditions related to the employment of children

In summary. the AFL-CIO supports S. 600 as a significant effort in protecting our
country's most valuable asset---its children.

Sincerely.
Roailer MOGLOTTEN,

lieport merit of LAWIN/cifogi

AMERICAN FEDEKATION TEACHERs,
WAsHINotoN, IX' 29001.

March 1.(1. 1991

Hon. HOWARD M. METZENRAUM.
Chairman, Subcomnutter on Lobor,
Committee on Labor and Haman Resources,
US. Senate.
Washington, DC 20.5/0.

DFAR SENATOR MErZENSAUM. The American Federation of Teachers strongly sup-
ports S. 600, the Child Care Labor Amendments of 1991, to the Fair Labor l;land-
ards Act. The AFT commends you and the members of your committee for address.
ing the serious issue of child labor abuse.

It has been the AFT's long-standing position that the principal oecupation of na-
tion's youth should be their education. However, those who work should be able to
work in conditions that further their education, are safe and healthful, and general.
ly conducive to the development of young people. We believe that the provisions of
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the Fair Labor Standards Act need to be strengthened to encourage. these goals and
to deter those who would violate them.

I am enclosing a copy of "Children Who Labor." the award-winning article that
was published in the American Educator, the professional journal of the AFT. The
article graphically describes the horrors of child labor around the world. We would
appreciate your including this article in the official record of the March 19, 1991
hearing on the Child Labor Amendments of 1991, held jointly by the Subcommittee
on Children. Family. and Alcoholism, and the Subcommittee on ..aebor.

The Arr looks forward to working with you on this important issue.
Sincerely.

Giumosv A. Hoseariev,
DIREVTOR.

Ikpurtment Of begistation.
Enclosure

CHILDRE.N WM, LABOR

THE TRAGEDY OE CHILD WORKERS ARODND THE WORLD

By Charles I) Gray and Robert A. Senser

Speaker after speaker in the Pittsburgh hall rose to denounce. the spread of child
labor in the United States. One delegate. a New Yorker, described his visit to tene-
ment house cigar factories where he found conditions that "sickened" him:

"I saw little children, six and seven and eight years of age. seated in the middle of
a room on the floor, in all the dirt and dust, stripping tobacco. Little pale-faced chil-
dren, with a look of care upon their faces, toiling with their tiny hands from dawn
till dark. aye. and law into the night . Often they would be overcome with wear-
nines and want of sleep and fall over upon the tabacco heap.

"Shame upon such crimes! Shame upon us if we do not raise our voices against
them!"

The man who cried shame was Samuel Gompers, later to become the. first presi-
dent of the American Federation of Labor. The meeting at which he spoke was the
founding convention of the AFL's forerunner. the Federation of Organized Trades
and Labor Unions of the United States and Canada, which convened in Pittsburgh
in November 1M51.

A reporter, summarizing that session. wrote in the Pittsburgh Gazette: "Tflese
stories, coming from men who knew what they were talking about . . , were pathetic
enough to bring tears to most eyes

That was long ago, but pathetic stories of child labor still abound in the world.
especially in far-off places, stories that would bring tears to the eyes of most Ameri-
cans if they heard them.

Some stories are tragic. In a hillside cemetery in northern Portugal. a small grey
tombstone reads Here Lies Francisco Jose Da Silva," THe boy died at thirteen.
crushed to death by a defective elevator in a local sock factory where he worked.

Other stories are of tragedies narrowly averted, In the booming city of Bangkok
this past April. five workers, two of them women, were injured when the scaffold on
which they were working collapsed. Two of the victims were boys. Banyat Pitapai
and Krairung Machabandit, both fourteen. All five had been carrying cement up to
the fourth floor of a building under construction. "Miraculously. said the Bangkok
Post, they escaped serious injury. The government took no action against the con-
struction firm, claiming that the workers had not flied a complaint. Hardly surpris-
ing. since as casual worken4 lacking any job security they risked being fired if they
dared to complain.

Mmst stories are less dramatic but no less disturbing. In the Tungerang industrial
area near Jakarta, Indonesia, children as young as twelve and thirteen are em-
ployed in glass, textile, mosquito coil, and other factoriea. In one factory visited re-
cently by a foreign group and reported on by a Bangkok-based organization, the
Child Workers in Asia Support Group, one hundred children (earning 70 cents a
day) comprise more than half of the workforce. The children reported that supervi-
sors hid them in toilets and large container boxes during visits by government labor
inspectors.

In India, boys as young as ten work in dangerous occupations in glass and metal
factories at wages ot less than $1 a day. Employers provide no protective glasses,
shoes, or glovesno safety gear at all, not even for pouring red-hot molten metal. A
report on conditions in India by the Child Workers in Asia Support Group states:
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"Child workera in industrial situations are particularly vulnerable becauae of
their unquestioning obedience to employers who place them in such hazardous cir-
cumstances le.g.. exposure to toxic substances] . . They are vulnerable also be-
cause of the class/caste situation. Employers do not care if the children live or die:
so preventive measures ate not taken.

Nobody knows the number of boys and girls under sixtsen who hold down jobs
across the world. No international agency has counted them because governments
themselves seldom bother to count them. Ther are only estimatea, and those vary
widely and widely: The most commonly cited range from $4) million to 200 million,
Even 200 million may understate the reality. In China alone, according to an esti-
mate made by the United Nations' International Labor Organization (ILOI a few
years ago, there were 40 million working children from ten to fourteen. Child labor
exists throughout the underdeveloped worldin Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
The examples in this article are drawn mostly from Asia because our organization
is most familiar with this region.

Most child laborers engage in what economists call the "informal" sector . . in
activities such as hawking cigarettes at street corners, shining shoes outside hotels,
selling vegetables from a road stand, repairing bicycles in an empty lot. harvesting
crops on farms. This informal work often goes unreported. Also unreported is much
of the child labor used by a growing number of small enterprises that have avoided
the formality of registering for a license in order to escape taxes, regulation, tabula-
tion, and compliance with child labor laws.

The problems of street children peddling pineapples and chewing gum ars there
for the public to see. Not so the situation of children working in registered or unreg-
istered firms behind clotied doors, which are almost never open to the public. With
time and perseverance, however, it is possible to open some doors to get the facts.
An enterprising reporter-photographer team from the Cox newspapers in 19S7 trav-
eled 65,000 miles and with difficulty managed to get into workshops of all sires.
Only twenty-four miles from the Tio Mahal, for example, they found boys under
fourteen (some looking as young as eight) working in five of the country s largest
glass factories. Their conclusion after visits to North Africa. Asia, and South Amer-
ica. "Children working sixteen hours a day, seven days a week in deplorable work-
ing conditions for penniesthat's the harsh reality of life in the Third World."

And according to information from the ILO, child welfare organizations, and vari-
ous international unions, that reality is becoming harsher. As Third World coun-
tries struggle to develop their economies, they encounter preasure to lower-sto
ignorelabor standards that would diminish the comparative advantage tbased on
low labor costar of their producte on the world market Also, the explosion of busi-
ness creates jobs that, at no matter what the wage, magnetically attract impover-
ished youngsters.

Events in the People's Republic of China illustrate the point that child develop-
ment and economic development do not necessarily go hand in hand That country t4
steps toward liberalizing its economy have produced an explosion of multinational
business activity in export-oriented firms, often operating out of Hong Kong. This
development, hailed as a sign of piwress land certainly producing some progressi
has had a retrogressive effect on children. The new freedom to foreign investors has
granted them, or their intermediaries, the right to exploit the labor of children. Ac-
cording to a Chinese newspaper, 30 percent of school.age children, mostly girls.
became dropouts to take jobs in Guandong province. Some Chinese factories work
ten-year-olds for fifteen hours a day; others employ twelve year olds for fifteen-hour
days for $10 a month. plus lodging ithe girls sleep two and three to a bed in
cramped quarters].

Although the English-language press seldom uncovers details of this kind of ex-
ploitation, Huvrtiegv Week in October 195S reported on conditions in China's special
economic WM'S located near Hong Kong. These woes. set up to attract foreign in-
vestors through tax advantages and other privileges, "have spawned twin horrors
associated with old capitalism--child labor and illegal working hours," the Business
Week article said It cited the situation of Hung Biu Yun, a Chinese toy worker who
claimed she was seventeen tthe minimum legal working agel but looked closer to
twelve:

"Hong Biu Yun is clearly exhausted as she sticks Mickey Mouse heads onto mo-
torized toys at a factory in Shekou, China. Onr of twelve thousand mainland Chi-
nese employed by Hong Kong's largest toymaker, Kader Enterprises Ltd , Hong
works fourteen hours a day. seven days a week, to rush toys to American kids

The pressure on Hong Ilia Vim, the magazine reported, became more intense
when rush orders arrived from the United States fOr the Christmas season: "Recent-
ly her hours grew even noire oppressive To niert the holdiay demand for Ghosthus-
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tent Big Hauler trains. and Mickey Mouse dolls, the girls at the Kader plant were
ordered to put in one or two twenty-four-hour shifts each month, with only two
meal breaks per shift."

Troubled by such abuses, Chineoe government officials have pressured Kader to
respect the law, but, in the words of a Kader executive in Hong Kong, Andy Lee,
"We told them, this is the toy biz. If you don't allow us to du things our way, we'll
close down our Chinese factories and move to Thailand."

Thailand may not be the country with the worst child labor problem in the world.
but of late it has seemed that way, partly because the country has a free press. is
open to outsiders, and has private groups actively doing something about the prob-
lem. Publicity and international pressure caused the government to briefly consider
a number of reforms that are still far from being implemented. One was to raise the
minimum age for workers from twelve to thirteen.

If that reform had been adopted, and if it was enforced. ii still would not affect
many thousands of boys and girls like Baulee'. thirteen years old. employed in a
small garment factory in Bangkok for VI' a month. She works from 9 in the morn-
ing till at least 9 in the evening, six days a week, sometimes on Sunday. About
twenty-eight children and adults work, sleep. and eat three meals a day, in the four
stories of her emplorr's factory. which subcontracts jobs for an export firm.2

Cases like Baulees are not exceptional. A Thai government agency, the National
Youth Bureau. found boys and girls of thirteen and fourteen working in a wide
range of manufacturing industries: food processing, textile. fUrniture, printing,
chemical products. machinery, and metalware, among others. The bureau s study
provided detailed case histories of child workers, such as Kungjaroen Pradabmee,
thirteen, who planes and cuts wood by machine in a furniture factory. Six days a
week Rungiaroen. like the forty-five other workers there. faces health and safety
hazards in the dark, dusty, and poorly ventilated factory.

What may be a tempting solution for individual families, however, actually pro-
longs poverty in a developing country's economy. Samuel Gompers addrmsed the
poverty dilemma of Ins time in a speech to an audience in Denver in IssS:

"I have seen tender children in the factories tending dangerous machinery, parts
of which seemed to be constantly reaching out for their delicate limbs This may
seem necemary. But in this age of steam and electricity. and of rush after wealth,
there should be a halt called somewhere

"Some of you may be tempted to send your children out to work. A little fellow
will bring honw a dollar at the end of the week. That may seem a very grateful
addition to the income. But don't you know that the child is employed because its
labor can be had cheaper then that of a nom? Ile becomes a rompetitor of his
father. And if the father is not discharged. some other child's father often is In this
competition, the rates of labor are often NO reduced that the combined wages of the.
father and child are less than the father's wages alone before . It is bad irverii
from an economic point of view to send young children out to work

A similar viewpoint was express recently by Francis. Tan, tabor analyst tit
Center for the Progress of People. a Hong Kong.based research organtratwn lea

most Asia countries." Tan pointed out. "cheap child workers take jobs from adults,
and since they do not have the chance to develop their talents in school, they will
have little, besides their unskilled labor, to contribute to the economy when they
become adults."

The child labor problem is so pervasive. nd becoming more. so in some of the in-
dustrializing economies of Asia. that even stone child welfare advocates are content
to rely solely on palliative measures improving the working conditions of children
,..och as by providing tti.IN goggles), shortening their hours, and providing them
wit h i,:i t he- lob Os .;"t. Nut h measures may he all that is possible in the most
impoverished nations, I I,* , never lose sight of the essential goal of
eliminating child labor ci:hre.i

Fortunawly. despite the enormity of the problem. there is cause for hope le
almost every afflicted country. there art- men arid women, both within the gei%ef it
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ment and in the private sector, who set- the evil of child labor and who. often at
great sacrifice., are working to eliminate it. One of them is a former teacher. Pan-
udda Boonpala, who heads the Child Workers in Asia Support Uroup, "We are
lucky." she writes, "to be working with many persons acroso Asia who think posi-
tively."

Advocates of improved educational systems often lead the way to refOrm. "The
single most im .rtant instrument for ensuring that children do not work.- says ILO
expert Aigiefa uele, is to have them attending school. That means at least three
t hings:

gradually increasing the age of compulsory school attendance and enforcing
it;

increasing resources allocated to education. nicluding school lunch programs
and diminution of ochool fees and other student costs that. while small for the
well to do. are a burden tor families barely able to eke out a living; and

finding other ways to make cure that school enrollment for children of the
poorest of familes is not un impossible liability, for example, by making up on a
transitional basis for at least a part of the modest but necessary income a
family loses when u child tiuita his or her job.

Such ideas grow out of practical experience. in 197N. Kenya became the first coun-
try in Africa to provide free milk in school. and as a result, primary enrollment
tripled in 19$1 In South Korea. where a decade ago the workfOrce consisted of
many twelve and thirteen year olds. child labor has almost dissappeared, thanLs
partiv to a drive for universal education that now xees 99 percent of Koreans en-
rollea in school until they are sixteen.

Why don't more governments in the devoloping world do more for the education
of children and their protection against exploitation? The barriers are many. For
one thing, the process of development involves conflicting priorities. There is, for
example. an impulse to show quick and visiable results by .heavy investment in steel
and concrete. As a reoult, governments in the devoloping world have been inclined
to invest in unproductive Iwarv industrial projects, unnevessary military expendi-
tures. and other non-economkally sound endeavors at the exxpense of human devel-
opment. When a budget does not include more money for education, a disproportion-
ate share often goes to very expensive higher education, to the benefit of an already-
favored elite. Another barrier is the acceptance of traditional economic advice
against the improvement of labor standards on the grounds that such "rigidities"
will hinder economic growth. Also, fielding, tram:ng. and paying for inspectors to
monitor compliance with labor standards is expensive and can often strain the weak
governmental infrastructure that exists in many underdeveloped countries.

Outside critism of' retrogressive policies and practices provokes negative reactions
from leaders of developing nations. Typically, they respond by objecting to "med-
dling into internal affairs 'what they do within their own borders is their own
business. Of course, the direct responsibility for changing priorities lies within each
country itself But in this modern age, to paraphrase John Donne. no country is an
island More than ever before. because of the growth of international trade, the low
labor standards of one country can depress those of competing countries. As the Chi-
nese- official who asked Kader Toys to obey the law discovered, the labor policies of
Thailand very much affect the well-being of workers and nations elsewhere

In the realindion that countries can best make social progress together. the HA/
in 1973 adopted a coovention inumber 13s. that established as set of minimum ages
tor employment

fifteen as a general rule:
fourteen for countries 'w.hose ?illy and educational facilities are insutti

cwntly develoix-d-; and
eighteen for any employment .1141Purdire the health. safety. or

morals of young persons:* with a lesqthole allowing a country. to reduce that
minimum to sixteen

That convention, akin to a treaty, sets standards by which natums are supposed to
regulate their labor affairs So far, most nations have not rat died that conventuin.
and even among the thirtyseven that have, some are not enforcing it Mere is a
wide gap between law and practice.- the WY,. Assefes liequele plants out .

Although IT S law 'and generally, though not always. practice.' conforms to the
requirements of the child labor convention, the 1.Insted States itself has not ratified

vv,,,Id fLjzik 1'7,f:se .0 dig,. ..hov. that m l'herd W.a-kf Nat 1,,n, !hi*

CIISt tit pr ai 'tag a ?.t udelet s Oh .ace S ar um% erstiS ton hv up ii. inc hunctrvd
time, that of Kt )(tang a ei-ae 611 i miry vdli, at 14 pn In ro raw, it, I hi. di.% we,rld t h.. icit
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it tor most other ILO conventions', largely because of the opposition of employer
groups who raise the specter that ratification could be a backdoor way to alter U.S.
labor standards outside the normal federal and state legislative process. The failure
of the U.S. to ratify the ILO convention weakens our moral position when we try to
persuade other countries to improve their child labor conditions.

The 1W itself has no power to enforce its conventions. It is up to individual coun-
tries to put teeth into the standards. Of late, Congress has taken a set of IIA) stand-
ards ;without crediting the MO) and inserted them into four foreign trade and in-
vestment laws. The U.S. government now can make a country's privilege of export-
ing into the United States contingent on observance of five "internationally recog-
nized worker rights," including a minimum age fur the employment of children. The
most important such law 50 far has been the U.S. Trade and Tariff Act of 19S4,
which. in extending authorization for duty-free import privileges under the so-called
Generalized System of Preferences IGSPI, linked those privileges to recognizing
worker rights, or at least "taking steps" in that direction

The U.S. government has not taken advantage of this new lever against the ex-
ploitation of children abroad. In June 19S7. the AFL-CIO filed the first of a series of
petitions with the U.S. Trude Representative urging the withdrawal of GSF privi-
kges from Thailand bec iuse of violations of worker rights. "most flagrantly the pro-
hibition against child labor, which for many beys and girls in their early teens
amounts to involuntary servitude." While U.S. officials were investigating those pe-
titions, the Thai government responded by expressing renewed interest in its child
labor problems, and even by discussing a number of reforms. including raising the
minimum working age from twelve to thirteen. but so far, two years alter the
Reagan administration, impressed with Thai promises, decided in April 19SS to con-
tinue Thailand's GS? benefit&

Later, however, the U.S. did reduce some of Thailand's GSP benefits for another
reason, one affecting U.S. business: Thailand's failure to halt piracy of U S. copy-
righted software and other violations of "intellectual property rights. In the belief
that child protection doesn't deserve a back seat, Rep. Donald Pease (D-Ohiw is pre-
paring legislation to impose civil and criminal penalties against thase who import
into the the United States products fabricated, assembled, processed. mined, or
quarried by children under filheeen.

Another potential lever for reform is UNICEF. Although It is the lead U.N.
agency for children's rights, UNICEF does not take the lead in the battle against
child labor. Far from it. One reason, says UNICEF Executive Director James I'.
Grant, is a lack of resources. But. as Tom Kahn, the AFL-CIO's Director of Interna-
tional Affairs, wrote recently to Mr. Grant, "How much does it cost to express the
moral principle that eight- or nine-year-old children should not be abused by ten
hours a day of factory labor? The issue here is not so much money as eommitment

That commitment is lacking because of a desire not to offend U.N. member e,,vt.r-
nents in the Third World. But the U.S. government, with our tax dollars, provides
the largest single source of money for UNICEF. An AFL-CIO executive council sc.,
lution in February formally urged the U.S. government to prod UNICEF to launch
a campaign against child labor.

November 19S9, marks the thirtieth anniversary of the adoption of the United
Nations' Declaration of the Rights of the Child, which states, "The child shall he
protected against all forms of neglect, cruelty, and exploitation. He shall not be the
subject of traffic, in any form. The child shall not be admitted to employment before
an appropriate minimum age, he shall in no ca.se be caused or permitted to engage
in any occupation or employmeiu that would prejudice his health or education.

lhe lethargy on tits " .liternationally is illustrated by the fact that govern-
ment); are still t:, !ext of a new convention on the Rights. of the Child,
first protiosed su the l. . T. . It aught be ready for consideration by the LIN
General Assembly by the end of 19,49-- howfully m time to commemorate the tenth
anniversary ot the international Year of the Child The convention's main weal,
nesses are that it sets no minimum worksn, ,,.' I.,, crilidren and contams no ban ti
trade of products made by child labor

Commemorations are fine, hut thev t st, !ht. %A.ords of an
ILO report, "Child labor c0-,:nues to be a iragell' \fv4" ' ractical
tmtives are, needed It is !, issie-ri,i,,,sn til assist in
sonw way, perhaps re,. adiipteng .itl,p;,t inf.; sonseilung I 't.t. Sullivan Princples.
which pledged foreign business firms in South Africa ,ctice of nondiscrim-
ination. Companies active in international cononerc, , ., haiger US.k. the excuse
that they are not responsible for the child labor pr.irt,,e, of a contriwtor or subcon-
t ractor
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Aroused public opinion in the United States can also play an important role. As
economista like to point out, American consumers are the jrirne beneficiaries of the
new intregration of the world marketplace. Its products fill up our closets, our ga-
rages, our kitchens, and every other part of our homes. But a global economy must
produce more than goods for some. It must also produce a better life. especially for
children in countries producing the goods we enjoy. That will not happen until the
global economy is shaped by global concern about exploitation of children in the
labor force.

We need more American voices to echo Samuel Gompers': "Shame on such
crimes! Shame upon us if wc do not demand action against them!"

CHILD LABOR IN THE U.S.: ITS GROWTH AND ABOLITION

(By Todd PostaD

Child Labor--the employment of children under sixteen outside of the home and
the fight to control it to have had a long history in American.

During the Colonial period, children were frequently hired out on a temporary
basis to local farms and households. Since working children performed many of the
same tasks for their neighbors as at home, the distinction between paid labor and
family-based work was not sharp In addition to this informal labor. a much more
highly structured set of work arrangements existed in the ancient English institu-
tion of apprenticeship. Boys customarily began an apprenticeship between the ages
of ten and fourteen. The apprentice-master relationship was rooted in a web of
mutual responsibilities: Children learned a skilled trade by loyally following their
master's orders; masters acted in Imo patuntis, providing vocational training and
teaching their apprentices the rudiment3 of reading and writing.

The emergence of a factory system in the United States in the early nineteenth
century changed all of this. By the DM's, apprenticeship was systematically being
replaced by wage labor in Pennsylvania, New York, and the New England states.
This new form of incluetrial child labor differed from the older family-based model
in several significant respects. Unlike family-based work, which was task oriented,
industrial labor was time oriented. Child workers ate, rested, and worked by the
bell. At home or in a master's workshop, children always knew the people who su-
pervised them. This easy familiarity disintegrated with the spread of industrial
child labor. The two worlds of work and home became dearly seperate. Finally, the
obligation of employers decreased to the point where the only responsibility they
were assumed to have was to pay their workers.

In W70, when the federal Census recorded the number of working children for the
first time, more than a quarter of a million children aged ten to fifteen were listed
in nonagricultural occupations. By 1900, these figures peaked at nearly seeven hun-
dred thousand. Since the Census excluded children under ten and usually missed
juvenile workers in industrial homework, domestic service, and the street trades,
these tabulations only hint at the true extent of child labor during these yeanc
Charles Loring Brace, head of New York's Children's Aid Society, estimated in the
early 1880s that there were at least 100,000 child workers in that city alone.

One way to prevent children from working was to keep them in school. As child
labor reformer Florence Kelley declared in 1903: "The best child-labor law is com-
pulsory education law covering forty weeks of the year and requiring the consectu-
tive attendance of all children to the age of fourteen years." Between 1S90 and 1918,
every state in the U.S. passed some form of legislation mandating compulsory edu-
cation. These Progressive-era acts often proved in ineffectual as they lacked provi-
sions for adequate enforcement. The result was that thousands of underage young-
sters left school to enter the job market.

In 1916 the first national child labor law, the Keating-Owen Act, was signed by
President Wileon. This act prohibited the interstate commerce of goods produced hy
children under fourteen and established an eight-hour day working youngsters
under sixteen. Just nine months after it was put into place, the Supreme Court
ruled that Keating-Owen exceeded the federal government's power to regulate inter-
state trade, and the act was found unconstitutional.

A second federal child labor law was enacted the following year. with the support
of a pownt reform group, the National Child Labor Committee It imposed a 10 per-
cent tax on the new profits of manufacturers who employed children below the age
of fourteen In 1922, the Supreme Court struck down this act as an infringement on
the righta of individual states to impose taxation measures. flaying syffered two se-
rious defeata. reformers became convinced that the only way to control child labor
was through the passage of a constitutional amendment. Throughout the 1920s, the

1 3
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NCLC unsuccessfully sought to gain approval of the required number of state legis-
latures.

Advocates of child labor reform were encouraged when. in the early 1930s, the
National Recovery Administration banned child labor below the age of sixteen in
most industries, In an all-too-familiar senario, however, the NRA was invalidated by
the Supreme Cvurt in 1935. Ironically, opponents of child labor were now on the
verve of their biggest victory. Three years after the NRA was overturned, the Fair
Labor Standards Act incorporated many of the same limitatioas on interstate com-
merce as the old Keating-Owen act. It raised the full-time working age to sixteen
and strictly limited the conditions of labor for fourteen and fifteen year olds. Unlike
previous effors, the FLSA was not invalidated.

A key reason the FLSA was effective was that child labor was already in decline
by the time the bill was passed. By 1940, automation and structural shifts within
the maturing American industrial economy had made child labor increasingly un-
profitable. Changes in family size and demographics and restictive immigration pob-
cies also contributed to the declining use of juvenile employment. But there were
loopholes in the FLSA. Large numbers of children in migrant agriculture remained
beyond the protection of the law well into the 1950s.

While it is reassuring to think that child labor is a thing of the past in the United
States, it is important to recognize that violations of the laws do occur. There has
been a general relaxation over the past decade of state regulations governing the
number of hours children under sixteen can work. Not surprisingly, this has led to
abuses of child labor statutes. A 1$046 Massachusetts survey, for example. found un-
derage juveniles illegally operating heavy earthmoving equipment. running power
drill presses. and dosing restaurants at 2 A.M. And earlier this year a certain fast-
food chain, known for its sesame seed buns imd its patronage of children's charities.
was cited by Pennsylvania authorities for 4tifi alleged violations of state child labor
laws.

ASsoe1ATII)14 cn; FARNIWORKER 011socruNnv PROCIRAMS.
WASHINCITON. IX' :20083,

Morrh 14. Mil
Ron HOWARD M ME171:NRAUM.
/tS Senate.
Chairman, Subewnirnittee 00 14115or.
Washington. IX' .16 lo

MIAs SENATOR MMENRAI'M I want to take this opportunity to thank you for
requesting our agency's opinion on S. Gi 41, the -Child Labor Amendmenta of 1991.-
Strong evidence exists which shows dram:la-ally that children who are hired work.
ers in agriculture have been leery negatively affected hy the minimal protections
which are afforded under the current law The changes which have been proposed
under S. 600 help to provide scrim. of the increased protections which are needed.
The association does. however, believe that children who are hired workers in agri-
culture should have the sante labor standard protections that are provided for all
other children. In light of this, we believe that the legislation does not go far
enough.

The Association of Parmworker Opportunity Programs (ATOP represents :17 or-
ganizations and state agencies that serve migrant and seasonal farmworkers in 4s
states and Puerto Rico through more than 20 field offices located in rural agricul-
tural America These agencies, funded hy the Joh Training Partnership Act. Title
IV, Section 402, operate employment. training, and supportive service programs for
farmworkers.

The legislation which has beta introduced is, in our opinion, moving in the right
direction toward achieving equality for hired farmworker children We, therefore.
applaud your efforts of adding these additional protections for those working chil-
dren who have no family ties to the farm owner or operator

Sincerely.

1 4

LYNDA DIANE WU.,
Exert/hew Mreclor.
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CHILD LABoR COALITION.
WAMIINoToN, IX' 20005,

Marrh 1,991

lion. HOWARD M. MrrZENBAUM.
Chairman,
Subcommittee (In Labor.
Washington, IX' Ja110.

DEAR SENATOR MerzxsisAust: Thank you for your outstanding leadership to help
end exploitation of children in the workplace. The Child Labor Coalition was formed
in response to the growing concern over the exploitation of children in the work-
place This Coalition of 32 national and international organizmtions believes that
children are the promise of all societies and recognizes that exploitation ofchildren
in the labor market, both in the U.S. and throughout the world, represents a threat
to their health, education, and well-being. Within the last half century. varied
changes have occurred in the workplace, child labor violations have esculat...d, and
injuries and death among our nation's youth have risen dramatically. Much has oc-
curred because of deregulation and lack of enforcement of the law. As a result. the
Child Labor Coalition has actively supported strengthening child labor laws and en-
forcement,

The Child Labor Coalition endorses Senate Bill S. MO, Child Labor Amendments
of llf91, because it addresses several critical areas of concern. We applaud the
tougher penalties for violations, improved certification procedures, and greater pro-
tections for children working in migrant agriculture. These changes are designed to
discourage the exploitation of chihdren in the workplace., thus protecting children.

In reviewing the legislation, however, two omissions are of concern:
I. Safeguarding the health and well-being of working men and women. a 40-hour

work week is law, Today, however. it is common practice among our working lii-
and lliyearolds to handle :19 hours of school each week along with 49 hours of
work. The potential of 70 hour weeks endangers not only their health and well-
being, but also their education.

RECOMMENDATION: Restrict the number of hours and 17-year-olds mitY
work during a school week.

2. There are fewer than 1,909 Department of Labor compliance officers to enforce
all labor laws in the U.S. In 1999, the U.S. General Accounting Office reported that
compliance officer time spent en child labor law enforcement for all :At states is the
equivalent of 40 officers working full-time.

REA'OMMENDATION: Increase the number of complianm (dicers to enforce
child labor laws

The inclusion of these ro.commendations would further protect our children and
provide a stronger deterrent to violating child labor laws

Sincerely,
LimiA F tiiiLooNER,

Co tintsrperNon

CHILD WELFARE LEAtalE OF AMM 'A, INC
WAsilis(Mis, IX' 29001 20?:1.

Morrh 11. 1991
liowmile M. MirrztArsAtla.

Chau-mon, uhrurnmiller Lerhr,
Comment-E. 1.4thor ond Human Rrs,n. rcr8,
U S. Senate.
Kiishington, ..'11,.;1(l.

DEAR Mit CHAIRMAN On behalf of the Child Welfare. League of America it'WLA t,
I want to offer our strong support for S.190, The Child Labor Amendments of 1991

This legislation is an msential step toward providing children with the protection
they need to become productive, self-sufficient adults Going to school should be a
child's most important job, but it is a job from which far too many children are in-
creasingly absent as they work long hours. This not only jeopardizes their educa-
tional achievements, but it jeopardizes our nation's ability to compete in the world
economy. It is time for serious and meaningful action to stem the alarming increase
in child labor law violations.

We are, therefore, particularly pleased your legislation would take numerous
steps to strengthen the enforcement of existing child labor laws, and to extend their
protections to children under the of 14 employed as migrant or seasonal workers
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Your state certification requirements will not only better protect against labor law
violations, but will as well better educate youth. their families and their employers
about these laws and their protections

We look forward to working with you and your staff for the immediate enactment
of this essential legislation.

Sincerely,

Hon. HOWARD M. MrTZENBAUM,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Labor.
Committee on Labor and Human &sources.
Washington. IX' Miila-6.1110

DAVID S. L1EDERMAN.
Exerritive Director.

CHILDREN'S DEEENSE FUND,
WASHINGTON, IX' 20001.

March J.

DEAR CHAIRMAN MRTZENHAUM. I am writing to express the Children's Defense
Fund's support for S. (RIO, the Child Labor Amendments of 1991. which you and Sen-
ator Metzenbaum have jointly sponsored. At a time when America's children must
be striving for educational excellence this legislation represents an important series
of steps to ensure that employment does not interfere with their educational
progress or jeopardize their health and safety.

Recent U.S. Department of Labor reports document that child labor violations are
on the rise. S. 600 strengthens enforcement of existing child labor laws by establish-
ing criminal penalties for willful violations leading to injury or death, thereby help--
ing to deter potential violators and making the workplace safer for young workers.
The employment certificate provisions of the bill will help children and parents un-
derstand their rights so that they can avoid illegal and dangerous work situations.
The certification process will also ensure that school is the number one priority for
children younger than 16. Lastly. employers would be prohibited from hiring chil-
dren younger than 14 as migrant agricultural laborers, ending the flagrant exploita-
tion of such children in migrant farmworker communities that now threatens both
their health and their educational progress.

In 193$. when the current child labor laws were first enacted, advanced education
and strong and basic academic skills were not prerequisites to finding secure.
decent-paying work. Today they are msential to advancement in the labor market.
The amendments proposed in S 600 will help children focus on the long-term suc-
cess that can only come through educational achievement, while still allowing them
to acquire the early work experiences that also can help them prepare for the- tran-
sition from school to work. For these reasons. I urge prompt approval of S faRi.
Child Labor Amendments of 1991

Sincerely.
MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN.

Prystacnt

Afor-, h l.wit
lion. flowAten MK17.ENRAVM.
US. Senate.
Chairman, Subcommittee on 1.afpnr.
Washington. 1.5' 20.511,

DEAR SENATOR METZENHAUM: The thtent of this correspethdence is to comment on
the referenced legislation. Certainly S. On is moving in the right directmn iii pro.
viding enhanced protection for children. Proposed changes will assure- children em .
ployed in agriculture increased iirotection under the law I believe that rncire assur-
ances are required to provide. parity with other st-gments of the child labor work
force

Your efforts toward S 690 are apprec at ed nd supported
Respectful ly.

Lions!. L Clams
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FARM LABOR ORGANIZINO COMMrrTEE
TOLEDO, OH 43602.

April /A

Senator MMZENRAVM.
Washington. TAC

DEAR SENATOR METZENBAUM: We stand with you in support of your Senate Bill
strengthening the child labor provisions agriculture. So many years have gone by
with no real progress nor serious attention paid to the plight of America's migrant
farmworkers- The oppression rooted in the agriculture industry is elusive to outaide
observers so we welcome this initiative and the public concern which it brings.
Hopefully this will only be the beginning of a broader effort to remove obstacles
that keep farmworkers from joining the rest of the American workforce and make
conditions more attributable to the 20th century.

Sincerely,

Hon. HOWARD M. MtrITENBAUM,
U. Senate.
Washington, IX' ;IOW

HALDEMAR V etasouiz.
President.

FOOD AND ALLIED SERVICE TRADER,
Wasetecerosi, DC 20006,

April S, 1.01.

DEAR SENATOR METZENRAVM. On behalf of the million men and women affili-
ated with the Food and Allied Service Trades De: aeit AFT-CIO I am writing to
thank you for introducing S. 600, the Child Labor Act of 1991.

S. 600 will provide important protections for many of the workers in the indus-
tries our affiliates represent. Millions of children are employed in the food and
allied trades as fast food counter personnel, short order cooks. retail clerics, agricul-
tural workers and in literally thousands of other jobs.

Our nation's youth are working longer hours than ever. The result of that addi-
tional workload has at least partially contributed to the deteriorating status of
American education. Young workers are unaware of their employment rights and
are often taken advantage of by their bosses and managers

The number of occupationally related iejuries suffered by workers under eighteen
has steadily increased during the last decade. S. 600 would take steps to reduce this
inexcusable rise in injuries and deaths.

5_ 600 is a solid piece of legislation that has earned the full support of this Depart-
ment. We look forward to working with you and your staff ae this bill progresses
through the legislative process.

Sincerely.
KEITH R. MESTRICH,

lhrretor of Sperm/ Seri.iers

GroRoIA DEPARTMENT OF I.Apoit.
ATLANTA. GA :ei:co3,

April
Hon. HOWARD M MMENBAUM,
Chairman. Labor and Human Resuarees Suholrnmttee un Labor.
Washington, IX' ..)(Ail0-.1502.

DEAR SENATOR Mermen/test I am writing in response- to the joint hearings held
on March 19, 1991 on S. 600, which would amend the Fair Labor Standards Act to
improve enforcement of its child labor provisions.

Let me begin by complimenting you for your efforts This is an area much in need
of attention, on both state and federal levels. The testimony you received from a
number of organizations highlighted the inconsistencies, or even conflict.% between
federal law and the laws of some states. The need for attention es further highlight-
ed by the declining numbers of young people entering the labor market, and the
resulting labor shortages facing some employers. This situation could give rise to
increased abuse if we fail to establish appropriate preventative measures.

In whatever approach we take, I believe that it is essential to maintain a proper
balance. While work can be good, healthy, and educational for young people. it must
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not be allowed to detract from a student's in-school educational experience. From an
enforcement perspective, we must ensure that young people receive adequate protec-
tion without so burdening employers, particularly small employers, that they will be
discouraged from hiring those young people under the protection of child labor laws
and regulations.

The U.S. Department of Labor has recently been doing a much better job in en-
forcinti existing child labor laws and regulations. Their massive "Operation Child
Watch' sent employers a clear message that violations will be detected and penal-
ties assessed. If we are really sincere about increased policing, however, adequate
funding must be provided on a continuing basis. I am concerned that S. 600 will
have the effect of substantially increasing the costs to the states without providing
funding to offset those costs, This state (and I suspect you will find that most other
states are in a similar position) does not have additional funds available. The
Wagner-Peyser dollars which operate our unemployment insurance and employ-
ment services progrtuns cannot be used for these purposes. Even if they could. they
are currently inadequate to operate the programs they are intended to fund.

We would be most interested to see what could be accomplished with a small
amount of additional federal dollars used to fund several state demonstration
projects. I believe that what we would learn from such an approach could benefit
the entire system and produce a most reasonable return on the investment. I would
also submit that it would be beneficial for the U.S. Department of Labor to sponsor
an annual national meeting or regional forums at which state child labor units
could exchange information on best practices and the latest ideas and technoloky
could be shared.

Adequate funding of increased enforcement or data collection activities is impor-
tant not only to state departments of labor, but to school systems which are the first
line of screening in the work permit process, Several ideas advanced by school ad-
ministrators are worthy of further exploration, but it would be important to include
funding for the increased costa

A number of suggestions have been advanced which I believe are worthy of fur-
ther examination. In considering each or them, however, we must keep in mind the
need for balance. Schoals could benefit from reveiving information of violations and
enforcement actions This would assist them in screening applications for work with
employers who have been past violators. Similarly, information could be provided to
schools on deaths and injuries suffered by students while on the job. Minimum at-
tendance requirements and minimum levels of academic achievement cou!d be ap-
propriate prerequisites for work permits, provided that adequate provisions were
made for hardship rases. Family involvement. which is also important, might be en-
hanced by ensuring that parents or guardians are provided with copies of ail work
permits,

The bottom line, if we are to adequately prepare young people to participate suc-
cessfully in the workforce of the lst century, must be to ensure that work does not
unnecessarily endanger young people nor detract from their education. Work
should, on the other hand. enhance their educational experience. The actions we
take, whether through amending the law or making changes in federal and state
regulations, must advance that end.

/ have taken the liberty of enclosing some of the materials on child labor that we
have gathered over the years There are also many excellent ideas in the literature .
and in the testimony you received at the joint hearing. Your interest in this impor .
tant area is most appreciated. We appreciate the opportunity to share our com-
ments with you and would welcome further dialogue.

Sincerely.
Ai, Sewer.

Cetrarnissfoner of Labor.

INTERNATIoNAI. LAMEs GARMENT WORKERS' UNIoN,
WAsHINGToN. DC :.:0001i.

March 1,". Pen
Ikm HOWAKO M. MMENRAUM,
Chair-mar. Subrewsmittee in Lobew.
Wo4hington. IX' 20510

DEAR CHAIRMAN METZENRAUM: The International Ladies* Garment Workers'
Union tees long worked to reform the laws governing child labor in this country We
are very plessed. therefore. that you and Senator Dodd have introduced S taw, the

s



Child Labor Amendments or 1991. This legislation represents an important step for-

ward and we are pleased to support it.
However, the legislation as written does not address two a particular issues cru-

cial to the reform of child labor laws: hours of work for teenagers and enforcement
of the new standards. It is our hope that you and Senator Dodd will consider adding
provisions to address these issues.

Specifically, we .voult like to see a provision limiting the number of hours that 16
and 17 year olds may work. Many states have begun to limit the hours of work for
youth of this age. The child labor bill introduced in the House of Representatives
hist year included such limitations and the bill currently being drafted by Members
of the House also includes such a provision. While 16 and 17 year olds may be old
enough to work, their primary responsibility should be their education. Limitations
on allowable hours of work for 16 and 17 year olds will help to ensure that these
young people get the education they need, the education that will enable them to be
successful adults.

An omission that is perhaps even more troubling than that described above is the
lack of any provision to increase the number of compliance officers responsible for
enforcing the new standards created by the bill. New child labor standards will be
successful only if they can be fully enforced. In the garment industry, in agricul-
ture, and in many other industries, violations of current child labor standards are
widespread but rarely caught. This is because of the limited number of compliance
officers available to investigate and to enforce the standards. The IIA3WU believes
strongly that S. 600 should include a provision providing for funds to hire additional
compliance officers to work specifically in the area of child labor. This would give
"teeth" to the new standards and hope to the children who now labor illegally.

Respect fully.
EVELYN DtitiltoW,

Vice Prrsident and Legthlatiee Director.

lion. Ctitiorroetiss J. Wm,
Chairman, &nate Subconanzttee on Children.
Committee on Labor and Kunlun Rewurces,
Washington. Ik` 20510--6,100

ATM: Jackie Ruff

JEWISH LAROR Costsurrxx,
NEW YORK, NY 100104297,

March 14. POI

Ronily, Drugs and Alcoholism.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the Jewish Labor Committee. I wish to convey
to you our strong support of S. 64141, the Child Labor Amendments of 1991.

The Jewish Labor Committee has long been concerned with the exploitation of
children in the labor force. Such expkitation poses an unacceptable threat to a
child's health, well.being and education. We have therefore been dismayed with the
lax administration of child labor taws. The Jewish Labor Committee has joined with
other organizations in the Child Labor Coalition to educate the public about child
labor exploitation, to strengthen existing protections against exploitation of children
and to work for better enforcement of protective child labor laws and regulations.

Enactment or S. MO will address these concerns. The Child Labor Amendments of
1991 will strengthen the federal child labor law through tougher penalties for viola-,
tions, increased public awareness of the dangers of child labor exploitation through
expanded use of employment certificates and more effective protection of children
working in nagrant agriculture

We strongly subscribe to the objectives of S 600. the Chita Labor Amendments of
1991, and urge as immediate enactment followed by vigorous implementhi ion.

Sincerely,
BERT SEIDMAN.

Washington 1-6precen

I 9
tit I
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LEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY,
Wastinsorcist. DC 20005,

March 18. 1Y.91.

Senator CHRISTOPHER J. Dom).
Senator Howaan it Mirris Naatna,

DEAR SENATORS DODD AND METZENSAUM; As a member of the Child Labor Coali-
tion, the League for Industrial Democracy is very concerned about the effectiveness
of child labor laws, and will be interested in the outcome of the upcoming hearings.

Obviously legislation is important, but without proper enforcement through an in-
creased number of compliance workers, the laws are ineffective. The League for In-
dustrial Democracy does endorse S. 600 and will continue to support the efforts of
the Child Labor Coalition.

Sincerely.
Mono, Mc MID,

Administnalve Dirretor.

MIGRANT CUNICIANS NETWORK,
AUSTIN, TX 7/4704,

March 18. 1.9.4i1.

Senator nOW ARO MM.-a:NMI:M.

DEAR SENATOR Mrrmitiauta: The Migrant Clinician Network supports Senate
bill 600 and strongly urges the United States Senate to further expand coverage. We
strongly believe that Child Labor Laws should be inclusive and provide equal protec-
tion for children in the fields. We reject the fraudulent arguments of the last 50
years which justify treating children in agriculture differently from other children
in our society. The current double standard is discriminatory. Child labor does
result in unnecessary illnesses. injuries, deaths, and premature disabilities as well
as contributes to unacceptable and disastrous educational morbidity.

We have enclosed a cop), of our position statement on child labor from last year.
Our position is supported by two authoritative articles by Dr. Rivera at the Univer-
sity of Washington and Doctors Pollack and Landrigan of Mount Sinai.

Please reconsider the scope of the Rill. We recognize and commend you on the
improvements that are contained in the current measure.

Respectfully,
PAUL M. MONAHAN. M.D., CHAIRMAN,

SAL SANDOVAL, M D
MARV JULE KULKA.

upahoult Health Subcommittee of time Migrunt Clinician Network.

NATIoNM. CONSUMERS LEAGUE
WASHINGTON, IX' 20oo:).

Marrh /.9!,/.

lion. HOWARD M. METZENHAUM,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Labor.
Washington, De 20510.

DEAR SENATOR MyrzENnatlia: Thank you for your outstanding leadership to help
end exploitation of children in the workplace Child labor has been of long-standing
concern to the National Consumers League iNCLi. In 1899, NCL was founded be-
t:now of concern about sweatshop conditions and child labor. In its early years, NCL
helped draft the child labor components of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 19314.
Within the last half century, varied changes have occurred in the workplace, child
labor violations have escalated, and injuries and death among our nation's youth
have risen dramatically. Much has occurred because of deregulation and lack of en-
forcement of the law. As a result. NUL has actively supported strengthening child
labor laws and enforcement.

NCL endorses S. 600, Child Labor Amendments of 1991, because it addresses sev
eral critical areas of concern. We applaud the tougher penalties for violations, im-
proved certification procedures, and greater protections for children working in mi-
grant agriculture. These changes are designed to discourage the exploitation of chil-
dren in the workplace, thus protecting children.

In reviewing the legislation. however, two omissions are of concern:
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I. Safeguarding the health and wellbeing of working men and women, a 40-hour
work week is law. Today, however, it is common practice among our working 16-
and 17-year-olds to handle 30 hours of school each week along with 40 hours of
work. The tential of 70 hour weeks endangers not only their health and well-
being, but their education.

RECOMMENDATION: Restrict the number of hours 16- and 17-year-olds may
work during a school week.

2. There are fewer than 1,000 Department of Labor compliance officers to enforce
all labor laws in the U.S. In 1990, the U.S. General Accounting Office reported that
compliance officer time spent on child labor law enforcement for all 50 states is the
equivalent of 40 officers working full-time.

RECOMMENDATION: Increase the number of compliance officers to enforce
child labor laws.

The inclusion of these recommendations would further protect our children and
provide a stronger deterrent to violating child labor laws.

Sincerely,
LINDA F. GOUNINER.

Executive Director.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS.
WASHINGTON, DC 20005,

Marrh 1.5. 19,91.

Hon. CEIRtsTornER J. Donn,
Chairman. Senate Subcornmatre on Children. Family. Drags and Alcoholism.
Committee on taw and Human Her:mimes,
tr.S. Senate,
Washington. De ..11.5111.

DEAR SENATOR Donn: The National Couir:il of Senior Citizens INCSCI, on behalf
of our five million members and 4,800 clubs and Councils nationwide, strongly en-
dorses S. fitiO, the Child Labor Amendments of 1991.

Seniors are critically concerned about the exploitation of this nation's children
and our grandchildren. Having heard from our membership on this issue, NM has
chosen to affiliate with the Child Labor Coalition and subscribes to the Coalition's
support fin- S. 61)0. This legislation will strengthen the Federal child labor law
through tougher penalties for violations. inrease public awarenes., of the dangers of
child labor exploitation and provide more effective protection of children working in
mi_grant agriculture.

We urge the Senate to act quickly on this important bill and to enact it without
any weakening amendments.

l.AwkI.sri I SIVIEDI.Ey.
Llef'uhre Director

THY NATIONAL PTA,
WASHINCT0%. 201t3t;,

March /9, 1991
Moo CIOOKTOPIOR than%
f tiohlwrnmittre (Witel,cti. I)rog..; nod .11(,,tiolz..if..
WeP.Itingt.m, IX 20,5/0

DEAR SENATOR Doim Protecting the health and welfare of children and youth in
thc labor force e. the very reason why the National PTA organized 93 years ago. We
have tong asserted that the federal government must protect young employees from
abmave working conditions, Laws, regulations and oversight are essential if society
is to ensure that work environments for young laborers are safe S. 600. the Child
Labor Amendments. is a measure that will help protect youth in the work place.

f)or association is pleased that the legislation expands the list of hazardous occu .
potions for young workers to safeguard a wider range of occupations, including mi .
grant workers We urge you to reinforce the nerd for strict enforcement of regula.
tions that prohibit youth from operating electroniv slicing and mixing machines.
Many of the reported injuries are the result of minors working on meat processing
and mixing Nuipment.

The National PTA applauds the inehtsom of provislons in S ow that would re-
quire employers io report workrelated death, and ot minors to the states

2 1
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within one week. Equally important, is the condition that the States prepare and
disseminate this data to the public. We also support harsher penalties and fines, as
set-forth in S. 600. for employers who willfully violate child labor laws.

Set. 3 431 of the bill requires school districts to post the names of employers, found
to violate child labor practices. We ask that you examine additional methods of get-
ting this information into the hands of students and their parents.

Finally, strengthening the foundation for how certificates of employment are
issued is sound public policy. The process, as outlined in S. 600, establishes a mecha-
nism whereby the state agency, the employer and the employee as well as the
parent of a minor are more informed, and therefore more accountable.

The 6.8 million member National PTA believes in the work ethic for our youth,
but also feels that, young people must be protected from work place exploitation
and abuse Employers and parents must help minors balance work with school re-
sponsibilities. Further. employers cannot allow ignorance of labor protections or
willful violation of the law to place young persons in jeopardy. Too many young
workers have paid the price these practices through injuries and death.

We thank you for your leadership on this iisiue and will work to help ensure pas-
sage of S. 600.

Sincerely.
ARLENE Zmum.

Vice-president for Legislative Activity.

NATIONAL YoUTH EMPLOYMENT CoALITION,
Nrw YORK, NY 10036.

March 18, LW.
Hon. Senator HOWARD M. Mrra...NBAust.
Chairman. Subcommittee on Labor.
U.S. Senate.
Washington, DC X510-6100

DEAR SENATOR METZENHAOM: The National Youth Employment Coalititm. repre.
senting 60 youth-serving organizations nationwide, is very pleased that you are
holding hearings tomorrow on child labor legislation. The exploitation of young chil-
dren in the workplace, from agriculture to sweatshop, is shameful and undercuts
the legitimate needs of older youth as they enter the labor market. Thank you for
your important efforts in this regard.

Sincerely.
LINDA R. LAUGHLIN. PH.D.,

Ex mit Mrector

SocIAL DEMocRATs, USA.
WASHINGTON. DC 20005.

Afturh 1/01

Hon. HOWARD M. METZENBAUM.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor,
US Senate:
Washington, IX' 20510.

DEAR SENATOR MrezENHAtqw We have received your notice of the hearing on S.
600, Child Labor Amendments of 1991. Social Democrats. USA is a member organi-
zation of the Child Labor Coalition. and we are therefore very interested in the out-
come of these hearings.

We endorse S. 600, but would like two additional items included to strengthen the
legislation. We feel it is imrortant to reduce the number of hours that Hi- and 17-
year olds are allowed to work. Furthermore, we feel it is crucial to increase the
number of compliance workers to ensure that the law is enforced as intended.

Sincerely,
DON SLADAAN,

President.

RITA FREEDMAN,
Executive Dirroor

22
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Hon. HOWARD M. METZENRAuM,
U.S. Senatc
Chairman, Subcommittee an Lobar.
Washington, DC mlo,

MANSON CORPORATION.
SALDIRDRY, MD 2lS01,

Marrh 18. 111.91.

DEMI SMATOR MET2ENDOILIA: I would like to express my, support for S. ti00, the
"Child Labor Amendments of 1991." Strong evidence exists which shows dramatical-
ly that children who are hired workers in agriculture have been very negatively af-
fected by the minimal protections which are afforded under the current law. The
changes which have been proposed under S. MO will provide some of the increased
protections which are needed. However. I believe that children who are hirrd work-
ers in agriculture should hay, the same labor standard protections that are provid-
ed for all other children. In light of this. I believe that the legislation does not go far
enough.

Telamon Corporation funded by the Job Training Partnership Act. Title IV, Sec-
tion 402, provides employment, training and supportive service programs for farm-
workers in eight states. Through our close worlt with farmworken; we are very
aware of the child labor abuses still existing.

The legislation which has been introduced is a step in the right direction toward
achieving equality for hired farmworker children. I, therefore, applaud your efforts
to add these addition& protections for those working children who have no family
ties to the farm owner or operator.

Sincerely,

lion. HoWARD M METZENHAVNI,
US. Senate,
Chairman. Sabwrnmiffer on Labor,
Washinghm, 21,610.

KAREN WERRTER,
State thirelor.

TELAMoN CoRPORATION.
MARTINsRPRc, WV 25401,

Morrh 1A. 18'91

DEAR SENATOR MVTZENRAUM I am writing in reference to S. two, the "Child
Labor Amendments of 1991."

As an agency who works daily to serve the nerds of farmworkers and their chil-
dren via the JtPA Title IV, Section 402 program, we support the intent of this bill
to add the labor protections addressed in this piece of legislation. In addition. how-
ever, we believe that children who perform agriculture work should have the same
labor standard protections that are granted by law to all other children in nonfarm
occupatiors. Therefore, we feel that this legislation should and could go further and
are hopeful this will be addressed as appropriate.

We are encouraged with the direction of the S. 14;0 legislation and applaud your
efforts of these additional proteCtions being provided the children working who have
no family ties to the farm operator or owner.

Sincerely,

lion. HOWARD VI MirrzeNuacia.
U S. Semite.
Chairman, So bripm nu t Ice on Lahr
Washington. Ix'

DEAR SENAToR METZENHAI.1.1.
questing our agency's opinion on
an agency which serves Georgia
Title IV Section 402, we are very

JANIEs A Dlifosli,
Slate Direr.for

TEIAMON CORPORATION,
ATIANTA. GA 30:019.

March 18. 1,99j

want to take this opportunity to thank you for re-
S WM. the "Child Labor Amendments of l99l- As
Farmworkers under Job Training Partnerahip Act
concerned about protecting children
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Strong evidence which shows dramatically that children who are hired workeni in
agriculture have been very negatively affected by the minimal protections which
are afforded under the current law. The changes which have been proposed under S.
6410 help to provide some of the increased Firotections. We believe that children who
are hired workem in agriculture should have the same labor standard protections
provided for other children.

The legislation which has been introduced is, in our opinion, moving in the right
direction toward achieving equalAy for hired farmworker children. We, therefore.
applaud your efforts of adding these additional protections for thcse working
dren who have no family-ties to the farm owner or operator.

Sincerely,
PATRIcIA /WANK

State Mrector.

TELAMON CORPORATION.
COLOMMA. SC 29211. 2217,

March 1S. 19.91.

Hon. Ilowean M MEWENRAUM.
US, Senate.
Chairman. Suthyripiitter rn Lohor.
Washington. De 204'14

DEAR SENATOR MEM:NBAUM: This letter is in support of S 4;00. the -Child Labor
Amendments of 1991." liaproved legislation to help correct the inequity that has ex-
isted within the present laws is long overdue. Child labor laws have proven to be
negligent when it comes to protecting children who are hired to work in agriculture.
In fact, these children should be afforded the same labor standard protections pro-
vided children in other,- industries, but are not. We therefore urge you to continue to
push toward that goal until all inequities are eliminated.

Telamon-South Carolina is part of an eight state corporation that seres migrant
and seasonal farmworkers. VVe are funded. individually, by the Department of
LaborJob Training Partnership Art. Title IV, Section 02. We provide supportive
services training, and employment to eligible farmworkers.

Your efforts to better the existing laws are to be commended and are appreciated
by those who work with the farmworker population. S. (AMP is a step in the direction
ot achieving equality for hirei farmworker children. It is anticipated that the pass-
ing of this legislation will lay, new foundation from which future improvements in
protection laws can be built

Continued, success in your light for equality for all people
Sincerely.

HAstiARA 14 CoLystaN,
State threi.tor

INTERNATIONAI I INHIN, UNITED AOToMoHII.F. AER0SPArt: AND
AcifiteuLTVRAL IMPLEMENT WoRKERN AmERivA --UAW,

WASHINGToN, IX'
Morrh

HowARI) M MrritENHAUM,
Chairman. Subilenntitter on lAibor.
ITS. *nate.
Washington. IX' ..10.510.

MAR MR. CHAIRMAN We understand that the Subcommittee, on Labor of the
Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee es conducting a hearing on Tuesday,
March 19, 1991 on the proposed Child Lahor Amendments of 1991 IS Wm. The
UAW strongly supports this legislation. which would strengthen the enforcenient of
'our child labor laws We would appreciate it if you would include this letter in the
hearing record

The proposed Child Labor Amendments of 1991 are needed in order to address the
growing problems associated with the use of child labor in this country. Although
child labor laws have been on the statute books for over fifty years, it has become
apparent that our current laws are not sufficient to deter unscrupulous employrs
from exploiting children.

The proposed legislation would uike a number of steps to strengthen the enforce-
ment of our child labor laws. In particular S. MO would:
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establish criminal sanctions for willful violation%
make willful and repeated violators ineligible for federal grants. loans or, con-

tracts for five years;
require the Department of Labor to compile and make available to school dis-

tricts the names of employers who violate child labor law%
require certificates of empioyment for minors under the oge of 18 who do not

have a high school diploma;
provide protection for minors under the age of 14 who are migrant or season-

al agricultural workers; and
expand the fiat hazardous occupation for teenagers to include poultry proc-

essing, fish and seafood processing, and pesticide handling.
Mr. Chairman, the UAW commends you and Senator Dodd for your leadership in

introducing S. 600. We believe this legislation would help to correct abuses associat-
ed with the employment of children in this country. We urge your Subcommittee
and the entire Senate to give this legislation prompt, favorable consideration.

Sincerely. Dice WARDEN.
Legislative Director.

WoRK ACRIEVFmENT VALUES AND EDVCATION,
WASHINGTON, DC 20024-2754,

March 15. 1,9.91.

Hon. HOWARD M. METZENBAUM.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor,
Washington, DC et75.10-640.

DEAR SENA'TOR METZENRADM: On behalf of the many thousands of young people
screed by WAVE, Inc., please accept my thanks for the hearing you are holding on
child labor issues and for your sponsorship of S. 600.

Although the expansion of American technology and the ever-changing labor
market has created new debates about the role of young people in the workplace, no
one can seriously argue that we should be less vigilant in the protections we afford
them when they do work, I, therefore, encourage you to expand and improve the
protection that our federal laws grant to the youngest and most vulnerable of our
citizens,

Sincerely,
LARRy BRoWN.

flreadent.

YAKIMA VALLEY FARM WoRKERR
March 14. LW

&ludo," BROCK ADANts,
4 Hart Bldg. Room .51,1.

Washington, 1).0 2010

DEAR SENATOR ADAMS: 1 am writing to support Senate bill WO and request that
this statement be submitted as a supporting document for this proposed legislation.

It is a fart in the United States that children working in agriculture are denied
the same protective regulations that apply, to children in other working environ-
ments. This partial exclusion of children in the fields is discriminatory and unfairly
places thousands of youngsters "in harms way".

The initial exclusion of farm workers in general from coverage by the Fair Labor
Standards Act was understandable, considering the political reality of l93.M. In an
attempt to achieve maximum gain for as many workers as possible, it was political-
ly expedient to exclude afkricultural workers. Unfortunately this set a precedent
that bas been mainta:ned in many states for more than 50 years. This, a govern-
mental double standard has significantly contr.outed to the economically depressed
status for field workere.

As understandable and necessary as the Il33S political compromise may have
been, it was also blatantly unfair. Many states have passed regulations overcoming
this national neglect which has become an embarrassment.

In 1990 thousands of employers were cited for child labor violations. Most of these
same labor practices would have been "OK" on the farm.

Farm work is dangerous. The U.S. Department of Labor consistently ranks farm
work as the first or second most hazardous occupation in the country.
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Certainly children laboring in such a workplace merit adequate protection.
My introduction to the hazards of child labor occurred in the early 1970s. 1 VMS

called to the Emergency Room to evaluate a 14 year old boy who had been injured
while working in hop harvest. A tractor had driven over his head. He had fallen
asleep in the mid afternoon from exhaustion . . . exhaustion from having been in-
volved in hop harvest campaign. working 12 to 14 hour days, 80 plus hours per
week. Miraculously. he was not severely ir3jured since his head had been in a de-
pressed furrow in the field. His terror was justified by the tractor treads across his
forehead. I was reminded of this episode in September 1988 when a second 14 year
old boy was killed; his head was crushed by a tractor in hop harvest. He too had
fallen asleep. After all, it was 2 in the morning in mid September. In the day time
he was attending school. 1 have enclosed a copy of the brief news article. It should
have been front page headlines.

Between those two events, I have seen other deaths first hand. I was called in the
middle of the night in the mid 1970s to assist in the resuscitation of a 17 year old
girl who had experienced a respiratory arrest. She had been in the hospital for sev-
eral days following a tractor accident. There hod been an enormous scalpffacial lac-
eration, and after repair it had apparently become secondarily infectedand this
resulted in a respiratory obstruction. She experienced anoxic brain damage and died
within a day or so. And then there was the Saturday afternoon when 1 was called to
the Emergency Room again to try to resuscitate a r year old boy who had been
electrocuted along with two other workers. The farmer was using them to help con-
struct a grain bai in 111142the heavy equipment boom hit power lines and the three
workers were instantly killed. Had this work activity been defined as construction
work rather than inappropriately labeled. -agricultural work-, then the employer
would have suffered severe penalties. Since it was merely agriculture, apparently
there were no violations. Had it been construction. the 16 year old wouldn't have
been in that situation.

And then there was the youngster 14 years old?) who was decapitated by a passing
automobile as his family was crossing an unpaved road to begin asparagus harvest
between 4 and fi in the morning: He is probably included an a motor vehicle/ peeks.
trian statistic rather than an agricultural victim. Another Clinic physician had to
deal with the grieving parents. And the tractor crush-death of my son's high school
friendbut then he was Dior 1.9 years old.

Such catastrophen are fortunately uncommon. The fact is that they are also un .
necessary and should not occur In addition to such visible. but episOdic tragedies.
there are many other adverse- consequences of child labor. While these other conse-
quences are less obvious, and receive little attention, they may be much more im-
portant overall.

One such health concern relates to hamrds from pesticides recent personal com-
munications with the Department of EPA revealed that "Pesticide exposure to chil-
dren is an issue which continues to be of concern to the Agency", but that "the sig.
nificance of juvenile exposure to pesticides . . is unclear . Given the increased wor-
ries in California about clusters of unusual cancers occurring in children in small
rural towns, and given the fact that there is a general lack of information concern-
ing chronic/carcinogenic/ immunologic, and other effects from most currently regis-
tered pesticides, it would be prudent to presume that these toxic agents are, in fact.
toxic. The burden of proof should not be on children to demonstrate and prove the
toxicity. Exposure of field workers is a fact Agricultural workers all have a much
higher body burden of pesticides Prevention is the key.

The consequences of repetitive overum injuries become evident only after years
and years. The numbers of farm workers who are disabled from back problems is
staggering. Many nien and women in their :Ws and 441s can no longer function in the
fields and yet are educationally unable to do other types of work, creating a prob-
lem of enormous economic proportion. The impact of such disabilities on families is
overwhelming. Most back disabilities are not the result of a single injury episode,
but rather the result of years and years of stoop labor and heavy lifting. Many of
these individuals began this type. of work in their youth Many who are disabled at
a young age have already put in :RI years of hard labor. Economically, it maken no
sense at all

14t1e League Rules prevent pitchers (ront throwing curve balls and sliders in an
effort to protect their elbows. We should apply the same principle with stoop labor
in the youngsters under 16 years of age.

The medical problems resulting from field Nanitation problems, i e gastrointesti .
nal illness, hepatitis, parasitic infections, urinary infections, heat prostration, etc
have heen described and recognized. This recognition finally resulted in OSHA regu-
latior changes in 1987. Surveys nationwide reveal variable compliance with these
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regulations, i.e. many farm operations do not provides toilets. water, etc. . The

reahty is that these health concerns remain a problem and that children are much
more susceptible to infectious diseases than adults.

The greatest morbidity from child labor may not be health conditions, Eduruturn
al morbidity. with the resultant stunicd social employment and career option. is a
tragedy of enormous magnitude. These social and economic consequences are far
greater than the limited economic benefits from working children for their families
and for farmers. The drop out ratio in children of migrant farm workers in Wash-
ington state approaches 80 percent. Allowing h*h school students to be employed
more than 20 hours a week jeopardizes their academic caret.: and their future occu-
pational potential. The hourly limitations that apply to other working environmenta
should apply for agriculture.

This child labor issue should be decided on the basis of fairness and not on the
basis of poNtics and economic power. A different set of rules should not apply to
children in the fields. It is wrong to perpetuate the official, legalized double stand-
ards that now exist.

Physicians in the Yakima Valley Medical Society overwhelmingly voted 181 per-
cent in April, 1990) to endorse the concept that children in agriculture should re-
ceive the same work place protection as children employed elsewhere.

The "UNEVEN PLAYING FIELD-. is a classic political metaphor describing
unfair situations, and it is usually followed by a pledge to do something about that
unfairness, The regulatory exclusions of farm workers and their children represents
n classic example that yet is legal. I am personally embarrassed as a trained physi-

cian who has sat bark and pragmatically accepted such arbitrary and unfair condi-
tions. It took a second 14 year old boy who had his head crushed while falling asleep
during hop harvest to humiliate me. What will it take to prod the political process
to make amends for half a century of discriminatory rulea? What does the Depart-
ment of Justice Civil Rights have to say about this process? The child labor issue is
a window into a regulatory history that can be categorized as scandalous with re-
spect to farm workers 4FISA, NLRB. OSAII. FIFRAI. In the National goals for the
year 2000, there is a statement that exclusionary regulations should be eliminated I
don't think we should wait 10 years.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments, I apologize for lapses of
rhetoric but, in truth, my comments understate the work place reality and life suf-
fering that result from regulation violence.

Senator Adams. as you know, farm workers and their children have no polittral
clout. They need your support considering these comments
cc: Senator Howard Metz,nbaum
cc Senator Thomas Dodd
cc Senator Edward Kennedy

PAUL M. MONAHAN, M I)

Senator MEMENBAUM. Current child labor law is woefully inad-
equate to protect our children in the workplace. Without the threat
of significant criminal penalties for child worker deaths and seri-
3lis injuries, current law invites potential violators to treat such
tragedies as just another cost of doing business. In addition, our
law allows the exploitation of children under the age of 14 who
work as migrant and seasonal farmworkers. Look at these pictures
of some of those children working out in the field. The law also has
no provisions to help ensure that children, parents and employers
have some knowledge about even the most basic child labor protec-
tions.

S. 600 will help to ensure workplace protections for children by
strengthening the enforcement scheme for child labor violations
and providing basic data on child labor practices. In addition S. 600
incorporates former Secretary Dole's recommendation that the Fair
Labor Standards Act be amended to allow imprisonment on the
first conviction for any willful violation of Federal child labor laws,
rather than only upon a second conviction as provided under cur-
rent law.
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I will include a summary of S. 600, the Child Labor Amendments
of 1991, in the record.

[The summary referred to follows:I

SUMMARY OF THE CHILD LABOR AMENwarwrs OF 1991

Introduced by Senators Howard M. Metzenbaum (13-0H) and Christopher J.
Dodd

Will strengthen the enforcement scheme for child labor law violations and
also provide basic data on child labor practices

Specifically, the bill:
establishes criminal sanctions for willful violations of child labor laws that

result in the death of a child (maximum 10 years in prisoni; and willful viola-
tions that result in serious bodily injury to a child (maximum 5 years in prisonn,

provides that willful and repeated violators of child labor laws are ineligible
for federal gnsnts, loans, or contracts for 5 yearv. and also are ineligible to pay
the subminimum youth training wage;

requires the Department of Labor to compile and make available to school
districts the names and addresses of child labor law violators and the exact
nature of the violation;

requires certificates of employment for minors under the age of IN who do not
have a high school diploma; this will set minimum standards for protecting chil .
dren in the workplace, educate parents. children, and employers about child
labor laws, and provide basic data on child labor in the United States;

provides protection for minors under the age of 14 who are migrant or season-
al agriculture workers; the bill does not affect in any way the current provision
exempting children who work on family farms;

expands the hst of hazardous occupations for teenagers to include poultry
processing, fish and seafood processing, and pesticide handling.

For additional information on S. 600, contact the Senate Subcommittee on Labor
at (202/ 224-5546 or the Senate Subcommittee on Children. Family, Drugs. and Alco,
holism at (202i 24-56:40.

Senator METZENBAUM. I look forward to the testimony from
today's witnesses, including the personal accounts of two young
people who experienced firsthand the abuses of the workplace. We
will also hear from the United States Department of Labor, a State
labor official, and representatives of the medical, educational and
business communities.

With our victory in the Persian Gulf, we now talk of a "new
world order" but we still allow our children to work under condi-
tions that prevailed in the 1800's. I shudder to think that children
who are the same age as my own grandchildren are being robbed of
an education, their limbs, and indeed their lives through illegal
child labor.

The Child Labor Amendments of 1991 represents a major effort
to put a stop to these shameful practices.

The pictures displayed here this morning are of cucumber farm-
ers in northwest Ohio. They indicate that very young children are
doing difficult work under hanirdous conditions. 1 am advised that
there have been a number of tragic accidents where trucks or trac-
torsas you can see, children are sheltered under the back of the
truckhave rolled over little children who were taking shelter in
their shadow.

At this point, before turning to our first panel, we would like to
show a brief segment from a recent television documentary on the
child labor issue. The documentary, "Danger: Kids at Work", was
produced by the Lifetime Cable Network and has been aired
throughout the country over the past several weeks. While this
program examined a number of workplace settings where child
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labor violations are most prevalent, the segment we will see this
morning focuses on one of the least-known but most dangerous in
America todaygarment industry sweatshopswhere children are
as much at risk in 1991 as they were a century ago.

Roll the film.
[Transcript of Videotape follows:]

DANGE/C KIDS AT WORK

IVOICE-OVER). These are the pictures from turn of the century America. In our
factories, textile mills and coal mines, 25 percent of the workers were children, slav-
ing away in horrendous conditions, working long hours for low wages, losing their
childhoods and sometimes their lives. These children had no protections from the
dangers of the workplace. These children do. Kids at work in America today. pro-
tected by laws, but still underage, underpaid, as much at risk as children a century
ago. In the garment districts of our cities, childnet, are a shockingly large part of an
underground labor force, working in factories that can only be described as sweat
shops.

Ten am., a school day. New York's Garment District. A state labor task force
begins a surprise search of sweat shopspurpose: find the kids working illegally.

STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. Hi. Do you work here? I'm an investigator with the
New York State Department of Labor. I just need some information about your em-
ployment here.

IRVING (voice-over). These investigators aren't after the children. They're after
the sweat shop ownens who hire them, but to enforce the law, they need information
from the kids. That's not easy. Most don't speak English. All are scared.

STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. She's not allowed to work here. You have to be at
least iS to work in a factory. It would appear by her physical appearance that she's
around 10 years old.

IRVING (voice-over). This young girl came to America just a few months ago from
China. She isn't in school because she has to work to support herself and her
mother. ,3 get this job, she probably lied about her age. She'll be sent home now,
but will be back tomorrow in another sweat shop.

STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. She said she just started working here, the girl.
FACTORY OWNER. Not yet. She works part time here.
STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. What do you mean "part time"?
IRVING tvoice-overj. No one under IS is permitted by Jaw to work during school

hours, but on any given day, investigators find hundreds, even thousands of children
hunched over machines, sewing clothes made in America. These young workers are
the legacy of a decade of it reased competition and greed. In order to compete with
the third world to produce clothes fast and cheap, manufacturers often ignore labor
laws in their scramble for bigger profits. New immigrants many of them children
desperate for work and usually unaware of wage and hour regulations, are a large
and easily exploitable workforce.

IST CHILD WORKER tithrough interpreter!. I am 14 years old. I work 40 hours a
week. I think it woul be better to go to school and he someone in the future. I'd
prefer to go to school rather than work.

2ND CHILD WORKER (through interpreter). I work 12 hours Monday to Thursday,
and on Friday and Sunday 10 hours. If people think of coming herewellthe
truth is it's no bed of roses.

Mica MeDam (New York State Department of Labor). They seem to be employ-
ing children in numbers that are amazing to us, and, generally, unprotected chil-
dren children who have no other way to survive in the cityalone, without fami-
lies, illegal immigrants. on the run, pretty Pauch. So they re exploiting the most ex-
ploitable. That was a tragedy. My inveso;gaton4 became absolutely appalled. I mean,
my investigators are fathers and melners and educate children and are very con-
cerned about these youth actually living in this industrial society with no way Out.

IRVING. Ivoice-merl. Pull open a door in most of these run-down factory buildings
and you'll see almost subhuman conditionsdangerous for adults, unthinkable for
children.

STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. You've got all that space, a few people.
IRVING Ivoice-overl. Highly flammable fabrics stacked everywhere, often next to

overloaded electrical systems and exposed wires.
STATE LABOR INIIMIGATOR. And the machines are unguarded
IRVING Ivoice-overl Bkteked fire exits.
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STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. If this is your fire exit, this ilas to be all taken out,
all right? You've got to move all of this.

IRVING fvoice-over). The airless, overcrowded rooms reek of solvents, fumes
known to be health hazards. At the machines, performing dangerous and mind-
numbing tasks, are young children. Every bit of this is in violation of current labor
laws. When caught, the manufacturers are fined, but the fine is so small comPared
to profits that the impact of the recent crackdowns is minimal.

WING LAM [ChineSe Staff and WorkeTS Association', It's an open secret, OK?
Labor knowLabor Department know that. Everybody know that. It's open secret.
In our community, people are not paying minimum wage. There are a lot of kids
working in the factories and, you know, a lot of home work because of the lack of
day care. All this is there, hut just like I said the government knows that but they
are not doing anything.

STATE LABOR iNVEST/GATOR. Is their mother here?
1ST ADIPT WORKER. YeB.
STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. Are you the mother?
IRVING [VOiCe-OVer]. Many of the really young kids are here because the parents

have no place else to take them, but a sweat shop is not a substitute for a play-
ground or a school,

1ST ADULT WORKER, Mother. yeah.
STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. You're the mother?
IST ADULT WORKER. Yea.
2ND ADULT WORKER. I grew up with their mother.
STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. Oh. DO they work here?
1ST ADULT WORKER. Uh. tOday,
STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. Ah-ha, they're working here today.
hilT ADULT WORKER. Just today.
STATE LABOR INVESTIGATOR. Just ',ode"
IRVING fvoice-over). It's always a game of catch-up for the investigators. Even

when they uncover the abuses. fine the sweat shop owners, send the kids home.
within hours, it's business, again, as usual, with many of these children falling
through the cracks in the system.

Mr. McDAin. And the bottom line on exploitation or children in factories or at
home or in any other way is greed. Someone is making a buck off those children
working in these shops under these conditions.

IRVING [voice-overl. However terrible the conditions, most of these children have
very few choices about where they work and what they do Without proper papers
and, sometimes, even, without their families - they need whatever little money they
make in the sweat shops to survive, so they learn to lie about their ages to get the
jobs. They suffer in silence, hide from cameras and always protect their identity,
even when talking to a union organizer.

1st- ('Iow WORKER !through interpreter). I am 14 years old, too young to be work-
mg.

UNION ORGANIZER [through interpreter) Doesn't your boss know you don't have
papers?

In Caw> WORKER [through interpreter). My boss knows I don't have papers
That's why he takes advantage of me. I can't tell you my name because if' I did, I'd
put myself and my family in danger and out of work.

Mr. McDAID. We cannot permit the person who would exploit that child to benefit
by that child's labor and to ignore the problem because well, "the kid needs the
money" would ensure its perpetuation and the child's continued exploitation. You
don't have to be behind bars to feel sentenced to something. The child who is, quote.
"given the sentence" in this industry right now will work here for three or four
years" and stay pretty much at this level through life.

IRVING f voice-over). A bettor future is unlikely tor the child who sits all day at a
machine instead of a school desk. Without education, these children are condemned
to a cycle of poverty and exploitation.

Mr. WING It's not that they want the kid to work. They really would like their
kid to have a field trip, but sometimes you don't even have enough money for today
The parents say. "I have no future. My future is on you." So that's the kind of thing
really hurting our kids.

IRYING. This tag "Made in America" is supposed to assure us that this garment
was made with American principles in minda decent wage, a safe workplace and
without violating laws, especially those that protect our children. Bargains for us as
consumers and high profits from manufacturers are all too often made at the ex-
pense of our children and this is just too high a price to pay.

3 I t
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Senator METZENBAUM. Our first witness today is Mr. Samuel D.
Walker, Acting Assistant Secretary fc,r Employment Standards,
United States Department of Labor.

Mr. Walker, we are very happy to have you with us, but before
you begin your statement for the Department of Labor, I want to
make a statement for the record on the Department's interaction
with this Subcommittee.

This morning's hearing is the third time in the last 4 weeks that
we have invited the Department of Labor to testify before the
Labor Subcommittee. As the record reflects, we are interested in
hearing the Department's views on our legislative initiatives, and
frankly, in working with the new Secretaty of Labor, if that is pos-
sible. I3ut if we are to work together, the Department must respect
the practices and procedures of the Congress and this Subcommit-
tee.

On three separate occasions, including for this hearing, the De-
partment submitted written testimony at the last minute. You
people are well enough aware and have been around Washington
long enoup to know that that is in direct contradiction of this
committee s 24-hour rule. The rule exists not for anybody's special
convenience or accommodation, but it makes it possible for mem-
bers of the committee to review the testimony and prepare rele-
vant questions.

Frankly, there is no excuse for the Department's tardiness.
Other witnesses, many from out of town, with little or no staff, are
able to meet the committee's deadlines, but invariably the Depart-
ment or Lavor is the last party to submit its testimony. In one case,
the Department submitted the same testimony as it had the previ-
ous year, and it was still late.

I would hope, Mr. Walker. that you would take the message back
to Secretary Martin that if the Department wants to continue its
prominent role at our hearings, then we expect the Department to
abide by committee rules regarding testimony. I don't hold you per-
sonally responsible, but I think it is a message that ought to be de-
livered to the Department of Labor.

As I previously stated, I am much disturbed, chagrined and sad-
dened byI have not read your testimony, but my staff advises me
that the Department of Labor thinks that we don't need any fur-
ther action in this area. If that is the thrust of your testimony. I
must say I think that is an abomination. Please proceed, so I can
hear it actually.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEI. D. WALKER, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR, WASHINGTON. DC: ACCOMPANIED BY BILL EISEN-
BERG, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATIS-
TICS, AND JOHN FRASER, ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, WAGE AND
HOUR DIVISION
Mr. WALKER. It is not, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate the

chance to appear today. I should add that I am joined today by Mr.
Bill Eisenberg, an Assistant Commissioner at the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, who will address any questions about information that
may arise, and also John Fraser, who is the Acting Administrator

:1
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of the Wage and Hour Division. And I would ask that my written
comments be inserted in the record in their entirety.

Senator METZENBAUM. Without objection, they will be.
I think you know we have a 5-minute rule here in the committee.
Mr. WALKER. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your deep interest in the area of child labor. It is an

area, I think, where the Department of Labor and the Congress to-
gether have made real progress.

I will summarize my written submission, Mr. Chairman, by
stressing three points. First I want to tell you about last year's re-
markable enforcement program and describe our commitment for
this year. Second, I want to talk about a potent new enforcement
tool we have, the $10,000 civil money penalty that is now in effect.
And third, I want to talk about the need for balance in the law, the
need to make sure that we don't unnecessarily padlock the door of
opportunity for youth who want lawful work.

On the first point, Mr. Chairman, Labor Secretary Lynn Martin
has personally instructed me to carry out an even more effective
enforcement strategy than last year's. Let me say it again. I have
been told to carry out a more effective enforcement strategy.

We don't think that nothing more is needed; we think that what
is needed is the enforcement, even more firmly, of the laws that we
have, including the new weapon, the ink on which is not even dry,
and which is now in effect a 10-fold increase in civil money penal-
ties.

Last year, Mr. Chairman. the Department carried out its child
labor enforcement activities with great vigor. Added to its ongoing
program of child labor enforcement, the Department had four child
labor strike forces called "Operation Child Watch". These strike
forces involved more than 9,500 child labor investigations. The re-
sults, Mr. Chairman, suggest that the Department's efforts as well
as the wide public attention being given the issue are encouraging
compliance.

But there were many hours of work violations; there were less
hazardous occupations violations, but one is too many. So we have
taken Secretary Martin's direction to heart, I believe we can carry
out a more effective enforcement strategy this year.

Importantly, it will incorporate what we learned last year. For
example, we have learned that locally-tailored efforts at enforce-
ment coupled with outreach to employers, educators, parents.
ylung people have an impact and that the problem merits someone
in each region to think specifically about the matter of child labor
enforcement, to coordinate the activities in the region and indeed
in the district offices. That has led us to designate such people
throughout the country to guide the efforts of our 1,000 investiga-
tors year around.

Our plan this year has two main aspects. We have already begun
a program of education and outreach to employers regarding in-
creased fines for child labor violations. Each region will thus con-
duct targeted efforts in this area to outreach to make sure that
people know what the rules are so that they can comply with them
and know what the penalties are.

Second, Mr. Chairman, each region will conduct targeted, concen-
trated enforcement activities at strategic times during the year.
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These efforts will be tailored to the particular enforcement chal-
lenges and opportunities in each region, and we intend for them to
be more effective than last year's.

Now I want to talk about the 10-fold increase in our penalty au-
thority. Congress and the administration barely 4 months ago
agreed to increase the maximum penalties we can hand out from
$1,000 to $10,000. The Department asked for that increase and we
got it.

After a transition period, we have had this new tool on the
ground for 19 days. Let us use it as a part of our enforcement strat-
egy. We expect this 10-fold increase in maximum penalties to have
a major impact on compliance. Let us tell you this time next year
if we think more statutory authority is needed. Give this tool a
chance to work.

This leads me, Mr. Chairman, to some comments about the bill
before us. The ink is barely dry on the $10,000 penalty legislation.
We think it is inadvisable to legislate again so soon. Why do I say
this? I say it because of our commitment to eliminating unlawful
child labor while recognizing that on balance, lawful employment
of youth is positive and productive. We worry about changing that
balance unnecessarily, acting without first applying our new capa-
bilities. We worry that most employers who want and do their best
to comply with the law will, if faced with this bill's requirements,
make an easy choice not to hire youth at all. This would be a tragic
result especially for at-risk youth who benefit so significantly from
lawful, gainful employment.

Let me give some examples. The bill intends to create a better
source of information about child labor. We agree with that need,
Mr. Chairman, but it can be answered by refining systems that al-
ready exist. It is a matter the Department is continuing to addrei*4.
We think that the bill's burdens and their consequences are thus
unnecessary.

The bill's penalty provisions raise the question of whether the
Department needs heavier statutory ammunition through new
criminal penalties before we have even had time to assess the
impact of the new, much higher civil money penalties and their
effect on compliance.

Let us use this new tool, Mr. Chairman.
That concludes my remarks, and I will answer your questions,

sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Walker follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SAMUEL D. WALKER

Messrs. Chairmen and Members uf the Subcommittees:
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the u4sue of

child labor. The Department of Labor is committed to eliminating unlawful child
labor while recognizing that, in balance, the lawful employment of youth is positive
and productive. The Department is confident that you share this commitment, al-
though at times we may disagree about how to achieve the necessary balance.

My pure this morning is to comment on Senate bill S. GOO, the (hild Lahor
Amendments of 1991. 1 will do so by describing: (I) important progress made by the
Department and Congress last year. including an Administration-backed increase in
the maximum allowable civil money penalties (CMPsi for child labor violations from
$1,000 to $10,000; t2) the Department's continued commitment to firm and vigorous
enforcement of these newly-strengthened laws, as well as education of those expect-

46-778 0 91 - 2
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ed to comply with them; and 43) our concern that S. WO will tip the balance against
the lawful employment of youth.

3. PROGRESS LAST YEAR

By a number of objective measures. the Department carried out its child labor en-
forcement activities last year with great vigor. It did so white proposing tougher reg.
illations; working toward improvements in information collection and intradepart-
mental coordination iparticularly between the Employment Standards Administra-
tion ;ESA) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)); and
while supporting a major increase in the maximum CMP allowed by law. And final-
ly. it did so with a well-developed sense of the basic problems and challenges of reg-
ulating child labor. I will describe each of these in turn:
Child Labor Enforcement Activities

To supplement its ongoing program of child labor enforcement. the Department
carried out four concentrated child labor enforcement strike forces, called "Oper-
ation Child Watch." in March. June, August and late September 1990. These strike
forces involved more than 9,500 investigations targeted directly to child labor com-
pliance. Many business sectors were involved, including retail and service business-
es, the garment industry, agriculture, construction, and the amusement and recrea-
tion industries.

The strike force investigations uncovered child labor violations in almost 3,900
(about 41 percent I of the firms investigated, involving more than 28,04,g) illegally em-
ployed minors. While the large nukiority of the illegally employed minors were 14-
anti 15-year olds employed in violation of existing houni-owork standards, more
than :1,800 minors tabout 14 percent) were found employed in violation of the Haz-
ardous Occupations Orders, which set forth certain occupations or activities in
which 16- and 17-year olds may not be employed. In addition. more than 1,0011
minors younger than 14 years of age were found Illegally employed.

Recognizing that education is a crucial part of enforcement. the Department at
the same time carried out extensive child labor education and outreach initiatives
targeted to employers, educators, parents and youth--regarding Federal child labor
requirements. Our efforts culminated in a major nationwide education/outreach
effort in late summer and the first two weeks of September. The Department timed
these efforts to coincide with the resumption of school.

A significant proportion of the findings in the Department's overall program of
child labor enforcement in FY 1990 was attributable to these strike forces. Overall.
the Department conducted almost 42,000 investigations that included review for
child labor compliance. In almost 6.000 of these iabout 14 percent). 39.790 minors
were lOund illegally employed. This represents an increase or 77 percent over the
FY 1989 level of violations. Almost $8.5 million in CMPs were assessed for these
violations.

As part of this concerted enforcement activity, ESA's Wage and Hour Division
has referred a number of cases to the Solicitor of Labor to bring civil actions for
injunctions, or in a few cases, to pursue contempt citations where previously issued
injunctions were found to have been violated Throughout. the Department has
sought to employ the full range of remedies available under the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act iFl.SAi for violations of its child labor provisions.
Tougher regulations. better enformatum and better isirthnatwn

The. Department took many of the admini:trative rec.ummendatkars of its Child
Labor Advisory Committee and converted them into reality. We also adopted three
of the Committee's suggestions and converted them into regulatory proposals. Those
proposals dealt with Hazardous Occupations Orders No. 2. to remove the exemption
for 16- and 17-year old school bus drivers; No. 10, to clarify that meat slicers in res-
taurants are covered by the order: and No 12, to broaden the prohibition on minors
using paper products machinery

We also began to examine the way in which we. approach the matter of hazardous
occupations orders- intending to make clear that, where warranted, we will act to
address risks that are not Yet considered in these rel.:III/ann.'s. This has led to a
closer working relationship .6etween RSA and OSHA on the subject of exposure to
hazardous chemicals

There has been, at the same time. important progress in efforts to collect better
information on child labor and related risks. For example. the Federal Coordinating
Council for Science. Engineering and Technology will consider our request for
making are distinctions in risk assemments performed by other agencies. Moreover.
both OSI A and the Bureau of Labor Statistics illLSI :ire now working with ESA.
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striving to meet our collective need for better information in this area. These activi-

ties have related both to the redesigned ocrupational safety and health statistics
system tROSHt and newlysleveloped Census of Fatal Occupational laiury tCF(11

system.
Finally, the Department improved ita coordinated enforcement approach through

the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between ESA and OSHA for cross-

training of staff and referral of violations.

Support for higher pena(ties
Even before seeking higher statutory penalties, we administratively established

tougher penalties within the framework of then-existing statutory authority by re-

vising the Wage and Hour Division's internal procedures fur assessing CMPti.

And, as you know, the Administration supported an upward revision in the maxi-

mum child labor CMP from $1,000 to $10,000. This new maximum permits us much

greater flexibility in matching the gravity of the penalty to the gravity of the Viola-

tion. We are now implementing this penalty authority and we anticipate much
higher penaltica than previously were assessed in cases involving serious imury and

death.
A sense of the problem

Of course the Department did nut undertake these activities in a vacuum. ESA's

Wage and Hour Division. which enforces the child labor provisions of the ELSA, had

found a steady increase in child labor violations from FY 1985 to FY 1989. In EY

1989, 22,500 youths were found illegally employed as compared to 9,836 youths
found in FY 19$5a 129 percent increase.

The 1995-1989 trend could easily be sensationalized, but we avoided that tenden-

cy. Our analysis showed that some of the increase in these violation statistics were

the result of increased enforcement and subtle economic and demographic trends.
The majority of these violations were hours-worked violations.

As to demographics, the post-war baby boom fueled the growth of our labor force

in the 1970s, and the rate of growth has tapered off since then. That trend in some

measure has changed course and we now have a slower-growing labor force, a situa-

tion which has opened job opportunities for those who traditionally have not had
full opportunity to participate in the workforce. The developing situation has also,

however, put increased pressure on employers to hire young workers and sometimes

to work them beyond the legal limits.
But at the same time we have all become aware of the pressing problems of at-

risk youthand the critical importance that a job can play in their lives The De-
partment has a number of initiatives and programs that assist youth, particularly
economically-disadvantaged youth. Local job training and employment programs
funded under the Job Training and Partnership Act offer employability develop-

ment, remedial education, and occupational skill training. The Job Corps provides
these services in a residential setting.

The Department also has a number of new initiatives. including Youth Opportuni-

ties Unlimited demonstration grants, to provide services to help youth residing in

high poverty areas, comprehensive schoolao-work transition services for tion-college

bound youth and expansion of apprenticeship services. All of these efforts are de-

signed to raise the achievement levels of youth, especially those at risk. helping

them link classroom learning with work opportunities iind encouraging them to
complete their high school educations.

The overall situation calls for a responsible strategy. We must at once address

tragic caws of child labor abuse and also the much more frequent sand usually less

deleterioust hours-of-work violations. We need to ensure that employers do not.

through misplaced fear, deny employment to this nation's youth. The situation. in
short, calls for a careful balance.

2. Tar nreaterstENT's ceiSiTINPED coMMITMENT FIRM ENI-1)1WEMEN1 <ft itE..4.

NEWLV-STRENUMENM) LAWS

Just as the Department watched over children last year, with unprecedented en
forcement and outreach. we will be watching over them this year Labor Secretary

Lynn Martin has directed KSA to develop and carry out an even more effective en-

forcement strategy..
Indeed, we have learned several lessons from last year's expere.nces and have

built them into this year's plan Let me explain how
We learned from oUr strike force efforts that the basic characteristics of youth

labor vary from region to region, and from industry to industry within the regions.
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We have also seen important evidence to suggest that our enforcement efforts have
paid dividends in the form of' greater compliance.

For example, while each of the strike forces was targeted eomewhat differently.
the rate of noncompliancethe ratio of firms found in violation to all firms investi-
gatedin the fourth strike force was less than half tat 24 percenti the rate found in
the first strike force tat 52 percent). These results suggest that the Department's
overall efforts, as well as the wide public attention being given the issue, are en-
couraging compliance.

But these results have not led us to declare victory or move on to something else.
Just the opposite is true. We have learned that localiy-tailored efforts at enforce-
ment, coupled with outreach to employers, educators, parents, and young people.
have an impact.

And so we have decided to designate child labor coordinators in every region in
the countrystaff who will concentrate on child labor in that region, planning en-
forcement and outreach efforts throughout the year. These coordinators will guide
the regional efforts of our nearly-1000 investigators in the area of child labor. While
all the investigators will continue, in every investigation they undertake, to look for
child labor violations, they will carry out directed programs based on the planning
and guidance of these child labor coordinators.

In that context, let me outline our principal areas of activity in 1991:
First, we have already begun a p m of education and outreach to employers

regarding increased lines for child n132tr violations. The centerpiece of your 19110
bill, raising maximum fines to $10,000, is now law. The Department has issued a
regulation putting this higher penalty ceiling into effect.

We are focusing this spring on education and outreach to businesses and others.
to get the word out that the new higher penalties will be assessed for wrongful con-
duct, particularly if it reeulta in serious injury or death. Reeional and district offices
are responding to a continuing flow of requests for inforolation and speakers, pri-
marily from school systems and parent-teacher organizations.

Each regionin an effort tailored to its needswill conduct targeted child labor
education/outreach protrams this spring. These efforta across the country are de-
signed to reach employers of significant numbers of youth. particularly in summer
jobs, and do our best to make sure that they understand their obligations under the
aw.
Second, each region will conduct targeted, concentrated enforcement activities at

strategic times during the year. These efforts will be tailored to the particular en-
forcement challenges and opportunities in each region and are intended to send an
unmistakable message that the Department continues to be very serious about en-
forcement of child labor laws.

We are also continuing work on those initiatives which carried over into 199l. We
expect to complete our review of public comments on the changes we proposed to
Hazardous Occupations Orders Nos. 2. 10. and 12 in the near future, and to com-
plete any consequent rulemaking by early this summer. Our important efforts at
collecting better information and considering, where appropriate, new Hazardous
Occupations Orders will continue as well.

Rut I expect that we will also continue to hear from employers wheyin light of
the difficulties of complying with some of these provisions, and the increasing cost
of noncompliancewill simply decide not to hire minors. For the lawless employer,
that is a decision we welcome. For lawful employersthe vast majoritywho may
be concerned about unintentional violations, high monetary penalties, and burden-
some paperwork, that is a decision that gravely trouble's us. The prospect of that
decision requires us to make thorough use of the legislative tools we already have
before asking for new ones; requires avoidance of unnecessary paperwork burdens;
and requires a careful balance.

:i COMMENTS ON S tiO0

The Department of labor is committed to eliminating unlawful child labor while
recognizing that, on balance, the lawful employment of youth is positive and produc-
tive. The Department is confident that you share this commitment.

Hut while we may share basic and important goals. the Department has serious
reservations about the child labor law changes contained in S. MO. On the goal of
enforcement, the Administration and Congress have worked together to place a
major new tool in our handsthe $10,0410 penalty. We have had this new weapon in
effect for Is days. It promises to help us very significantly in achieving compliance.
Let us see how it works If. in our stewardship of the law, we think we need more,
We Will aSk just as we did last year
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We counsel this approach because of our concern that, in cumulative effect, this

bill will substantially change the vital balance I have described. To change that bal-

ance unnecessarily, to act without first applying our new capabilities is, in our view,

inadvisable.
Indeed, we worry that most employers, who want and do their best to comply with

the law faced with this bill's daunting requirementsmake an easy choice
not to hire minors at all, This would be a tragic consequence for this nation a youth,
particularly those at risk.

Let me give a concrete example. When a 16-year old walks in the door of a pro-
spective employer, that employer now sees someone who, while young, may have a

lot to add to the business. If this bill passes, we are concerned that such an employ-

er instead will see a paperwork burdenwith certificates and reports that may add

to existing requirements and create new ones altogetherand will make the easy
choice to hire an 18-year old instead.

This is an unnecessary result. The basic, laudable purpose of such provisions in S.

600, to create a better source of information about youth employment and youth

injug, can be addressed by refinin,g systems that already exist. It is a matter that
the Department is continumg to address. The new burden, and its consequences, are

unnecessary.
We also think that the bill will impose a heavy burden on Suite agencies and

school districts. Its certification requirements, for example, would impose burden-

some paperwork requirements on both. Obviously, we already ask teachers and local
school administrators to be many things to many people.

While we certainly recognize that many States, in their own ways. already choose

to certify young workers, this bill would superimpose over their various systems a
unitary Federal requirement, At the very least it would raise serious questions

about the manner in which existing State certification permit systems wilt mesh

with the bill's proposed scheme and the impact of the additional requirements on
States' resources and their own child labor enforcement efforts.

Let me now turn to the penalties provisions in the bill.
In the first instance. the Department believes that the centerpiece of last year's

proposed child labor legislationthe $10,000 maximum penaltywill have a posi-

tive impact on compliance
S. 600 raises the question of whether the Department needs heavier statutory am-

munition through new criminal penalties. before we even have time to assess the

impact of the new, much-higher civil penalties, and their effect on compliance.

Let us assess the effectiveness of this important new tool, Messrs. Chairmen,
before there is additional legislation.

Again, this is the appropriate approach because S. rmo's provisions likely would

have serious, unintended consequences. The proposed criminal penalties are radical-
ly higher than those now in place. A predictable result will be a basic change in the

attitude of employers we investigate. Employers who might otherwise be inclined to
cooperate in our investigations, through the production of documents and access to

young employees to be interviewed about their employment, may very well decline
to cooperate in light of the radically higher penalties to which they might be ex-

posed.
This could result in delays in identifying, and remedying, serious occupational

hazards, and the basic process of fines and assessments would be seriously impeded.

And instead Ito extend my examplei of the lei-year old potential worker walking in

the door, an employer may well see not only a paperwork burden but also a unique
possibility of serious criminal liability which, no matter how remote, could also

counsel hiring the la-year old instead.
Does this mean that we want to "go soft on" people who set about to injure klds"

Of course not. That is not our record, nor will it be. The issue is simply whether a
provision with bad side- effects is warranted when the hew enforcers have just been

given another potent capability with which to light the basic problem We think

that the answer is no.
4. CONCLUSION

To be sure. we are a I I committed to eliminating illegal child labor and ensuring
legitimate and meaningful employment opportunities for our Nation's youth. Our

young people certainly deserve this from us. But we do not believe enactment of
legislation such as S 600 is the way to achieve these goals. The appropriate ap-
proach, in our view, is to permit the Department to continue the many efforts it has
underway. These efforts have. had a positive impact on deterring illegal child labor
employment We think that, combined with the recently-enacted increase in the
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maximum CMP amount, these efforts will move us toward the goal of compliance
without eliminating safe. lawful employment opportunities.

This concludes my prepared statement. I will be glad to respond to any questions
you may have.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Walker.
Mr. Walker, you state in your statement that "if in our steward-

ship of the law we think we need more, we will ask, just as we did
last year."

Let me correct the facts. The facts are that we had an increase
in civil penalties in our bill for a number of months, and when the
Department of Labor was asked for comment, the De?artment of
Labor had no comment. They did not propose it nor did they sup-
port it. It was only at the last moment, way further on down the
road, that they came around and indicated support.

The increase in civil penalties was in the bill that Senator Dodd
and I put in May 1990 S. 2548; the Department didn't support it at
our hearing. Three months later, the Secretary supported it at a
hearing in the House. So we are pleased that eventually the De-
partment of Labor did come around and support it, but it was not
an administration proposal. I think if you check, you'll find the
facts will bear that out completely.

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, obviously I appreciate that com-
ment. I think in fact that Secretary Dole testified in support of an
increase from $1,000 to $10,000 in civil money penalties in June.
Mr. Brooks, then Assistant Secretary Brooks, testified before you in
May and I think made roughly the same point, that if in our stew-
ardship we think we need more, we'll ask. And I think that has
been our record. I think Secretary Dole did ask, and we will contin-
ue to ask if in our stewardship we think we need it. But we think
we need to use a very significant new piece of legislation, a 10-fold
increase in civil money penalties, and see what the impact of that
is. I think it will affect compliance.

Senator METZENRAUM. Let me ask you this, Mr. Walker. If you
were running a plant, and you were doing pretty well, making
pretty good money, and you knew that there might be a $10,000
fine which you might be able to run through and even deduct it if
the Government didn't pay too close attention in auditing your
books, although it probably technically would not be deductible.
But you thought that's the worst that could happen to you, and it
wasn't that much money in the overall scheme of things because
your company is doing a number of millions of dollars of business.
Or suppose you knew that you might possibly be personally incar-
cerated in a penitentiary for violating the child labor laws Now
which scenario would have the greater impact on you?

Mr. WALKER, I think if I knew that the Dlepartment of Labor was
committed yet again to a more effective enforcement program, I
think if I knew that as is the case, penalties are 10 times higher, I
think if I knew that the solicitor of labor has literally doubled ef-
forts in seeking injunctions, as was our record last year against
child labor violators, that those would indeed have an impact on
compliance, would affect the way I'd make that decision.

The availability of the criminal remedy certainly is a deterrent. I
think what we express in our testimony is that it is also a deter-
rent to the employment lawfully of kids.



Senator METZENBAUM. Tell me how that works. You said that
before, and I don't quite understand how that is a deterrent. You
know what the law is. You know how old a kid has to be. Why
would it be a deterrent to the employment of kids?

Mr. WALKER. Well, I appreciate the question. The reason we
think that is that employers obviously now face a decision when
someone walks in the door. They look at that person, it may be
someone who has something to add to the business. If it is a 16 or a
17 year-old, for example, under this bill's provisionsand obviously
you have asked us to comment on all of those provisions, and we
have done sounder the totality of those provisions indeed there
are burdens in terms of information, and there is the prospect no
matter how minimal, how remote, for a lawful employer to worry
about the possibility of being hailed into court for a charge that
may carry 10 or 20 years.

Certainly if we need that, if in our judgment we need that, we
will ask for it. But what we have now is a very potent tool which.

although not criminal, is a I0-fold increase in civil money penal-
ties. That is what we mean when we say that we look both at the
deterrence of violations, which obviously we both want to effect,
but on the other handand this is a multifaceted problemthe de-
terrence of lawful employment for the at-risk kid, the at-risk 16
and 17 year-old in the inner city, who already faces to employment,
may be something that is tragically unnecessary, and that is thus
what we mean when we talk about those two items, if you will,
side-by-side.

Senator METZENBAUM. Your Department now takes the position
that because Congress increased the penalties for child labor law
violations 10-fold, there is no current need for any further child
labor legislation. I am astonished by that because we have State
labor officials, school administrators, and the American Association
of Pediatrics all calling on Congress to improve child labor laws.
Yet the Department has adopted a wait-and-see approach.

This is a Department of a President who talks about a "kinder,
gentler Nation '. Certainly, "kinder and gentler" we hope would in-
clude children.

You are correct that congress has now provided the Department
stronger civil penalties to go after violations. But these penalties
were intended only as a first step, not the end of this process

Given the broad range of support for improving criminal enforce-
ment for protecting migrant children and for requiring educational
efforts, are you really actually saying, Mr. Walker, that nothing
needs to be done and that everything is going to be fine to elimi-
nate the child labor problem in this country?

Mr. WALKER. Senator, it is a serious problem. And I should say
that if I said to Labor Secretary Lynn Martin, "Madam Secretary, I
think we should wait and see", I'd be fired. That's not what I have
said this morning. We are undertaking an enforcement activity
which will be more potent than last year's, and part of our strategy
is to incorporate this important new statutory tool that we now
have available to us.

So I differ with the characterimtion of -wait and see'"; I think
nothing could be farther in fact from the truth.

3
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Senator METZENBAUM. Well, let's face itlast year, Secretary
Dole called for increased criminal authority to enforce our child
labor laws. Specifically, she asked Congress to enact legislation al-
lowing first-time willful violators to be punished criminally. Does
your testimony today calling for no new legislation mean that the
Department is now repudiating Secretary Dole's proposal?

Mr. WALKER. Absolutely not, Mr. Chairman. We have been asked
to comment on the bill in its totality. As you have said, one part of
the bill that we are here to discuss this morning, one provisicn has
to do with eliminating the first-time conviction requirement. There
are many others, and as I have tried to make clear I think particu-
larly in the written testimony, we view this as a totality proposi-
tion. That item standing alone continues to be of serious interest to
us and possibly to have merit.

Two things, however, have changed, it seems to me, since that
was discussed by Secretary Dole in June 1990. The first is that we
have continued to conduct child labor strike forces, and we have
evidence, that is, the data from those strike forces suggests that in
fact we are starting to bring about compliance. That is point
number one.

Point number two is that the legislative field has since been
played on; that is, the $10,000 penalty has been passed. We are
here this morning to comment on the bill as a whole, and that has
been the thrust of our testimony. So obviously no, we have not re-
pudiated it. Some things have changed since that was said, but
standing alone it continues to have some merit.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, I'm sure one of the lessons the De-
partment has learned from Operation Child Watch was that the
American public is terribly ignorant about even the most basic
child labor laws. You refer in your testimony to a major nation-
wide education outreach effort undertaken last summer. I wonder
if you could give us some specifics about that effort. How many
schools were actually reached? How many employers were actually
reached? And we would like you to provide copies of the materials
that were used. But tell us about how many schools and how many
employers were actually reached.

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to do that, and
in fact I am going to let John Fraser address the specifics. But
before I do, let me make a point having to do with the television
show that we have seen this morning.

We can't undertake the education effort alone, although obvious-
ly we think we have principal responsibility in that area and work
with the States to carry that out. Private efforts such as that of the
Lifetime television show are very important, too. That's why I sent
a letter to all of the stations considering showing that program, en-
couraging them to do so, not because it put the Department in an
especially grand lightI don't think it didbut because it in-
formed people of the basic problem. That is our commitment
indeed, and I think we share that, Mr. Chairman, to get the word
out that the hours of work standards are there, they are to be com-
plied with, that the hazardous occupation order standards are
there, that they are to be complied with, that they are being en-
forced, that penalties are being handed out. So that indeed is a crit-
ical part.
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In fact, as a law enforcement person, I think it is hand-in-hand
with enforcement; it is a part of enforcement to educate people.

Having said that, your specific question, Mr. Chairman, had to
do with our activities, and I'll let acting administrator Fraser ad-
dress those.

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman. I can get you some specific numbers
for that. I can tell you that the education efforts were targeted to
educators, to school systems, to parents, kids, employers. I know
that tens of thousands of contacts were made across the country. I
know in the Boston region alone, for example, that nearly 4,000 in-
formational packages were sent out to school systems and to indi-
vidual school districts. But we can get you some details on the
exact numbers nationwide and submit that for the record. But
there were literally tens of thousands of contacts that occurred all
across the country, sir.

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you have any requirement that em-
ployers post in their shops notice that children under a specific age
may not be employed? Wave and Hour DivisionI remember
seeing those signs, and I don t know whether you still have them,
what the wage and hour law provides. What about child labor laws
on bulletin boards in the shops?

Mr. WALKER. We'll submit for the record the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act poster which is required to be posted in all covered work-
places. It does reference the ehi!d labor laws. And I will have to
supplement for the record precisely what it says, Mr. Chairman.

Senator METZENBAUM. You don't have any requirement for a big
sign saying if you are under 16, you are violating the law if you are
working here; do you think that would help?

Mr. WALKER. Well, again, the requirement is to post a sign,
which among other things talks about the child labor laws, and I
think that that has helped, although obviously what is required is

.4 a punctuation to that statement, and that's what we've tried to
carry out through our education and information campaigns, if you
will, that have gone along with our strike force activities.

Senator METZENBAUM. You arc telling me about these signs, and
you've got a lot of words and a lot of gobbledegook about what the
Federal Fair Labor Standards Act providesand you know no kid
can understand that. A kid could understand, even the child who
could not read English too well, a boldfaced sign saying specifically
who may not work in that shop, what the age limit is.

Why not do it?
Mr. WALKER. Well, let me answer the question this way. I think

a kid can well understand a pamphlet that we put out in Septem-
ber 1990 that we will supply for the record which puts out in .ery
plain English and which we are trying to as widely distribute as we
can what the rules are.

Senator METZENRAUM. HOW docs the kid get it'? How does the
Puerto Rican kid or the Vietnamese child or the child from one of
the South American countries get that pamphlet?

Mr. WALKER. Well, Mr. Chairman, let me now address that part
of your question as to a requirement for posting in the workplace. I
would say on that that there are already a lot of posters required
to be put up in the workplace, and I think it has to be a concern
that the message of all of them becomes devalued as we continue to

1 I
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add poster after poster after poster. What I want is an effective
communication, and I know, Mr. Chairman, obviously that is what
you want as well.

Our judgment about how to carry that out is through the sorts of
activities that we have been undertaking and our commitment to
continue carrying them out this year.

Mr. FRASER, Mr. Chairman, if I may add briefly to that, one of
the difficulties in providing that kind of information that applies
everywhere is that State laws affecting child labor vary from F'ed-
eral law, sometimes more restrictive, sometimes less so, sometimes
different coverage of employers.

One of the things we have been trying to do in our education and
outreach effort is to develop jointly with the States informational
materials that include the stricter of the State or Federal stand-
ards, so in one place, employers and young people and parents and
educators have a description of what the specific legal environment
is in that State under both State and Federal law.

So one of the things we have been trying to do is get at your con-
cern by making sure that there is that information through joint
Federal and State efforts.

Senator METZENBAUM. There must be something wrong if all the
child groups, the school administrators, the State officials all want
tougher laws, and only the Department of Laborthat Department
of Labor that is under the President who talked about a "kinder,
gentler Nation"only you are opposing it. And you talk about all
you are doingthe GAO in 1990 indicated that you had the equiva-
lent of 40 full-time compliance officers enforcing child labor laws
nationwide. Now, I don't have to tell you that 40 are not going to
accomplish a whole lot and have much done.

What have you done about increasing the number of compliance
officers responsible for investigating child labor violations?

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, your question had several parts,
and I will take each in part.

SCilator METZENBAUM. OK.
Mr. WALKER. As to the number of 40 employees that I see from

time to time, in fact every one of our investigators in every investi-
gation she or he undertakes looks for child labor violations.

Senator METZENRAUM. The GAO said equivalent to 40.
Mr. WALKER, Yes. Even under that calculation, which I dispute

because I think it happens to have a pretty substantial under-re-
porting to it for reasons that are quite technical and I can supply
for the record, even under that calculation in the last fiscal year
the number was more like 100 FTE out of our force of 1,000.

What I have described to you this morning additionally is the
idea of a child labor coordinator, which I think really consolidates
as a management matter the achievements that we have made in
the last year. It is someone to consider and particularly think
about where the investigators ought to be going, because I think
what is really needed here is directed investigation rather than
complaint-driven, and also, where those publicity efforts that we
have been jointly talking about ought to take place. So in fact I
think that is a very substantial improvement.

You asked why the Department is here in light of some of the
other witnesses who will come today. You have asked us, I know,
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for our best professional judgment about this bill and its need right
now. The Department has several responsibilities here because it is
a multifaceted pm,blem. There is the responsibility of enforcement,
which I personally will carry out firmly and fairly. There is also
the responsibility to see that laNful employment is available, espe-
cially for the at-risk youth that we worry about so much, especially
for summer jobs for kids. We all have the sense of this problem, I
think, that there is something good about youth workingwe just
want to get at what is bad. That is what we are trying to do here.
We think we have been given an important new weapon to do it,
and we just question the need right now for more, when as I said,
the ink is not even dry on a 10-fold increase in the penalties.

Senator METZENBAUM. I ought to point out to you that one of the
reasons that you have a 10-fold increase in civil penalties and not
in criminal penalties is because we are talking about committees
with different jurisdictions. The civil penalties increase came about
as a part of the budget process. That was not a place where you
could change the criminal penalties. Ilad we had the jurisdiction to
do so, probably many of us would have tried very hard to achieve
that objective.

Your Department says. well, we've got the 10-fold increaseand
let me point out to you that the 10-fold increase is still peanuts.
Ten thousand dollars is not that much of a fine for any employer of
any consequence. It just isn't that much money, whether it is tax-
deductible or not. lt is just a small item in the overall scheme of
things for most corporations doing business today.

So although I was a party to getting the 10-fold increase, I am
frank to say to you that the itt-fbld increase ought to be increased
another 10-fold times. When you get into the six-figure amounts,
then you are really talking about significant penalties.

Let me ask you, Mr. Walker. my last question. Did the Depart-
ment of Labor ask for more money for child labor enforcement in
the fiscal 199:.! budget or fbr more money for LISA in general, or
for more money for educational purposes with respect to the law'?

Mr. WALKER. I'm going to address the specific budget question to
acting administrator Fraser because. that is particularly his
domain. Let me address, however, one of the observations you
made about the impact of penalties and possibly yet again of a 10-
fbld increase.

VVe have to judge this matter by the compliance that we effect
with the penalties that we have and in wrticular had last year.
Let me be more specific. Last year, before Congress acted in this
field at all, we changed our own internal procedures so as virtually
to double the penalties that we could hand out under the old $1,000
statutory authority. Wt. made that part of our strike forces. There
is evidence to suggest that compliance. was being effected in that
way.

I think it is very logical for us to think that a 10-fold increase
particularly targeted, I should say, to serious injury and death,
which I know is this committee's very serious concern and mine,
that that will indeed affect compliance; that it is not, to use. your
term, "peanuts" when it is per-child, and thus. as I have said
befbre, we think we ought to use that important new tool.

4 :3
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Let me turn to acting administrator Fraser to address the budget
matter, understanding that we were of course operating under a
budget agreement.

Mr. FRASER. And that is the answer, Mr. Chairman. In the con-
text of the overall budget agreement for 1992 between the Congress
and the administration, we did not ask for additional resources in
this area.

Senator MEMENBAUM. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We ap-
preciate your being with us this morning.

Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity.

Senator METZENBAUM. I think you might take the message back
to the Secretary that we look forward to working with her and that
we were supportive of her confirmation. But in this first go-around
we are a little disappointedno, ratherwe are much disappoint-
ed. We hope that we can see better evidence of cooperation with
respect to moving together on legislative proposals.

Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator METZENBAUM. Our next panel consists of Mr. Matthew

Garvey, 17 years of age, accompanied by his mother. Valerie Tyra.
of Laurel, MD; Mr. Fernando Cuevas, Jr., age 19, of Winter
Garden, FL; Dr. Adolfo Correa, Assistant Professor of Occupational
Epidemiology, Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health,
Baltimore, MD, on behalf of the American Academy of Pediatrics;
Dr. David Renfro, Commissioner of Labor, Oklahoma City; and Dr.
Jack R. Anderson. Superintendent of Schools. East Ramapo School
District, Spring Valley. NY. on behalf of the American Association
of School Administrators.

We are very happy to have all of you with us. I think you know
we have a 5-minute time limit; the yellow light will go on when
there is 1 minute left.

Our first panelist is Mr. Matthew Garvey. Please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF MATTHEW GARVEY. LAUREL. MD; ACCOMPA-
NIED BY MOTHER. VALERIE TYRA; FERNANDO CUEVAS. JR..
WINTER GARDEN. FL: DR. ADOLFO CORREA. ASSISTANT PRO-
FESSOR OF OCCUPATIONAL EPIDEMIOLOGY. JOHNS HOPKINS
SCHOOL OF HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH, BALTIMORE, MD,
ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS; DAVID
RENFRO. COMMISSIONER OF LABOR. OKLAHOMA CITY, OK.
AND JACK R. ANDERSON. SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS. EAST
RAMAPO SCHOOL DISTRICT, SPRING VALLEY. NY. ON BEHALF
OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOW;

Mr. GARVEY. My name is Matthew Garvey. I am 17 years old,
and I want to thank you for having this hearing this morning. I am
here with my mother, Valerie Tyra.

I was working when I was 13 years old at the Laurel car wash.
and I lost my leg in a towel dryer, due to defective machinery.

It was sunny and real hot outside. and I was sitting on top of the
dryer, and there was no top on it. This boy was burning the hairs
on my leg, and I lifted my leg up and I got sucked into the dryer. It.
spun me around and spit me out of the machine. I remember lying
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on the street and looking up, and my leg wasn't there; it was in the
dryer.

I went to get up to try to do something, but some guy came over
and put me back down on the ground. My mother came up there
and saw me on the ground, and she just lost it. I kept telling her I

was going to be OK, hying to make her calm down and everything.
I don't knowwith what I've heard this morning about $10,000

fines and so on, and how you were saying they should double it, or
make it more or whateverI think there is really no kind of fine
that could do anything for the loss of my leg. Personally, myself, I
think that they should be put in some kind of prison facility. If
someone cuts off someone's leg, they go to jail; and if they have de-
fective machinery or they have kids working machinery that they
shouldn't be operating, and they get hurt with that kind of machin-
eryand they should know what the machinery is capable of
doing; if they don't know what the machinery is capable of doing,
they shouldn't be running the shop anyway. So personally, myself,
I think there should be some sort of jail time for it, because there
is no fine that would make me feel any betteranything that
would make me feel any better.

It happened 4 years ago, and it was on the news and everything,
but then everything just quieted down about it, and now every-
thing is being brought back up againbut me, I live with it every
day. And I am one out of millions of cases. I am one. And they are
talking about fining somebody $10,000 for letting somebody operat-
ing a machine they shouldn't have been operating.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Garvey followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OE MATTHEW (Wives

Good morning. My name is Matthew Garvey I am seventeen years old and a
senior in high school. I am here today with my mother, Valerie Tyra. We thank you
for holding this hearing. I hope that by telling my story. I can help prevent serious
injuries for other teenagers who are working.

During the summer of 19S7, when I was 13 years old I had a weekend joh at the
Quality Car Wash in Laurel. MD. My job was to towel dry the cars after they left
the car wash. This was my first job. except for delivering papers.

When I applied for the job, they asked how old I was I told them I was thirteen.
No one said I was too young--even though now I know it was illegal for them to
hire a thirteen year-old. They didn't ask me for a work permit.

On my first day at work the man / was working with showed nu. how to take the
wet towels and put them in the dryer It was not a dryer like the ones in homes but

a big machine that sucked the water from the towels
It was a hot day so I went and sat on the dryer to get (he (-ool breeze that canw

out. While I was sitting there another boy that worked was using his cigarette light.
er to burn the hair on my legs. I pulled my leg back and it was sucked into the
dryer. It was spinning me around and I remember trying to push myself out of the

machine. Then I was thrown from the machine and landed in the driveway outside
of the car wash. I tried to get up but couldn't. I looked up and saw that my leg was
gone I was lying on the ground and could hear my leg thumping around in the ma-

chine. I was telling people to call 911, because everyone there was just running
around

heard my mom crying when she wits walking to where I was I told her I would
be okay, but I really thought this is it. I'm dead

I didn't want my Mom to see me like that / thought it would he the end of her
She talked a lot about her heart and I didn't know what would happen to her seeing
me like that.

The machine that took my leg was working without the top The safety-lid was
broken off The machine was not supposed to run if the top was open. but when the
top broke off someone rigged the machine to run without the top. After I lost my leg
the car wash was fined $.11to for the towel dryer being defective
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I'm here today because injuries like mine can be prevented. They can be prevent-
ed by not allowing employers to hire thirteen-year-olds for such dangerous jobs.
They can be prevented with safe equipment. Everyone needs to know more about
what the law isespecially teenagers so they know they can refuse to do something
that's illegal at their age. 1 didn't know it was illegal for me to he working at the
car wash. My mom didn't know either. We thought the car wash company would
know the law and follow it. People at my school are much more aware now, but
only because they know what happened to me, I think we need more media atten-
tion to this problem, because that s where everyone gets their information. 1 hope
today's hearing will help to make everyone more aware.

Senator METZENRAUM. Mr. Garvey, do you know whether the
company was fined or anything?

Mr. GARVEY, Ther were fined $400 for the machine. The child
labor people. I don t know where they were or what they were
doing that summer that I was working, but they weren't anywhere
around in my town.

Senator METZENBAUM. How old were you at the time?
Mr. GARVEY. Thirteen.
Senator METZENBAUM. Were there other 13 year-olds employed

at that time?
Mr. GARVEY. There was a 10 year-old kid working there, doing

the same thing I was doing.
Senator MMZENHAUM. Where did this accident occur?
Mr. GARVEY. Quality Car Wash.
Senator METZENHAUM. In Laurel, MD?
Mr. GARVEY. Yes.
Senator MMENRAUM. Ms. Tyra. do you care to add anything?
Ms. TYRA, Yes, I do. I want to thank you for the opportunity for

Matthew and I to be here today.
I'm not going to go into the pain and the suffering that the

family Mt. I have tried to describe that to people before, and there
just aren't any words to let you know how painful this was for the
whole family.

I do want to see the legislation go through. I want to see stiffer
fines, six-figure lines. Ten thousand dollars is nothing to a big busi-
nessman.

As far as the Department of Labor Aucating people, I've gotten
no information -since they say they have been educating people. I
haven't received anything from them.

Suranne Butros of People Against Dangerous Delivery and I

have been discussing producing our own documentary. We would
like to see it shown in schools around the country. We are going to
ask Pat Mitchell to produce it. the woman who produced part of
the documentary that you this morning, because we need im-
mediate action.

While all of this is slowly grinding through the government proc
ess, and the Department of Labor is saying "Give us a year to see if
this works,- we still have kids being exploited every, single day
and put in dangerous situations.

So I immediately want to go to the heart of the matter, and I
would like to have money from husines.s and from the Department
of Labor to fund our documentary. I think having teenagers in this
documentary. going to teenagers. telling them, "It's okay, tell your
employer no.- Educate them. Educate the parents. God knows. I

ci
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wish 1 had been a little more educated. 1 wish Matthew had.
Excuse me. Thank you.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
What are you doing now, Matthew? Are you in school now?
Mr. GARVEY. Yes, I'm a junior in school.
If you fine somebody, yes, that's money out of their pocket, but

that's not something that's going to stay up there. For me, a fine,
even sending them to jail wouldn't make me feel any better, but I
think that clicks in someone's head better, that, "I don't want to go
to jail. pay a fine. I've got that money to spare. ni make more
money with this defective equipment, with these young people
working."

Senator METZENBMJM. Thank you very much. Your testimony is
very telling, and we appreciate both yours and your mother's testi-
mony. It is very, very significant.

Now we'll hear from Mr. Fernando Cuevas, Jr., age 19, of Winter
Garden, FL.

Mr. CUEVAS. My name is Fernando Cuevas, Jr. I was born in Fos-
toria, OH because of my parents migration from our home in
Winter Garden, FL to Ohio.

I come from a large family. I have eight sisters and one brother.
As far back as 1 can remember when I was a lot younger, I can
remember my older sister taking care of us in cars out in the
fields, and when she was not taking care of us in the fields, we
were playing a game to us, taking hampers to our parents while
they were picking pickles and tomatoes. It was a game to us. Then,
when we migrated to Florida, we would be in the citrus fields, in
the car again, if not, under a tree, while my parents and my older
sisters were dropping the oranges. And then we'd play a game
again, trying to keep up with them, picking up the fruit.

Like 1 said, when I was younger it was all a game to me. But as I
started getting older it became a job, and at the age of about 7 and
S. I was competing with my parents and my older sisters. I was
making almost the same amount as they were in quantity, but get-
ting paid in piece rate.

That was basically my childhood, for myself and my sisters, until
about 1983 when I was 12 years old. At that time I could work
about the same as an adult. I waS practically keeping up with my
parents. My father was 40 and for the first time realized why it
was that it took the whole family to work in the fields to make
ends meet at the end of the week because we were getting paid so
little.

We became involved with the Farm Labor Organizing Commit-
tee, and we were made aware of the injustice that exists among mi-
grant farmworkersthe injustice of unfair wages paid to migrant
farmworkers, the low pay on piece rate, the poor working condi-
tions, and the poor housing that they provide for us.

All of this does lead to child labor because like I said, they don't
get paid enough, and it takes all of us to make ends meet so we can
make enough to live for the week, for food and so forth.

In recent years, my mother and my father have made a commit-
ment to stay involved with the Farm Labor Organizing Committee
to try and improve things for their children, which is myself and
my sisters, but also to try and improve it for the rest of the mi-
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their children working out in the fields.

As my father always told me, and as I can see, there is a long
road ahead of us, but the good thing is we are starting something.
and it is beginning.

As I give clear testimony for myself, I was able to get out of the
field permanently at the age of 15 to try and get a decent educa-

tion. I also became an organizer for the Farm Labor Organizing
Committee at the age of 16. and I continue to see many, many
young children working out in the fields at the same age that I
was-4, h, 6, 7 and 8 years old. They are still working out in the
fields. I see it every year, up in Ohio, I see it down in Texas, I see it
in Florida; I see it anywhere that we go and organize.

Just last season I was involved in putting together a tour for As-

sistant Secretary of Labor William Brooks. He was able to see and
take pictures of a lot of those children working out in the fields.

It goes on all the time, the children working alongside their par-
ents, working and getting cheated and robbed of their childhood,
being adults at the age of S. 10, 12 years old. They are worried
about working hard to make enough money to help their parents
out so they can have food for the week and making sure they get a
good night's sleep so they can get up early the next morning.
around five or sixbut it is not to go to school; it is to be out in the
fields again. working.

There are many laws that are supposed to be enforcing child
labor laws, but as far as I am concerned, it is just a piece of paper,
because I have never seen it enforced as far as I have been working
out in the fields and as far as I have been involved with the Farm
Labor Organizing Committee.

We need to create laws to protect migrant farmworkers working
out in the fields. We also need to create better enforcement for
children to make sure it is getting enforced and stop the child
labor that is out in the fields. We also need to create ways to recog-
nize adult workers as working people and pay them enough of a
wage so they can earn enough to feed, cloth and educate their chil-
dren without having to depend on what their children earn to
make ends meet.

What I am saying is that the system needs to be changed. I hope
I can be of some help in making changes in a system that is con-
tinuing to send children out in the fields. I tell you as an organizer
who now sees as an adult those children working out in the fields
like I have worked out in the fields myself until the age of la

The only good beginning that I have seen so far is with the Farm
Labor Organizing Committee in the contracts that we have with

Vlasic and Campbell's Soup. Our contracts specify that the
children cannot be out in the field unless they are 14 years or older
while the harvest is going on; when school starts, they cannot even
be out in the field at all unless they are it; and have a working
permit.

Those are the kinds of changes that we need to see in the (reran
system of the migrant farmworkers in this country. We n to

change the laws and the conditions so the children do not have to
work out in the fields and can have a normal childhood like any
other child.
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It is also very dangerous, if I could make one more point. I have

one sister who has minor defectsit is also on this videotape,
which they did not finish showing to youon account of the pesti-

cides that they use in the fields.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cuevas follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FERNANDO CVEVAS, JR.

My name is Fernando Cuevas, Jr. I was born in Fostoria, Ohio because of my par-

ents migration from our home base in Winter Barden, Fla. to Ohio.
I come from a large family. I have eight sisters and one brother. As far back as I

can remember when my older sister was not taking care of us in the car we were
playing a game of taking hampera to our parents and older sisters in the groves.

When we migrated to Florida and my parents were working in the citrus groves, my
older sister would be taking care of us in the car or under a tree while our parents

would be dropping the oranges from the tree. Then we would play the game seeing
if we could keep up with my parents and our older sisters,

Like I said, as far as I can remember it seemed like a game but as I started grow-

ing up it became a job. Myself and my sisters became very good workers. At the age

of sewn and eight I was competing with my older sisters and my parents and
making almost as much au them in quantity but getting paid in piece rate.

That %WO my childhood life, for myself and my older sisters, until ISKi when I
was 12 years old and I could work the same as any adult. My father at the age of 40,

for the first time. figured out why it took the whole family unit to make ends meet

at the end of the leek-
We became involved with the Farm Labor Organizing Committee. This made us

aware of the injustices that exist for migrant farmworkers.
First of all the injustice of unfair wages that are paid to migrant farmworkers as

they migrate; the low pay on piece rate; the leid working conditions, the poor hous-

ing. All this leads to child labor and ths parents dependency on the children work-

ing to make ends meet.
In recent years my mother and my father have made a commitment to be in-

volved with The Farm Labor Organizing Committee in order to help change the
system. not just for their children which is myself and my sisters but, change it for
farmworkers in general.

As my father says now and as I can see, there is a long road ahead of us but at
least we are beginning a change.

As I give clear testimony now, for myself. I was able to get out of the field perma-
nently at the age of fifteen to get a decent education. I also became an organizer for

the Farm Labor Organizing Committee at the age of 16 and I continue to see many.
many young children working out in the fields weather. When I am in the midwest,
Texas, or Florida, I see children at the same age I was Cat 4, 5, 6. 7 and S years oldt

still working out in the field
Just last season I was involved in putting together a tour for Assistant Secretary

of Labor, William Brooks. He was able to see and take pictures of alot of thesie chil-

dren working out in the field
It goes on all the time, the children alongside their parents working and getting

cheat.st and rubbed of their childhood, being adults at the age of 8. 10 or 12 years.

old. It is tragic how hard they have to work and bow they make sure they get a good
nights sleep because they have to get up at 5 or 6 in the morning, not to go to school

but to go to work. And yes there are some laws in this country that say there should
not be child labor out in the field, bat as far as I am concerned it is jam a piece of
paper if there is no enforcement.

We need to create better laws to protect migrant farmworkers working oat in the
fields. We also need to create better enforcement to make sure we enforce those
laws that we are passing to stop child labor out in the fields.

Also we need to create a way to recognize the adult workers as working people

and pay them enough of a wage so they can earn enough to feed, clothe and educate

their children without having to depend on what their children earn to make ends

meet.
What I am saying is that the system must change. I hope I can be of some help in

making changes in a system that is continuing to send children out in the field
tell you as an organizer, that now sees as an adult, those children working out in
the fields like I have worked out in the field myself until the age of 15.
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The only gmd beginning that I have seen, so far, is with The Farm Labor Orga-
nizing Committee in the contracts that we have with Heinz, Vlasic and Campbell's
soup. Our contracts specify that the children cannot be out in the field unless they
are 14 years old or older while the harvest is going on. When school starts they
cannot even be out in the field at all unless they are 16 and have a working permit

Now those are the kind of changes we need to see in the overall system of the
migrant farmworkers in this country.

We need to change the law and the conditions so the children do not have to work
out in the fields and can have a normal childhood like any other child.

Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity to give this testimony.

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Cuevas, do you think there is any jus-
tification for having kids 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 working in the fields?

Mr. CUEVAS. It is a robbery of their childhood. I always dreamed
of playing baseball and doing other things that I saw all the rest of
the children doing. There is really no justification for it. They have
the hopes and dreams and desires of other children, but they
cannot do it because they are out there working to make ends meet
with their families.

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you think that Heinz and Vlasic and
Campbell's Soup have been any less economically successful by
reason of their being able to come to some agreement on child
labor with the Farmworkers Organizing Committee?

Mr. CUEVAS. In the contracts we have increased the pay for the
migrant workers to where they are not having to depend on their
children as much or at all to be working out in the fields. So where
we have our contracts, in the farms that we have our contracts,
you do not see child labor out there.

Senator METZENBAUM. Let me ask you this question. This is a
picture of two kids under the back of a truck. Here is a picture of
two kidsI don't. know how old that little girl is; she doesn't look
more than 7 or 8, and the other one, tooworking out in the fields.
There is some equipment that could be harmful. Here is a little boy
or girl who looks about 12 or 13; he looks like he is about 8 or 9.

Is that sort of typical of what you find?
Mr. CUEVAS. That's kind of what you find, practically every day

out in the fields. That middle picture is a pesticide machine, and
just like I was saying, it was pesticides that caused my sister to
have minor defects on her body. And there are a lot of other cases
like that.

And those children under the truckwhen the parents are work-
ing, they don't pay attention to where their children are; they just
hop in their vehicles and take off. There have been incidents when
they have been run over by their own parents. It is common that
you see that e.,ery day out there.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Cuevas.
Our next witness is Dr. Adolfo Correa, assistant professor of oc-

cupational epidemiology at Johns Hopkins.
Mr. Correa, welcome.
Dr. CORREA. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Dr. Adolfo Correa. I am a pediatrician and an occu-

pational epidemiologist. I am an assistant professor of pediatrics
and occupational and environmental epidemiology at the Johns
Hopkins Medical Institutions. I have had extensive experience in
child health, public health and epidemiology. Over the past 4 years
I have worked in the assessment of occupational and environmen-
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tal health hazards, in particular those affecting children and
women of reproductive age.

1 am here today on behalf of the American Academy of Pediat-
rics, an organization of 40,000 member pediatricians dedicated to
promoting the health of infants, children and adolescents.

The Academy wishes to express its appreciation to you, Mr.
Chairman, and to the subcommittee for holding this hearing on S.
600, the Child Labor Alnendments of 1991. 1 will limit my remarks
to the sections of this legislation that deal with child labor in agri-
culture.

Agriculture is unlike other occupations in that children make up
a significant part of the work force. Many of these children are em-
ployed by their parents; many more accompany them and work
alongside them as seasonal laborers.

A systematic risk assessment of agricultural workers in the
United States has not been done, so it is difficult to know at this
time the full scope and magnitude of adverse health effects from
agricultural work. Despite the lack of adequate mortality and mor-
bidity surveillamse systems, several physical and chemical hazards
have been identified in the agricultural work force.

Agriculture is regarded as one of the most dangerous occupations
in the United States today. Agricultural workers are among the in-
dustrial groups with the highest fatality rates from occupational
injuries. The agricultural work force has similar hazards for chil-
dren and adults. For younger workers, though, small physical size
and inexperience may result in higher risk.

Each year in the United States, more than 25,000 children and
adolescents are injured on farms, and nearly :i00 die. The percent
of fatal farm accidents involving children ranges from 14-24 per-
cent. The source of these serious and fatal injuries is the same as it
is for adultsagricultural machinery.

Agricultural machinery, including tractors, accounts for 70 per-
cent of fatal and serious injuries. The problems of farm injuries are
compounded by the rural areas in which they occur and the de-
creased access to medical care. More than half of the children who
die from farm injuries do so without ever reaching a medical facili-
ty_

Less is known about the incidence and severity of illness than
about injury in children in the agricultural setting. Although it is
recognized that young workers are exposed occupationally to sub-
stances known to be hazardous to adults, including pesticides, stud-
ies examining the risks of acute poisoning, developmental impair-
ment, chronic diseases or cancer from various exposure conditions
in children are limited.

That the potential for exposure to chemical hazards exists is in-
dicated by the reports of recurrent clusters of acute pesticide toxici-
ty, which incidentally only identify massive exposure's, higher rate.
of respiratory disease and certain types of cancer, and more recent-
ly. reports of increased rates of birth defects.

Another insidious hazard of child labor in the agricultural set-
ting, as in any other setting, is the interference of such activity
with the development of a child's basic educational skills. Em-
ployed children have inadequate time for school homework and
suffer increased fatigue on school days. The high school dropout

5 I
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rate among agricultural worker children is reported to be as high
as 50 percent in some settings.

One reason for the childhood health hazards from farm work has
been the double standard in labor legislation, that is, a lower mini-
mum age in agricultural than in nonagricultural occupations.

The Academy applauds the efforts of Senators Metzenbaum and
Dodd with the recent introduction of S. MO. We approve of the
bill's aim to strengthen child labor enforcement schemes and to
provide protection for minors under the age of 14 who are migrant
or seasonal agricultural workers. We believe the bill would be
stronger if it protected all children including those working on
family farms.

To help prevent injury and illness in agricultural worker chil-
dren in the United States we must develop better data on the scope
and magnitude of health hazards among agricultural worker chi!.
dren; institute safety and health education programs with regard
to hazards in the agricultural setting, and enforce existing Federal
and State laws and regulations strictly.

On behalf of the Academy, I would like to thank you for helping
to focus renewed attention on the issue of child labor and on
minors who are migrant or seasonal agricultural workers. This
hearing brings a new understanding of the task before us. There
are a number of scientifically important articles from the medical
literature dealing with this issue that 1 would like to include as
part of my testimony and of the record.

1 shall be glad to answer any questions.
Senator METZENBAUM. Your entire statement will be included in

the record, including such other documentation as you rii'ght wish
to provide us with.

line prepared statement of Dr. Correa followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT ot. 1bt ADOLE0 CoRFWA

Good morning. Mr Chairman. My. name is Dr Adolfo Correa. I am a pediatriciim
nd an occupational epidemiologist. I am an assistant professor of pediatrics and oc.
cupatiunal and environmental epidemiology at The Johns Wilkins Medical Institu-
tions. I have hnd extensive experience in child health, public health and in epidemi-
ology, Over the past four years I have worked in the assessment of occupational and
environmental health hazards, in particular those affecting children and women of.
reproduct ive age

1 am here today on behalf of the American Academy of Pediatrics. an organiza
tion cii 40,000 member pediatricians dedicated to promoting the health ot infants,
children, and adolescents

The Academy wishes to express its appreciation to you. Mr Chairman. arid to the
Subcommittee fur holding this hearing on S 1100, the Child Labor Amendments of
1991 I will limit my remarks to the sections of this legisholoo deal with chew
labor in agriculture

Agricuhure is unlike. other cs.cupations in that children make up a significant
part of the work force. It is estimated that children Wide; 11 -ros id age make up
19 percent of the farm population Many of the*. children are employed by their
parents: many more, for whom siructured child care altcrmitives are anavaihible,
accompany their imgrant families and work alongside them as seasonal laborers,

A systematic risk assessment of agricultural workers in the United States has not
been done, so it is difficult to know at this time the range and actual magnitude of
adverse health effects from agricultural work Despite the hick of adequate mortali-
ty and morbidity surwillance systems, sveral physical and chemical hazards have
been identified in the agricultural work force.

Agriculture is regarded as one of the most dangerous occupations in the United
States today Although farmers and other agricultural workers account for less than
3 percent of the work force. they sutler mem. than In percent of the work related
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deaths. Agricultural workers are among the industrial groups with the highest fa-
tality rates from occupational injuries tie. greater than 20 per 100,000 workers per
yeart.

Agricultural work similar hazards for children and adults_ For younger
workers, though, smar pehysical size and inexperience may result in higher risks.

Data on iWury among agricultural workers are provided by several reports_ In a
1985 paper, Dr. Frederick Rivara reports that every year in the United States, more
than 25.0M children and adolescents are injured on farms and nearly 300 die..These
children are the group at higher risk of death; their rate of fatal injury compared
with that of farmera of all ages is 26 percent greater. On a 1986 report of farm acci-
dents in children, Dr. Tormoehlen indicated that in Indiana during the period from
1970 to 1081, 73 fatal agricultural accidents involved children under the age of 16.
This represented over 14 percent of all agricultural accidents in Indiana during that
time. He also noted that 25 percent of the 69 agricultural fatalities in Minnesota in
19141 involved children under the age of 15, and four of the 16 fatal agricultural
tractor accidents identified in Wisconsin in 1980 involved children under the age of
14. These figures included both children actively performing work and those who
were victim; of work.site related hazards.

The source of these serious and fatal injuries is the same tts it ts for adults: agri-
cultural machinery. Agricultural machinery, including tractors, accounts far less
than 15 percent of fatal and serious injuries.

On a family farm, it is not uncommon fur a child under 16 to be driving a tractor.
Tractors account for the greatest numbers of equipment-related serious and fatal in-
juries to both children and adulta on the farm. Overall, they account for only 14 per-
cent of all farm iajuries, but are responsible for one-third of all farm fatalities and
more than half of farm machinery-related fatalities.

The problems of farm injuries are compounded by the rural areas in which they
occur, and the decreased access to medical care. More than half of the children who
die from farm injuries do so without ever reaching a medical care facility. Another
19 percent are dead by the time they are brought to a hospital emergency room.

Less is known about the incidence and severity of illness than about injury in
children in the agricultural setting. Although it is recognized that young workers
are exposed occupationally to substances known to be hazardous to adults. including
pesticides, studies examining the risks of acute poisoning, developmental impair-
ment. chronic disPases or cancer from various exposure conditions among children
are limited. Evidence of exposure to chemical hazards among agricultural workers
comes in the form of recurrent clusters of acute pesticide toxicity, which incidental-
ly only identify massive exposures, higher rates of gastric cancer, and, more recent-
ly. reports of increased rates of birth defects.

Another insidious hazard of child labor in the agriculture. setting. as in any set-
ting. is the interference of such activity with the development of a child's basic edu-
cational skills. Employed children have inadequate. time for school homework aad
te. !Ter increased fatigue. on school days. The high school drop-out rate ameing agri-
cultural worker children is reported to be as high as 7i0 percent in some settings

One reason for the childhood health hazards from farm work has been the double
standard in labor legislation. that is, a lower minimum age in agricultural than in
ram-agricult anti occupat ions

The Academy applauds the efforts of Senators Metzenbaum and Dodd with the
recent introduction of S tion. We approve of the bill's aim to strengthen child hibor
law enforcement schenws and to provide protect ion for minors under the age of 14
who are migrant or seasonal agriculture workers. We believe the bill would be
stronger if it protected all children including those working on family farms and
those who are exposed to similar hazards, such as migrant or seasonal worker chil-
dren. I would also recommend that the hill include provisions to eliminate or reduce
exposure to dangerous agricultural hazards among other susceptible groups al work-
ers, namely, adolesevnts and women of reproductive age

Ta help prevent injury and illness in agricultural warkez childn.n in the 11nited
States we must

Develop better data on the extent, nature and the se-verity ol health hatards
among agricultund worker children;

Institute safety and health education programs with regard to hazards in the
agricultural setting;

Enforce existing federal and state laws atid regulations strictly, with tak-
quate levels of inspection personnd

On behalf eif the Academy. 1 would like to thank you for helping ter focus renewed
attention on the issue ot child labor and on minors whit are migrant or seasoaal
agricultural workers This hearing brings a new under.tanding of the task before

5:3
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us. There are a notnher of scientifically important articles from the body of medical
literature dealing with this issue that I would like to include as part of my testimo-
ny. I shall be glad to answer any questions.

Senator METZENBAUM. Dr. Correa, would you say that farmwork-
ers under age 14 are at a greater risk of suffering work-related in-
juries and deaths than older children and adults?

Dr. Cos.REA. The rate of fatal injuries in children under 14 years
of age is about 100 per 100,000 workers of that age. That is a lower
rate than other children, but it is a higher rate than the rate of
fatal mortalities in the whole agricultural work force, which is
about 20 per 100,00(1, and it is higher than the fatality rate in other
industries.

Senator METZENBAUM. I understand that after spraying certain
chemicals on crops, there is a mandated period before re-entry by
farmworkers. Would you recommend the Department of Labor
mandating different re-entry periods based upon the age of the
worker?

Dr. CORREA. I think that given the smaller physical size and in-
experience of children, they are probably at increased risk of expo-
sure and maybe of adverse health risk. So it would make sense to
try to take age into account in those re-entry periods.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Dr. Correa.
I noticed that Senator Durenberger was with us for a bit. I was

very pleased that he joined us and hope he will be able to return.
Well hear next from David Renfro. Commissioner of Labor from

Oklahoma City. OK.
Mr. RENFRO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
First of all, let me thank you, Senator Dodd and other members

of the committee for the opportunity to come here and share what
our concerns as a State labor department regarding child labor are.
I want you to please understand that we in Oklahoma believe very
strongly in the importance of work in helping to develop a child's
sense of self worth and character. As the commissioner of labor for
the State of Oklahoma, I applaud those many good employers who
provide those work experiences which :o contribute to this positive
developmental process. A child's first occupation outside of school
work should help prepare him or her for the challenges of an adult
labor market.

To do this, though. we must take steps to preserve the child's
health and wenre as well as ensure that their work doesn't inter-
fere with their capacity to benefit fully from school.

Oklahoma became a State in 1907. In 1910, we enacted the Okla-
homa Child Labor Act. That sl year-old law has remained virtually
unchanged and unchallenged until this year.

The challenge this year to change our State's child labor 11v re-
grettably came not from increased sensitivity to statutory compli-
ance nor from a concern about the potential for greater exploita-
tion of working children. Instead it was motivated by the fine
levied as a result of enforcement action by the U.S. Department of
Labor and its recent nationwide Child Watch operation.

Oklahoma has the dubious honor of being home to the employer
receiving the single largest fine in the Nation during that enforce-
ment action.
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The Oklahoma Department of Labor in coordination with our
public schools issues between 5,000 and 6,000 work permits per
year to minors. However, we know that all children in the work-
place don't first obtain that permit.

Operation Child Watch revealed all too well the failure of exist-
ing Fair Labor Standards provisions to serve as an adequate deter-
rence to employer violations of child labor law. It did, however,
serve to motivate interested parties, or perhaps more accurately,
parties at risk, to take collective action to amend their own State
child labor laws.

Information which should have served to enlighten us as to the
need to strengthen our State's child labor law has frequently sur-
faced over the last several years not in the form of annual reports
reflecting increased violations but instead in sensational news cov-
erage of workplace tragediestragedies which include the electro-
cution of an illegally employed 14 year-old construction worker
who was using a power saw at the time of his violent death. The
contractor was assessed $100 for the violation. Also included in
news coverage was the deadly explosion at a fireworks factory
which killed 21 Oklahoma workers, three of whom were illegally
employed children. In this case, the owner of the fireworks factory
received a U.S. Department of Labor fine totalling $2,700 for child
labor violations, was ordered to pay $25,816 in back wages, and
$58,000 in OSHA fines. He was a multiple violator. A total of 11
children had been illegally employed in that fireworks factory at
the time of the explosion.

Even though less tragic, during the mid-1980's, Oklahoma like
other States was inundated by door-to-door candy solicitations by a
sales force of child merchants, 9 to 12 year-olds. For-profit vekdors
use children under the age of 16 to canvass neighborhoods and so-
licit door-to-door. The children are paid a portion of the sales ri-
ceipts while the bulk of the money for each candy bar went to the
supervising vendor. By invoking our State child labor law which
prohibits employing children for potentially injurious or immoral
occupations. we were able to address this exploitive practice. The
"candy man king-, tes he was called, or the mastermind of this
scheme, was just recently sentenced in Federal court to 35 years
imprisonment, not for child labor violations. but for intimidation in
the workplace violations.

Through our affiliation with the National Association of Govern-
mental Labor Officials, we learned that there is reason to believe
that a positive correlation exists between the injury rate of work-
ing children and child labor violations. For instance, in 1990 the
State of Washington's Department of Labor conducted a survey of
work-reheted child injuries. It concluded that 44 percent of all inju-
ries to children occurred while those children were working in vio-
lation of the Fair Labor Standards Act. Further, it concluded that
57 percent of the children s..riously injured on the job were work-
ing in violation of child labor protect ions.

It is my belief as the commissioner of labor for Oklahoma that
similar results would be revealed in my State if such a survey were
undertaken. It is for that reason that I particularly appreciate sec-
tion 5 of S. titt which proposed to require such data compilation.
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Motivated by the results of Operation Child Watch, groups
within Oklahoma's grocery and restaurant industries, along with
representatives from education, business and labor, worked togeth-

er under the auspices of the State labor department to propose leg-

islative amendments to our antiquated child labor law. As a result1

we expect the Oklahoma State legislature will this month enact a
measure which deletes archaic language, makes State law consist-
ent with the Fair Labor Standards Aet, increase fines for viola-
tions, and ensures the effective continuation of our age and school-

ing certificate, which I have previously mentioned as the work
permit.

This legislation has already passed the State house of representa-
tives and is now awaiting action in the State senate committee on
labor. As a State with very significant interest in agriculture, we
are sensitive to family farm values and needs. We believe the chil-
dren of farm parents deserve the opportunity to contribute to their
families' livelihoods and share the responsibilities of farm life.

While the protection of minors who are migrant or seasonal
workers is an important and necessary component of any compre-
hensive child labor legislation, we should not infringe in the
parent-child relationships inherent in family farming.

I again stress, Senator Metzenbaum, that the news coverage as
sensational as it was, was not what motivated Oklahoma to take
action to amend its child labor law and bring it into compliance
and up-to-date with the Federal law. It was the fines and the penal-
ties levied against those people who were illegally employing those
children that did that.

I commend you, I commend the committee and the other authors
of the bill, for taking the action that you are.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Renfro follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT or DAVE fictviao

Let me first thank Senator Dodd and the Committee or the opportunity to share.

with you e.ur concerns regarding child labor. It is important to understand that we

in Oklahoma believe strongly in the importance of work in helping to develop a
child's sense of self-worth and character.

I applaud the many good employers who provide those work experiences which

contribute to this positive developmental process. A child's first occupation should

help prepare him or her for the- challenges of an adult hebor market
To do this, though, we must take steps to preserve. the child's health and welfare,

as well as endure that their work doesn't interfere with their capacity to benefit

fully from school.
Oklahoma became a state in Iftni In litIO we enacted the Oklahoma Child for

Act.
That eighty-one year old hew has rernaMed virtually unchanged and unchaller.ged

until this year.
The challenge this year to engage our state's child labor law regrettably came not

from increased sensitivity to statutory compliance nor from a concern about the po.

tential of greater exploitation of working children; instead it was motivated by the

fines levied as a result of enforcement action by the U.S. Department of Labor in its

recent nationwide Child Watch Operation. Oklahoma has the dubious honor of
being home to the employer receiving the single largest fine in th nation during

that enforcement
The Oklahoma Department of Labor issues between :OM and OM work permits

per year to minors However, we know that all children in th workplace don't first
obtain a permit.
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"Operation Child Watch" revealed all too well the failure of existing Fair Labor
Standards provisions to serve as an adequate deterrence to employer violations of
child labor law.

It did, however, serve to motivate interested partiesor perhaps more accurately,
parties at riskto take collective action to amend our own state child labor law.

Information which should have served to enlighten us as to the need to strength-
en our state's child labor law has frequently surfaced over the last several years
NOT in the form of annual reports reflecting increased violations, but instead in
sensational new coverage of workplace tragedies.

Tragedies which include the electrocution of an illegally employed 14 year old
construction worker who was using a power saw at the time of his violent death.
The contractor was assessed $100.

Also included in news coverage was the deadly explosion at a fireworks factory
which killed 21 Oklahoma workers, 3 of whom were illegally employed children. In
this case, the owner of the fireworks factory received a U.S. Department of Labor
fine totalling $2,700 for child labor violations, was ordered to pay $25.816 in back
wages and $58,000 in OSHA fines. He was a multiple violator. A total of 11 children
had been illegally employed in the fireworks factory.

Even though less tragic, during the mid-'80s, Oklahoma, like other states was in-
undated by door-to-door candy solicitations by a sales force of child merchants.

"For profit" vendors used children under the age of 16 to canvass neighborhoods
and solicit door-to-door.

The children were paid a portion of the sales receipts while the bulk of the money
for each candy bar went to the supervising vendor. By invoking our state law's pro-
hibition on employing children for potentially iturious or immoral occupations, we
were able to address this exploitive practice. The "candy-man king,' as he was
called or mastermind of this scheme, was recently sentenced in federal court to ;35
years imprisonment.

Through our affiliation with the National Association of Governmental Labor Of-
ficials, we learn that there is reason to believe that a positive correlation exists be-
tween the injury rate of working children and child labor, violations,

For instance. in 1990 Washington State's Department of Labor conducted a survey
of work-related child injuries. It concluded that 44% of all injuries to children oc-
curred while those children were working in violation of the Fair Labor Standards
Act. Further, it concluded that 57% of the children seriously injured on the job
were working in violation of child labor protections.

It is my belief as the Commissioner of Labor for Oklahoma that similar results
would be revealed in my state if such a survey were undertaken. It is for that
reason that / particularly appreciate Section 5 of Senate FM which proposes to rt-
quire such data compilation.

Motivated by the results of Operation Child Watch, groups within Oklahoma's
grocery and restaurant industries, along with representatives feorn education, busi-
ness and labor worked twether under the auspices of the State Labor Department
to propose legislative amendments to our antiquated child labor law.

As a result, we expect the Oklahoma state legislature will enact a measure which
deletes archaic language; makes state law consistent with the Fair Labor Standards
Act; increases fines for violations; and ensures the effective continuation of our Age
and Schooling Certificate. previously referred to as the "work permit."

This legislation has already passed the State House of Representatives and is now
awaiting action in the State Senate Committee on Labor.

As a state with very significant interest in agriculture, we are sensitive to family
farm values and needs. We believe the children of farm parents deserve the oppor-
tunity to contribute to their families' livelihood and share the responsibilities of
farm life.

While the proteetion of minors who are migrant or seasonal workers is an impor-
tant and necessary component of any comprehensive child labor legislation, we
must not infringe on the parent-child relationship inherent in family farming.

I again stress that even sensational news coverage of workplace tragedies which
resulted in the careless killing Oklahoma children did not motivate action or urge-
nixed group lobbying efforts to amend our laws. It took U.S. Department of Labor
tines levied against employers alleged to be in violation to gain such support.

For that reason. I would hope that enforcement efforts like "Operation Child
Watch" continue to ensure that employers remain motivated and stay informed in
compliance with both federal and state child labor requirements.

The addition poultry, fish and seafood processing to the list of prohibited occupa-
tions for children under the age of 18 will be greatly beneficial in our mutual en-
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forcement efforts. This is especially true of Oklahoma's rapid increase in the
number of poultry processing plants.

Senate 600 will, in my opinion, enhance art already productive working relation-
ship between the State Labor Department and the U.S. Department of Labor Wage
and Hour Division.

For these reasons, I commend you, Senator Dodd. along with Senators Metz-
enbaum and Kennedy for authoring S. 600.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much for your testimony,
Mr. Renfro. I can't tell you how important it is that people such as
you are testifying in support of the bill. It is very meaningful to us
as well as I might also say parentheticallyalthough we haven't
yet heard from himthat the fact that school administrators like
Mr. Anderson are also here supporting our legislative proposal.

You mention in your testimony that your State is considering
new child labor legislation. Will that legislation require programs
to educate children, parents and employers?

Mr. RENFRO. The legislation itf,elf does not require an education
program. That is something the Statt department of labor will be
doing on its own.

Senator METZENBAUM. You indicated your support of S. 600's ad-
dition of poultry, fish and seafood processing to the list of prohibit-
ed occupations for children under 18. Are there additional occupa-
tions that you believe are particularly hazardous for children?

Mr. RENFRO. We agree with all the listed occupations that the
Federal U.S. Department of Labor already lists. The poultry proc-
essing was especially important, Senator, because of the rapid in-
crease in the number of poultry processing plants that are appear-
ing especially throughout southeastern Oklahoma.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Renfro. We ap-
preciate your testimony.

Mr. RENFRO. Thank you.
Senator METZENRAUM. Dr. Jack R. Anderson, superintendent of

schools, East Ramapo School District, Spring Valley, NY, on behalf
of the American Association of School Administrators.

We are happy to have you with us, sir.
Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of the American Association of School Administrators,

AASA, I would like to thank you and the committee for the oppor-
tunity to testify this morning in very strong support of S. 600.

I am superintendent of the East R.amapo Central School District,
Spring Valley, NY, a district of some 18,000 public and nonpublic
school students. Today I am representing AASA as chairman of its
Federal policy and legislative committee.

AASA is a professional organization of over 18,000 local school
superintendents, other school education administrators and profes-
sors of education administration. Our association has been and con-
tinues to be deeply troubled by the increasing violations of child
labor laws.

It is abundantly clear to those who have studied the issue that
this exploitation of our Nation's children is coming at the expense
of both their education and their health and safety. Stronger laws.
coupled with more effective and aggressive enforcement, is certain-
ly indicated.

The New York State Education Department recently studied
part-time employmPnt of high school juniors most of whom were 16
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or 17 years of age. In this study they found sufficient negative as-
pects associated with students working 25 hours or more per week
to cause great concern. The New York study indicated that ap-
proximately one-quarter of working students spend 25 hours or
more per week on the job. These youth have the poorest grades, the
most absences from school, and do the least homework. They are
more likely to take fewer and easier courses because of the burden
that work places on them, and they are the least likely to obtain a
Regents' diploma.

is study also found that tobacco, alcohol and drug use was
greatest among students who worked the most.

Our own studies at our local school district level showed that in
the junior and senior high school years over 50 percent of boys and
girls were working, and they tended to have the lowest energy
levels; they had the highest tardiness and absenteeism; the drop in
their academic achievement was discernible once they had started
work, and interestingly enough, we found that academically at-risk
students were least able to handle work in the workplace.

In general the long hours worked by students do not appear to be
related to family economic needs. Few students contribute to
family food and housing expenses. In fact, most of their earnings
were spent on entertainment, clothes, cars and food outside the
home.

As this committee certainly knows, there is an ever-increasing
national consensus that public education must do a better job of
educating our children. The President, the governors, and certainly
Congress have all expressed a strong will and are striving to pro-
mote policies that will lead to increased student achievement
levels. It would therefore be consistent with these efforts that we
ensure that the abuse of our child labor force does not impinge on
a student's chances of academic success.

This does not mean, of course, that children should not work.
This does not mean that through working, valuable life skills and
lessons can and indeed are learned each and every day. It does
mean, however, that in being exposed to experiences that children
cannot and must not be exploited by those with misplaced prior-
ities.

AASA believes that S. 600 is important Federal legislation that
is demanded by present child labor conditions. As an educational
association we recognize the need for an appropriate balance be-
tween the hours worked by students, their health and safety in the
workplace, business needs, and the priorities of education.

While the legislation as proposed has our strong support, we
would urge consideration of the following: I) it should be required
that all school districts be made aware of employers in their region
who violate the provisions of child labor laws. While the bill does
include the provisions that affected schools be notified, we would
suggest that all schools in the region be notified as to who the vio-
lators are.

2) While we strongly support the concept of written verification
from the minor's school regarding school attendance, we believe
that a second provision, namely one that addresses the issue of
minimum academic achievement, should be considered. There
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should also be a proviso that agencies notify school districts when
there is an accident or a death in the workplace.

Now, Mr. Chairman, school superintendents don't go around
asking for another layer of paper work or another layer of written
reports or another layer of mandates. But I want to say this morn-
ing that most emphatically in this case, because of the seriousness
of the issue that we are dealing with, we welcome those additional
reports, and we welcome those additional supervisory responsibil-
ities at the local school district level.

AASA strongly supports this legislation, and we will work ag-
gressively in our own way to expedite its passage and its implemen-
tation.

Thank you very much for the opportunity of being here this
morning.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Anderson follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACK R. ANDERSON

Chairman Dodd, Chairman Metzenbaum and Members of the Subcommittee. on
behalf of the American Association of School Administrators, I want to thank you
for the opportunity to Wstify today in regards to S. 600. I do request that AASA's
statement in strong support of this bill be entered into the record.

I am Jack Anderson, Superintendent of the East Ramapo Central School District
in So-ins Valley, New York. East Ramapo is a suburban school district of some
18,111 public and private school students. I am representing the American Associa-
tion of School Administrators as Chairman of the Federal Policy and Legislation
Committee. AASA is a professional organization of over 19.000 local school superin-
tendents, other local education administrators and professors of education adminis-
tration.

Our organization is deeply concerned with the current increase in child labor law
violations. This trend ti ts that current child labor laws are inadequate to pro-
tect the health and wellt=g of minors The exploitation of our nation s children is
coming at the expense of both their education and their health and safety. This
issue must be addressed through more stringent child labor laws.

In 1990. the U.S, Department of Education published a report, The Condition of
Education, which stated: "Working during the school year leaves less time for stu-
dents to concentrate on their studies or to participate in extracurricular activities.
On the other hand, students may learn from work experience those things they are
not taught in the classroom Those who work while in school may earn more after
leaving school. A moderate amount of work (less than 15 hours per week r may be
associated with higher completion rates and better grades. A substantial amount of
work (more than 20 hours per week r may be detrimental to grades and attendance."

AASA is concerned with both the working habits and the hours worked by young
people. There is considerable evidence to suggest that in all too many cases minors
are working to the detriment of their academic well-being. According to the Depart-
ment of Labor, in 1989, 33% of males and 37.2% of females, ages 16 to 18. were
employed. This same report shows that employment of high-school-age youngsters
follows our society's general employment trends. That is to say that employment of
children rose through the 1970s, fell during the recession of the early 1980s, and
then rose again during the late 1980s. Accompanying this increase in the em_ploy-
ment of youth has been a significant escalation in child labor law violations. There
are also strong indications that work, rather than education, has become the
number one priority for all too many students.

As this Committee well knows, there is an ever increasing national consensus
that public education must increase academic achievement for all children. Just last
week I testified before the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and the Humanities on
the issue of whether or not a national test and the establishment of a set of national
standards in various curriculum areas would contribute to the improvement of edu-
cation. The President, the Governors and Congress have all expreased a strong will
to promote policies that will lead to the improvement of education. It would, there-
fore, be consistent with these efforts to ensure that the abuse of our child labor
force not impinge an our chances of success. This goal can be achieved through ap-
propriate legislation that is strongly enforced. This does not mean that children
should not work; this does not mean that through working valuable life lessons and
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skills cannot be learned. It does mean, however, that in being exposed to these expe-
riences that children cannot, and must not, be exploited by those with misplaced
priorities for the youth of our nation.

Our Association recognises that work has many benefits for the youth of this
nation if it is coupled with a sound, productive education, appropriate child labor
laws and aggressive enforcement of the statutes.

We know that the employment of youth starts early and escalates throughout
their scholastic career% until the minority of all students are working for pay in
their junior year in high school. So, this is a matter that impacts directly on the
academic achievement of children at a very early point in their scholastic careers.

AASA believes that S. 600 is important federal legislation that is demanded by an
ever increasing pattern of child labor law violations that have resulted in very sig-
nificant work force accidents mid deaths in the child labor force. Our Federal Policy
and Legislation Committee has carefully examined this issue, and, after conferring
with Senator Metzenbaum s staff, we are enthusiastically unanimous in our support
of the legislation before us today. As an educational association, we recognize the
need for an appropriate balance between the hours worked by students, their health
and safety in the workplace, and the priority of education.

While the legislation as proposed has our strong support, we would urge consider-
ation of adding the following provisions to the bill:

(I) It should be required that all school districts be made aware of employers in
their reigion who violate the provisiors of child labor laws.

(2) While we strongly support the concept of written verification from the minor's
school regarding school attendance, we believe that a second provieion, namely, one
related to meeting of minimum academic standards. should be added.

(3) There should also be a proviso that state agencies, upon receipt of injury or
death notification from an employer, provide said information to local school dis-
tricts by region or county within the state.

Mr. Owirman, superintendents across this nation have a genuine concern and in-
terest in both federal and state legislation. We are extremely sensitive to mandates,
at any level, that would require burdensome regulations that add to our already
heavy responsibilities in addressing societal needs. However, it is our considered
opinion that S. 600 is legislation that treads on, none of our concerns regarding bu-
reaucratic growth. The enactment of this bill will not place an undue burden on
school districts, but will assist local educators in safeguarding the academic inter-
ests of children. From our earliest consideration of tais legislation, we have found it
to be consistent with the best interests of our children and their education. In fact,
it ioes hand in hand with those principles which both our academic and work coun-
selors have worked so hard to instill in our etudents, parents and employers.

Mr. Chairman, AASA appreciates the opportunity to come forward in support of
S. 600 and pledges our continued support in working for an early passage and enact-
ment of this legislation.

Senator METZENBAUM. Senator Dodd has joined us. He is a co-
gponsor of this bill and one of the most effective members of the
U.S. Senate in leadership of legislation having to do with children
generally. I am very happy to co-chair this hearing with him this
morning.

Senator Dodd, do you have anything you want to say at this
time?

Senator DODD. No, Mr. Chairman. I would appreciate your
making my written statement a part of the record. We do have
some charts to go over with the next panel, so I will wait until
then and follow up with questions after yours.

Senator METZENBAUM Your statement will he included.
iThe prepared statement of Senator Dodd follows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT or SENATOR Dont)

Welcome to this joint hearing of the Subcommittee on Children, Family, Drugs
and Alcoholism anui the Subcommittee on Labor. I am pleased to join with my col-
league, Senator Metzenbaum, in sponsoring legislation to better protect young
people in the workplace and in conducting this hearing.

The Child Labor Amendments of 1991 reflect our deep concern that young people
make their way into the world of work without risking their health, their success in
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school, or. indeed, their futures. Thankfully, most teenams do well in their part-
time and summer jobs. It's an American tradition we can be proud of.

But there's another more troubling part of the picture. We think of sweatshops
and of children who operate hazardous equipment and who fall asleep in school as
long-banished horrors. Yet for many children, these horrors persist in 1991.

A new study by the General Accounting Office, released today, found that in 1988,
18 percent of all employed 15-year-olds were working illegally. In that age bracket
alone, 166,000 children were working either too many hours or at jobs prohibited for
their age. This is consistent with the alarming increase in detected violations of
child labor laws. The number of children found by the Labor Department to be ille-
gally employed soared to 38.000 in 1990. up from 9.200 in 1983. When the Labor De-
partment conducted a nationwide sweep last year. they found that almost half of
the businesses investigated were breaking the law. The American Academy of Pedi-
atrics estimates that more than 100,000 children under the age of eighteen are in-
jured on the job every year.

Clearly, our current law and current enforcement don't provide the necessary pro-
tection. The Department of Labor has turned greater attention to child labor, an
effort which I applaud. But we need more. Here is how our bill would strengthen
the law on child labor.

First, it would toughen penalties for violation of child labor laws. Current sanc-
tions for violators amount to a slap on the wristthe average fine is $160, easily
absorbed as a routine cost of doing business. Last year we succeeded in raising the
maximum civil penalty from $1000 to $10.000. Here we seek to deter employers
from breaking the law through criminal penalties for extreme violations and other
new penalties.

Second, the bill would increase public awareness of child labor laws through ex-
panded use of employment certificates. Many parents. children, educators, and even
employers simply aren't aware of the law. They don't know the age limitations for
different types of work. the hours limitations. and the hazardous occupations that
are completely off limits. I believe these provisions for greater public education will
help avoid injuries and illegal employment.

Third, the bill would better protect farmworker children in migrant and seasonal
agriculture. These children are at psrticularly high risk, due to exposure to toxic
pesticides and disruption of school attendance. Yet exemptions in current law
permit young children to work in this setting. Our bill applies the same prohibition
against work for children under fourteen years of age that now applies in non-agri-
cultural settings. I should add that the prohibition would not cover the family farm.

Entering the workforce is a true crossroads in a young person's life. Successful
entry into the world of work enhances the child's chances for success as a produc-
tive member of society. On the other hand, if the child is among the 100,000 minors
injured on the job every year. or if the child works so many hours that school per-
formance plummets, chances for success suffer. Numerous studies have found that
grades decline when children work too many hours during the school week. When
one fifth of children fail to complete high school on time, we must do everything
possible to help teenagers strike the right balance between work and school.

Today's witnesses bring a full range of perspectives on the modern-day problem of
child labor. As a society, striking the right balance for our teenagers will require
the ongoing efforts of parents, educators, health professionals, regulatory agencies
and businesses, all of whom are represented here today. I look forward to hearing
the testimony and to working together for the wellheing of our nation's teenagers
and their families

Senator METZENBAUM. Dr. Anderson, you state in your testimony
that there are indications that work rather than education has
become the major priority for all too many students. What are
those indications about which you speak?

Mr. ANDERSON. The increasing need and desire of the students to
meet societal competition, if you will, in terms of the type of
clothes that are worn, the cars that are driven, the things, Mr.
Chairman, that are outside of the critical issues of education and
preparing oneself far productive life in our society.

I am deeply concerned about those peer pressures that are placed
on our students, and it seems to me that in order to address them,
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they do seek to make money in the workplacenot to support their
families, but to engage in those activities that I outlined.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you. Do you have any knowledge
with respect to any schools that are members of your organization
that have programs to educate students, parents and teachers
about child labor laws. Also do you have any way of knowing
which students are working and whether this work is affecting aca-
demic performance?

Mr. ANDERSON. We do, Mr. Chairman, but I would have to con-
fess that it is primarily in special programs such as school-to-em-
ployment programs which children are involved in and does not
apply to the cross-section, if you will, or the majority of those stu-
dents who are in the workplace. And your allusions earlier to the
need for perhaps educating our children through a three-hour or
five-hour or whatever seminar in terms of the important issues
here is one that I certainly want to take back to my school district.

Senator METZENBAUM. That would be excellent. As a matter of
fact my understanding is that it is your school where our staffer
graduated. So I don't know if maybe you've got an inside track
with this committee as a consequence.

Mr. ANDERSON. I can assure you, Senator, you will be well-served
by that young lady, and you know that better than I.

Senator METZENBAUM. We are well-served by her.
Senator Dodd.
Senator Dodd. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First of all let me join you in welcoming Matt Garvey and his

mother to the committee. I had the privilege of meeting Mattin
fact we appeared on a television program together a number of
weeks ago. And I said then, Mr. Chairman, and I know you agree
with this, that it takes a special kind of courage to come forward
and tell your story.

Fernando, we appreciate your being here as well. It is very im-
portant that we have not just statistics and data and discussions
about this, but actually people, real people, who have been through
these experiences and can speak with personal knowledge about
what happened. I think it sometimes makes it easier for people to
understand that than it is to remember a lot of numbers. No
matter how significant those numbers are, you put a name and a
face to that data, and by being here you really help us tremendous-
ly. So I want you to know how much I appreciate it.

I am sorry for being late. We had a hearing this morning involv-
ing a major issue involving our State, I would say to my co-chair-
man, involving submarine construction in the State of Connecticut,
and it unfortunately coincided with this morning's hearing. So I do
apologize to all of you for not being here at the inception of this
hearing.

If I can, let me just ask a couple of questions.
Dr. Correa, I wonder if you might comment about the vulnerabil-

ity of children when it comes to chemicals ard pesticides. I held a
hearing in this committee a year or so ago about Alar, a pesticide
that now is gone, and we heard from the FDA and so on about the
particular threat of pesticides to humans. I remember one of the
physicians that day made what I thought was a particularly impor-
tant statement. First of all, the number of apples consumed by
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younger people vastly exceeds that consumed by older people. He
made the case that young people's smaller bodies, not yet mature,
the effect of chemicals and pesticides can be far more profound
than on an adult.

I wonder if you might comment on that since we have a lot of
children and young people working in this particular area. How
significant is that particular threat?

. CORREA. Actually, I think most physicians would tend to
agree with that statement I made before, that children by their
size and less-developed metabolism may have greater exposures or
toxicity from those expwures. The extent of the effects of those ex-
posures are not well-documented. We don't have good surveillance
systems that tell us the magnitude of that problem.

Senator Dodd. What sorts of studies should be conducted if we
are to examine this question thoroughly and get some accurate in-
formation?

Dr. CORREA. To begin with, some cross-sectional surveys of mi-
grant workers or those children who are at risk of being exposed to
these chemicals, and also some follow-up studies to see what the
long-term effects of those exposures might be.

Senator Dodd. That could be very helpful. Maybe we could in-
clude something like that in here.

Mr. Renfro, you made particular note in your testimony of the
bill's importance when it comes to the area of data collection. Sec-
tion 5 of the bill, as you know, requires employers to notify the
State of deaths or serious injuries affecting minors. I wonder if
you'd tell us why this particular point is important to your State.

Mr. RENFRO. Thank you, Senator Dodd.
Oklahoma is unique in that we have a program that is set up leg-

islatively to help us consult through our State OSHA program with
employers who are targeted for potential hazardous industries.
This would enable us to be able to look at the data, to make deter-
minations where we have a particular problem in the way of injury
to minors, and that would authorize us, then, with that data, would
arm us to be able to go to those targeted industries, those targeted
businesses and employers, not just with a consultation program,
which will help the employer in worker compensation premium
rates, but also do what the job is intended to do, and that is take
the juvenile out of a dangerous situation that we were otherwise
unaware of.

Senator Dodd. That will be very helpful to you, then, and others.
Mr. RENFRO. Yes, sir. Could I make a quick mentionI was

hoping to have time to do this earlierbut it was stated earlier in
previous testimony by assistant secretary Walker about cooperat-
ing after the fact with civil penalty rather than using criminal pen-
alties to impose cooperation before the fact.

In Oklahoma, I can tell you as a commissioner I would much.
welch rather have mandatory cooperation before the fact even if it
requires criminal sanction to get the job done, forcing them to be
aware of it, cooperate with us, than coming in after a fireworks ex-
plosion that kills three kids or electrocutes a 14 year-old construc-
tion worker and seek civil compliance afterward, regardless of pen-
alty.
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Senator Dodd. I agree with you totally. In fact that is not theory.
We know that works in other areas where you get that kind of par-
ticipation.

hfr. Anderson, I wonder if you might tell us briefly how work
permits are currently handled in your State. What is the division
of labor between the schools in this particular area and State agen-
cies?

Mr. Minnow. At the present time, the schools in the State of
New York are those that execute the work certificates and work
permits. Those are filled out by the students, by the parents, and
the emialrr. Each cluid is issued a work permit that is valid for 2

h of those work permits, depending on the level, ranging
a newspaper carrier to a less stringent level to those wor,

full-time, are given work cards which they take to their employer,
and on those cards are spelled out the conditions which apply to
that particular age student and the particular aspect of whether it
is full-time or part-time. Full-time could be in the summer, for ex-
ample. A child at 14 would have to get a work permit renewal at
16. At 15, you would have to get a renewal at 16. So it runs from 14
to 16, 16 to 18. And there are different levels of certificates, of
couise.

Senator Dodd. But you are satisfied with the level of coopera-
tion?

Mr. ANDERSON. I am satisfied, Senator, that at this time there is
not a sufficient level of regulations that would in my opinion effect
meter cooperation by those responsible for hiring students. And
furthermore I don't believe even with the lower level of statutes
that we have now in this areaand that is my opinionthat there
is sufficient enforcement of those statutes. I think we can pure and
simply say that there has been a 343 percent increase in violations
in thm area since 1983, and someone is not enforcing even those
statutes that we have on the books today.

Senator Dodd. You said something very important a few minutes
ago in response to one of Senator Metzenbaum's questions, and I
just want to reinforce it because I am sure it is one of the argu-
ments that Senator Metzenbaum and I will face both in this com-
mittee and on the floor of the Senate as we try and move this legis-
lation forward. That is, "here you go arain, you are imposing yet
another layer of paperwork and bureaucratic burden on the school
systems." And that is a complaint that has some legitimacy from
tune to time when we do things.

But I heard you say that you welcome this particular require-
ment., that you welcome the certificate requirement.

Mr. ANDERSON. I have been one of those who have complained in
the past regarding the bureaucracy that we deal with. But in this
case, the issue is so important, it is so central to the fabric of this
Nation in my opinion and to the growth and development of these
young children, that we cannot object to it.

In fact, in my testimony I have proposed even additional types of
reports that should be effected in terms of this legislation.

So while I am one of those complainers and have been for years,
in this case a responsible school superintendent in my opinion
simply must accept that we must do our part with the Congress in
order to have more effective supervision in the child labor force.
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Senator Dodd. Very good.
I lastly want to ask you about the educational efforts. I think we

all agree that education is the best prevention here. But I wonder
if you might just share with us some good models you are aware of
around the country, or what techniques you think might be the
most effective in utilizing the educational system as a way of
making students and teenagers aware of some of the problems and
hour& involved with all of this so they will know what to look for.

Mr. ANDERSON. It seems to me that the best way is the education
model, and it is one that we use to some extent in our school dis-
trictit isn't as extensive as it should beand that is one in which
students, employers and parents are counseled by work counselors
from the schools in terms of what the laws are, in terms of what is
trying to be achieved, in terms of the monitoring that must take
place, in terms of no diminution in student achievement. Those
person-to-person contacts at the grassroots level are the most effec-
tive ways of bringing about the education, I believe, in terms of
what the issues are here. And I will admit that we need to be more

aggeive
in this area.

ns:tor Dodd. Very good. I thank you very much. I thank all of
you for being here today and thank you for your testimony.

Senator METZENBAUM. I want to thank this panel. You have been
particularly helpful to us. I particularly want to thank the young
people on the panel; all of you. Your testimony is extremely helpful
to us.

Senator Dodd. Mr. Chairman, we've got some charts we want to
share with you.

Senator METZENBAUM. All right. The co-chair is going to have to
excuse himself because I have a Judiciary Committee meeting that
I must get to, and they have been holding up matters until I get
there.

I am going to ask Senator Dodd if he would be good enough to
take the chair.

Senator Dodd. [Presiding.] Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I
apologize to you for not being over here earlier.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much.
Senator Dodd. As this panel is leaving, I will ask the next panel

to join us.
Mr. James Coleman is general counsel for the National Council

of Chain Restaurants. And Ms. Jackie Trujillo is executive vice
chairman and president of operations, Harman Management, Los
Altos, CA. and is testifying in behalf of the National Restaurant
Association.

As you join us at the table, I am going to draw your attention
tonot only those witnesses who are leaving and coming, but also
the others in the roomthis data that is available for the first
time today. It has not been out in the past. And I would have liked
to have done this for people at the outset of the hearing so you
could get a real flavor of what we are talking about here.

The first graph is a study of 15 year-olds conducted by the Gener-
al Accounting Office and is released for the first time today. We
requested this study to be done. The General Accounting Office
found that 166,000 teenagers were working illegally in 1988. I am
particularly alarmed by the 99,090 working in prohibited occupa-
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tions, since we know that teenagers are most likely to be injured in

these very dangerous situations. But that is really a stunning level
of violations that we are dealing with out here. This is not a minor

problem when you look at those numbers and the assessment that

Ims been done.
The second graph shows the increase in detected child labor via-

lations. They went from about 9,000 in 1983 to 38,000 in 1990.

When the Department of Labor conducted its national sweeps last
yearand I give them great credit for having done thatthey
found violations in almost half of the workplaces that they investi-

gated.
Our child labor laws are not working, I would suggest, when

38,000 people are found to be working illegally, whether it is be-

cause their hours are too long, or they are in jobs that are prohibit-

ed. As I said, that is alarming. In the sweeps, every other place

they went, they found violations of the law.
The third graph shows the penalties and fines. And again, we

have talked about this in the past. The average fine has actually
dropped. If you take the 1983 average and you look at the 1990
there actually was a little drop in 1986 and 1987 and 1988, but it

goes back up even higher in 1989but in 1990, it dropped from the
1983 figures. But they are all hovering in that $160 range. That is

a few days' work. It is hardly a matter of deep concern if the viola-

tion you are going to face is so minor.
[The graphs referred to followl
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Without people out there checking, and when you do get caught
if this is the kind of fine you pay, there isn't the incentiveI don't
think anyone would to tighten up in this area.

Finally, this is an aca emic performance chart, looking at the re-
lationship between time worked and academic performance. I know
many people try to play down the problem of teenagers working
too long, but this chart shows that as hours increase, grades fall.
Obviously, everyone wants academic performance to increase, and I
think it is critically important that we take a look at that. You can
there see quite clearly what happens with the number of hours and
what happens to students generally.

I also want to emphasize, by the wayand I have said this
beforethat this hearing should not be perceived as a hearing
which is trying to discourage young people from holding jobs. This
is very important to their development. It is necessary in many
cases. So this is not in any way to suggest that we're talking about
the prohibition of young people workingbut rather, making it
possible for them to work and perform in school and be in a safe
place where kids don't have to worry and their parents don't have
to worry about them, as we have seen in a couple of cases here
today where significant injuries can be involved.

So that is really the purpose of this. But we get arguments from
time to time, people saying the academic performance issue is not
that important, and there, aren't that many people violating the
law, and we've got stiff enough penalties on the books. But I think
our graphs here this morning would say quite the contraryit does
affect academic records; there are too many violations out there,
and the fines we are imposing are really nonexistent, almost non-
existent, when violators are caught.

Senator Dodd. So with that background and that information, I
want to thank our lest panel for being here this morning and ap-
preciate your waiting as long as you have to testify. We welcome
you here. All of your prepared statements will be included in the
record in toW and any supporting documentatiOn you would like to
add, I will guarantee you will be included in full in the record. If
you could keep your statements down to 5 or 6 minutes or so, then
we can get to some questions.

We'll begin with you, Mr. Coleman. Thank you for being here.

STATEMENTS OF JAMES M. COLEMAN, ESQUIRE, GENERAL COUN-
SEL. NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHAIN RESTAURANTS. WASHING-
TON. DC: AND JACKIE TRUJILLO. EXECUTIVE VICE CHAIRMAN
AND PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, HARMAN MANAGEMENT,
LOS ALTOS, CA, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSO-
CIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY LINDA HILL, MANAGER AND CO-
OWNER
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is James Coleman, and through my law firm, Power

and Coleman, I serve as general counsel to the National Council of
Chain Restaurants. I am pleased to be here today to be given this
opportunity to address the subject of child labor restrictions under
the Fair Labor Standards Act.
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Let me begin by briefly describing the National Council of Chain
Restaurants. It is a national trade association headquartered in
Washington whose membership is comprised of 36 of the Nation's
largest multiunit and multistate restaurant and hotel chains. Col-
lectively, these 36 companies own and operate over 20,000 restau-
rant and lodging facilities. Additionally, through franchise and li-
censing agreements, another 50,000 restaurant and lodging facili-
ties are operated under their trademarks. In the aggregate, the
council's member companies and their licensees employ in excess of
1.5 million individuals.

Let me state at the outset that without exception the member-
ship of the council whole-heartedly supports full compliance with
all applicable child labor restrictions. Tremendous focus has recent-
ly been drawn upon the subject of child labor as a result of last
year's significant increase in enforcement efforts by the Depart-
ment of Labor.

However, I believe that the results of the Department of Labor's
recent and intensive investigative focus in this area should be eval-
uated within the context of the extremely large number of minors
who are lawfully employed in the industry.

I would also like to point out that the members of the council
work very hard to achieve full compliance with applicable child
labor restrictions. All members have strict company policies which
at a minimum mandate compliance with the restrictions and in
many cases mandate standards which go beyond the restrictions
contained in the law.

It should also be remembered that while there are provisions of
the existing standards that are objective and capable of only one
interpretation, there are many provisions which are subjective and
thus capable of numerous interpretations and in fact are interpret-
ed somewhat differently and enforced differently depending upon
the particular compliance officer conducting the investigation. This
does have the impact of significantly complicating compliance.

With regard to the recently introduced legislation known as the
Child Labor Amendments of 1991, the council must go on record as
vehemently opposing the increased criminal and civil penalties pro-
posed in that legislation as well as the employment certificate pro-
gram which would require all teenagers under the age of 18 to
obtain a certificate of employment from a designated State agency
before they could be lawfully employed.

As to the increased criminal and civil penalties, the council be-
lieves that such severe sanctions are unnecessary, misguided and
will only result in the elimination of job opportunities for teen-
agers. It should be noted that the Fair Labor Standards Act al-
ready contains criminal sanctions for willful violations. Moreover,
the council would like to draw the Subcommittee's attention to the
fact that only a few months ago Congress amended the civil money
provisions of the act by increasing the maximum civil fine that
may be imposed for a child labor violation from $1,000 to $10,000.
This 10-fold increase in the statutory civil money penalty was so
recently enacted that no one has yet had the opportunity to evalu-
ate its impact, either positively in terms of increased compliance,
or negatively in terms of reduced job opportunities for teenagers.
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The council respectfully suggests that before these Subcommit-
tees recommend further legislation, increasing the criminal and
civil penalties beyond the existing sanctions as recently amended,
an evaluation should be made of the impact of last year's 10-fold
increase in civil fines.

With regard to the pending legislation's proposal to establish a
new certificate of employment program, requiring all employees
under the age of 18 years who have not yet graduated from high
school to affirmatively apply to a designated State agency and
obtain a certificate from that agency before they can be lawfully
employed, the council is very much opposed. The certificate pro-
gram would be a tremendous administrative burden not only for
the teenage individuals desiring employment but for employers as
well as the designated State agencies who possess neither the fund-
ing nor the personnel to properly administer such a program. Fur-
thermore, such a program does not appear to offer any additional
substantive benefits whatsoever to those that it is intended to help.

While the council understands that the certificate program is
primarily intended as a means of educating teenagers, parents and
employers as to applicable child labor restrictions as well as a
means of gathering relevant statistical information concerning em-
ployment of teenagers, both of which are laudable goals, it is again
respectfully suggested that both goals can be pursued and achieved
through existing law without the necessity of creating yet another
Government document in order to lawfully employ an individual.
Not only can the goals of education and information gathering be
achieved through existing law, but we feel it can be done without
the chilling effect that such a certificate program would have on
the employment of teenagers.

Obviously I am here today as an advocate for employers. Howev-
er, I am also the father of two young sons, and from a personal per-
spective I would not want to see legislation passed which, no
matter how well-intended, would have the practical result of elimi-
nating literally millions of part-time job opportunities for teen-
agers. I do believe, however, that if such cumbersome paper work
requirements as are proposed in this legislation become law, and
that if the criminal and civil penalties are further increased, the
vast majority of employers will take all possible steps to avoid em-
ploying teenagers.

When you combine the severe restrictions that are already
placed on the employment of teenagers, civil fines of up to $10,000
per violation, not to mention criminal penalties, the prudent busi-
ness decision will be to eliminate these risks entirely by simply not
employing individuals who fall within the restricted age group.

Some of the council's members have already implemented firm
company policies mandating a 16 year-old minimum age for em-
ployment. Not surprisingly, there are not only teenagers who have
been denied employment who are angered by these policies, but the
parents of these individuals have contacted many of the employers
as well. If the current law is further amended, it is an absolute cer-
tainty that teenagers currently employed are going to lose jobs,
and those desiring and indeed those in financial need of employ-
ment will be denied that opportunity.
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Like almost every other piece of legislation Ongress considers,
this legislation has a cost, only this cost will be measured not in
dollars but in terms of lost jobs and lost job opportunities for Amer-
ica's youth.

Thank you.
Senator Donn. Thank you, Mr. Coleman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Coleman follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES M. CoutstaN

Good Morning. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittees, my name is
James Coleman and through my law firm, Power & Coleman, I serve as General
Counsel for the National Council of Chain Restaurants. I am pleased to be here
today and to be given this opportunity to address, on behalf of the Council, the sub-
ject of federal regulation concerning the employment of teenagers under the Pair
Labor Standards Act.

Let me begin by briefly describing the National Council of Chain Restaurants.
The Council is a national trade association hea4uartered in Washington, D.C.,
whose membership is comprised of thirty-six of the nation's largest multi-unit.
multi-state restaurant and hotel chains. Collectively, these thirty-six companies own
and operate over 20.000 restaurant and I. ...ng facilities. Additionally, through
franchise and licensing agreements, another , 1,000 restaurant and lodging facilities
are operated under their trademarks. In the aggregate, the Council's member com-
panies and their licensees employ in excess of 1.5 million individuals,

Let me state at the outset that without exception, the membership of the Council
wholeheartedly supports full compliance with all applicable child labor restrictions.
Tremendous focus has recently been drawn upon the subject of child labor as a
result of last year's significant increase in enforcement efforts by the Department of
Labor. However, I believe that the results of the Labor Department's recent and in-
tensive investigative focus in this area should be evaluated within the context of the
extremely large number of minors who are lawfully employed in the industry.
Every measure of suceess or failure is necessarily relative.

Thus, when we focus on the alleged violations resulting from the recent Child
Labor Investigative sweeps, we must remember that there are about 3.5 million six-
teen and seventeen year olds who are classified as part of our nation's labor force.
and millions more under age sixteen who are permitted to work under existing reg-
ulations. The number of alleged violations that have been reported by the Labor De-
partment are but a small fraction of the total number of minors who are lawfully
employed. This is not meant to justify any child labor violations, but it is intended
to draw attention to the good, as well as the bad; that is the millions of minors that
are lawfully employed within the limits of the law and who enjoy the benefits pro-
vided by employment in the food service industry.

I would also like to point out that the members of the Council work very hard to
achieve full compliance with the child labor restrictions. All members have strict
company policies which at a minimum mandate compliance with all applicable re-
strictions, and in many cases mandate standards which are more restrictive than
the law provides. Our members have detailed systems of safeguards and checking
procedures to thoroughly train restaurant managers regarding child labor law limi-
tations and compliance. Most companies have strict disciplinary systems which
result in substantial penalties, including termination of employment, for manage-
ment employees who are responsible for child labor violations. However, it should
be noted that it is a rare instance when a manager knowingly and intentionally
causes a violation of the child labor restrictions. To the contrary, most violations are
inadvertent and unintentional, and certainly not the result of any conscious and in-
tentional effort to violate the law.

It should also be remembered that while there are provisions of the existing child
labor standards that are objective and capable of only one interpretation, there are
many provisions which are subjective and thus capable of numerous interpretations,
and, in fact, are interpreted differently and enforced differently depending upon the
particular Compliance Officer conducting the investigation. For example, Child

,bor Regulation 3, which pertains to fourteen and fifteen year old employees, con-
thins both occupational and hours restrictions. In its occupational restrictions, the
rwilation expressly permits fourteen and fifteen year old employees to perform,
"Kitchen work and other work involved in preparing and serving food and bever-
ages. including the operation of machines and devises used in the performance of
such work." However, the same regulation at a different proviaion. prohibits "cook-
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ing and baking," but even the cooking prohibition contains its own exception if the
cooking is performed at soda fountains, lunch counters, snack bars, or cafeteria
serving counters. Even the most sophisticated employer would encounter difficulty
in attempting to discern precisely what is permissible and what is not, under the
foregoing provisions of Child Labor Regulation 3. Questions arise such as, "flow
does pernussible kitchen work and other work involved in preparing and serving
food and beverages, differ from prohibited cooking and baking?" And even if an em-
ployer could figure out what is prohibited cooking, why is the same job permissible
if performed at soda fountains, lunch counters, snack bars, and cafeteria aerving
counters, yet it is prohibited if performed elsewhere. If the foregoing provisions
sound a bit confusing to the Members of this subcommittee, imagine how they must
sound to the restaurant manager who is attempting to discern how not to violate
the law. Compliance ie further complicated when different Compliance Officers from
different rmons investigate different units of a nationwide chain operation, and
each has a different interpretation as to what is permissible and impermissible ac-
tivity. The point that I am attempting to make, is that compliance is an extremely
complex matter, and this does not even begin to take into consideration the numer-
ous conflicting and differing state child labor restrictions which are equally applica-
ble to emplo.sers covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Focusing for a moment on the hours restrictions contained in Child Labor Regula-
tion 3, while these provisions are more easily understood in terms of what activity is
prohibited and what is permissible, many employers question the reasonableness of
some of the limitations, For example, fourteen and fifteen year old employees are
limited to a maximum of three hours per day on any da,y when school is in session,
and eighteen hours per week during any week when school is in session. On top of
these ftily and weekly hours limitations, the regulation further prohibits these em-
ployees from working past 7 P.M. on any day falling outside of the summer months
of June, July and August. We question both the reasonableness and the necessity of
the 7 P.M time limit, given the other daily and weekly hours restrictions. Without
question, and for obvious reasons due to the dinner rush. the 7 P.M. time limit
forms the basis for the vast majority of child labor violations in the food service in-
dustry.

It should be noted that with regularity school sponsored events run until 10 and
even 11 P.M. on week nights. Frankly, we fail to see the substantive difference be-
tween a fifteen year old working after school from 3 P.M. until 6 P.M., and the same
individual working from 6 P.M until 9 P.M. In either case, the total work is limited
to three hours; while the afternoon work schedule allows evening study time, and
the evening work schedule allows afternoon study time. Given the safeguards pro-
vided by the daily and weekly hours limitations, the Council favors a regulatory
modification moving the 7 P.M. time limit to 9 P.M. I would like to stress however,
that this can and should be considered in the regulatory, rather than legislative
context.

With regard to the recently introduced legislation known ati the "Child Labor
Amendments of 1991", the Council must go on record as vehemently opposing the
increased criminal and civil penalties propesed in that legislation, as well as the em-
ployment certificate program which would require all teenagers under the age of 18
years to obtain a certificate of employment from a designated state agency before
they could be lawfully employed As to the increased criminal and civil penalties,
the Council believes that such severe sanctions are unnecessary, misg-uided, and will
only result in the elimination of job opportunities for teenagers. It should be noted
that the Fair Labor Standards Act already contains criminal sanctions for willful
violations. Moreover, the Council would like to draw the subcommittees' attention
to the fact that only a few months ago Congress amended the civil money penalty
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act by increasing the maximum civil money
penalty that may be imposed for a child labor violation from $1,000.00 to $10,000.00.
This tenfold increase in thee statutory civil money penalty provisions was so recent-
ly enacted that no one has yet had an opportunity to evaluate its impact either posi-
tively, in terms of increased compliance, or negatively, in terms of reduced job op-
portunities for teenagers. The Council respectfully suggests that before this subcom-
mittee recommends legislation further increasing the criminal and civil penalties
beyond the existing sanctions, as recently amended, an evaluation should be made
of the impact of last year's ten-fold increase in civil fines.

With regard to the pending legislation's proposal to establish a new certificate of
employment program mquiring all employees under the age of 18 years who have
not yet graduated from high school, to affirmatively apply to a designated state
agency, and obtain a certificate from that state agency before they can be lawfully
employed. the C*uncil is very much opposed. The certificate program would be a
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tremendous administrative burden not only for the teenage individual desiring em-
ployment, but for the employers, as well as the designated state agencies who have
neither the funding nor the personnel to properly administer such a program. Fur-
thermore, such a pregram does not appear to offer any additional substantive bene-
fits whatsoever to those it is intended to help. While the Council understands that
the certificate program is primarily intended as a means of educating teenagers.
parents and employers as to the applicable child labor restrictions, as well as a
means of gathermg relevant statistical information concerning employment of teen-
agers, both of which are laudible goals, it is again respectfully suggested that both
goals can be pursued and achieved through existing taw without the necessity of
creating yet another government document in order to lawfully employ an individ-
ual. Not only can the goals of education and information gathering be achieved
through existing law, but it can be done without the chilling effect that a certifmte

PnCinwould ve on the employment of teenagers.
ously, I am here today as an advocate for employers. However, I am also the

father of two young sons, and from a personal perspective, I would not want to see
legislation passed which, no matter how well intended, would have the practical
result of' eliminating literally millions of part time job opportunities for teenagers. I
do believe, however, that if such cumbersome paperwork requirements as are pro-

in this legislation become law, and that if' the criminal and civil penalties are
rt=ctelr increased, the vast mejority of employers will take all possible steps to avoid
emir/ealing teenagers.

you combine the severe restrictions that are already placed on the employ-
ment of teenagers, civil fines of up to $10,000 per violation, not to mention criminal
penalties, the prudent business decision will be to eliminate those risks entirely by
simply not employing individuals who fall within the restricted age group. Some of
the Council's members have already implemented firm company policies mandating
a sixteen year old minimum age for employment. Not surprisingly, not only are the
teenagers who have been denied employment under these polices angered, 13ut their
parents have made their own displeasure known by contacting these employers. If
the current law is further amended as proposed, it is an absolute certainty that
teenagers currently employed are going to lose jobs, and those desiring, and indeed
those in financial need of employment, will be denied that opportunity. Like almost
every other piece of legislation Congress considers. this legislation has a cost: only
this cost will be measured not in dollars, but in lost jobs and lost job opportunities
for America's youth.

I also believe that it bears noting that while there are those who would condemn
the concept of any part-time employment for teenagers, that such condemnation is
not based on fact or logic. To the contrary, a number of studies have been performed
which analyze the value of part-time teenage employment. For example. the March,
1989 publication of the Educational Testing Service, entitled "Earning and Learn-
ing,' concluded in analyzing a 1986 study performed by the National Assessment of
Education Progress, which is funded by the U.S. Department of Education, that,
"The results of the 1986 NAEP Assessment and other major research efforts indi-
cate that there is no cause for alarm about the effect of student work on academic
achievement." The publication went on to conclude that the, "Average proficiency
in mathematics, reading, history, literature, and science differed little between stu-
dents who worked and those who did not." This study, by the way, focused on a
survey of 29,000 eleventh grade students. approximately 54% of whom reported
working some amount of time each week.

Interestingly, the study revealed that the amount of time spent watching televi-
sion was considerably lower among students who worked than among those who did
not work at all. Certainly, this should not be viewed as an adverse consequence of
part-time teenage employment. The point is that the vast majority of part-time teen-
age employees are involved in positive work experiences. They acquire more than
simply an hourly rate of pay in exchange for each hour worked. Numerous general
skills that are absolutely essential to a successful working life, such as responsibil-
ity, team work, interpersonal skills, and many others, are acquired through part-
time teenage employment. The vast meiority of teenage employees view their early
employment experience as being very positive, as do most adults when asked to
comment on their first "real" job beyond mowing lawns and babysitting.

In 1984 the National Institute for Work and Learning, a non-profit organization
chaired by the former Secretary of Labor, Willard Wirtz, conducted a study of fast
food jobs which provides the following relevant facts:

profile of fast food workers: 66% are female; 70% are 16-20 years old; the indus-
try is racially representative of the nation as a whole; 88% come from low nr middle
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socioeconomic backgrounds; 65% are high school graduates; 59% have grades of B
or better and are planning to continue their education beyond high school

as educational attainments increase, so do the percentages of employees who be.
lieve that training and supervision are desirable tasks

fast food employees are required to perform a wide variety of tasks, a number of
which are clearly transferable to other jobs and domains of an individual's

Supervisory skills
Skills related to training others
Knowledge of how a buoiness is run
Skills required for dealing with people
Learning to work with others
Toking responsibility for mistakes
Learning to take direction
Dependability

25% feel that they get along betWr with their parents
61% of teachers, and 64% of school counselors approve of employment in fast

food jobs
the more hours and longevity an employee invests in a job, the more satisfac-

tion is derived
many fast food employees realize that there are opportunities for advancement:

almost half of these would like to move up to a more responsible position in the
coniny.

VThile this study focused on the so-called fast food segment of the food service in-
dustry, we believe that its findings are generally representative of other types of
national food service chain operations, such as coffee and donut shops, family res-
taurants and others that are also members of the Council.

With further regard to the relationship between part.time employment and edu-
cabin], many of the Council's member companies have in place educational pro-
grams and policies designed to reward and support further educational successes by
their teenage employees. Virtually all the Council's members provide flexible sched-
uling policies that take into consideration the student/employees outside demands
and many of them have tuition reimbursement plans and scholarship awards. Coun-
cil members place great emphasis on attracting and retaining young employees and
are cognizant of arcommodation with regard to exams, extra curricular activities
and the need to accomplish school work assignments.

In summary, the Council and its membership fully recognize the importance of
full compliance with all applicable child labor restrictions. VVhile the existing com-
pliance record is not perfect, major strides have been made towards achieving a
record of 100% compliance. The Council does believe, however, that the distin-
guished Members of the subcommittees, as well as all others who examine this sub-
ject matter, must be mindful of the fact that there are many extremely positive ben-
efits associated with part-time teenage employment and that the learning that
occurs in the classroom, and the learning that occurs on the job, are two entirely
independent experiences that will contribute to a successful adult working life In
closing, I would like to quote once again from the conclusion of the 19rk9 Education-
al Testing Service publication, "Earning and Learning," "In recent years, a handful
of researchers have found many differences between the learning that occurs in
school and in jobs. This research suggests that success in the employment world ne-
cessitates both kinds of learning, and that schools would benefit from paying closer
attention to these differences. The poesibilities are many for schools, employers, and
local employment institutions to work together to improve student learning and a
student's transition to adulthood." The Council on behalf of ite members pledges
such cooperation

Thank you

Senator Dodd. Ms. Trujillo.
Ms. TRUJILLO. Mr. Chairman and members f your committee, I

appreciate the opportunity of being here.
I'd like to introduce myself. As you mentioned, my name is

Jackie Trujillo. I started in the restaurant business 38 years ago as
a teenage car-hop; if you remember "Happy Days", you know what
car-hops do.

I have grown up in the company of Harman Management Corpo-
ration and now am the vice chairman and president of operations
for that company. We are Harman Management Corporation are a
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consulting firm for 242 individual KFC outlets, and we offer ac-
counting, and we offer consulting and franchise rights for all of
these individual locations. They are individual corporations, and
they are co-owned by the managers. Ninety percent of managers
are grown from within our company, so many of those are teen-
agers who started with us at a very young age who have gone on
now to become owners and a very important part of any city.

Also, I serve on the National Restaurant Association board and
help to try and get legislation put forth that will help our industry.
And we are as an industry very interested in trying to comply with
the law.

Today I'd like to introduce to you Linda Hill. I brought her with
me because she is a prime example of someone starting out in the
industry as a very young person. She started as a teenager and fin-
ished high school and went on to 2 years of college. She met her
husband in the company. They got married and have a little 2
year-old son, and they are co-owners of a very successful and high-
volume store in Alameda, CA. You can feel free to ask her some
questions later if you'd like to. I feel she is a prime example of
what happens when young people are allowed to come into an orga-
nization that offers them opportunity and also a safe place to work
and a good place to work.

We are as an industry and Harman Management very interested
in trying to make sure that the laws are upheld. We know that
there have been problems in the past, but we would like to comply.

One of the things that we have done in Harman Management to
try and comply with the law is we are holding classes with all of
our maLagers to teach them what the regulations are and what
they have to deal with. We send out newsletters; we put summaries
on the back of the work schedules, so that when they are making
out a work schedule you can turn this over and make sure that
they do not extend any of the hours for the person that they are
working.

As a result we have come very close to compliance on the law.
We have worked very, very hard. Any fines that we have had in
the past have been a very good deterrent for usnot that we are
scared of the tine; we just don't want the embarrassment, we don't
want to have to worry about it. We want to comply with the regu-
lations. It is very important. We want young people who come to
work for us to have a good job, be able to finish their education,
and if we can help with that, then that is our main objective.

And of course the possibility of the 10-fold increase in penalties
which was established during the 101st Congress seems to aim at
the goal of helping us to comply, but they are certainly making em-
ployers wary of hiring teens. And let me just give you one statistic
that I have. In our company, 1 year ago we had 49 percent more 14
and 15 year-olds working for us than we do today. At that time we
had over 400; today we have a little over 200. For 242 units, that is
less than one per unit.

So what I'm saying is because we are teaching them the law, we
are stressing that this is very important. The regulations are there.
You have to comply with this. And it is important for the young
people. We're not saying it isn't. We agree with you 100 percent.
They should not work over that amount of hours. So as a result,

46-778 0 - 91 4 77
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and because of the threat of the fines, they have just chosen not to
hire them.

One of the problems we feel also is that because of the 50 year-
old law that is in force that maybe some changes should be made
in that law, because when I started 38 years ago, equipment wasn't
as safe and workplaces weren't as safe. It took less than $100,000 to
open a restaurant, and today it takes $800,000 to $1 million to open
one fast-food, as we call it. &;. a lot of technology has come along to
make those things happen.

We think one of the problems that we faceand it has been
mentioned beforeis that the laws are too different. The regula-
tions conflict from the Federal and the State and the schools. If we
could get better compliance that would have one definition, I think
we could comply with that better,

We recogni7e that training and education is very, very impor-
tant, and we are trying to put systems in place to comply with
that.

Some recommendations that we could have is if we could allow
14 and 15 year-olds to work up to 40 hours a week during the
school term when school is not in session and during holiday and
vacation, that would help us. Allowing 14 to 15 year-olds to work
up to four hours per day on Sunday through Thursday during the
school term and up to eight hours a day on Friday and Saturday
of course, not going over the 18 hours but to maybe have a little
flexibility on the four hoursmakes one more hour than they are
allowed in a day because getting off at 7:00 at night poses a prob-
lem in the middle of a dinner hourit is very hard to let someone
just go when you've got customers waiting out in the lobby, and
sometimes they don't understand. So that's what makes you decide
that you might hire someone else instead.

Other things include allowing 11 to 15 year-olds to work until
9:00 p.m. on Sunday through Thursday during the school term and
until 11:00 p.m. on Friday and Saturday; and of course, on any day,

June 1st through Labor Day. they are allowed to work on their va-
cation time. Allow cooking and baking for 14 and 15 year-olds
under certain restrictiens where the equipment is safe and when
they are in presence of an adult supervisor. Establish a standards
board with equipment immufacturers and business users to review
and approve the equipment for teen workers. Encourage an inter-
nal Department of Labor policy of warning before lines or less seri-
ous violations. Require the Department Labor to print posters
with State and Federal regulations indicating which is applicable.
And require the Department of Labor to hold a series of education-
al meetings in each State each year.

We think that regulatory reform Is the best approach. We can't
afford well-intentioned legislation that would adversely affect job
opportunities kr teens. We know that especially minority youth
have very high unemployment rates, and we certainly have a lot of
opportunities fiir them. For emphiyees who COMP to work fa- us, we
think we have a lot to offer. Even if it is their first job, we teach
them responsibility. we can teach them to become team members
and to really grow within our emnpany or with any company and
have opport unit) the future as well as finishing their educa-
tion.



Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members.
!The prepared statement of Ms. Trujillo follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OE JAlltiE S. TRUILIA)

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcomnnttees Thank you for this opportuni-
ty to share my views and the views of the National Restaurant Association at this
joint hearing on child labor law reform.

My name is Jackie Trtkjillo. I started my career in the restaurant industry 3S
years av as a teenage car hop at the worlds first Kentucky Fried Chicken location
in Salt Lake City, UT. Over the last 3$ years. I have progressed from car hop to my
current position as Vice Chairman and President of Operations for Ilarman Man-
agement Corporation. I also serve on the Executive Committee of the Board of Di-
rectors of the National Restaurant Association.

Harman's is the world's first Kentucky Fried Chicken franchisee. It provides fran-
chise rights, accounting and consulting services to 2.12 individual companies that op-
erate retail KW outlets. One of Harman's primary functions is to acquire franchise
rights from Kentucky Fried Chicken Corporation and other franchisees and then
sub-franchise these rights out to the separate companies that operate the individual
KFC outlets. Each outlet is organized as a separate corporation with separate
boards of directors. accounting records, co-owners, and managers.

Close to 911% of the stores have management teams which are made up of individ.
uals who started on a part tune basis as a cook or counter help at one of the KFC
stores within the "Harmon-franchised" stores. The majority of these. managers
started work as teenagers.

Harmon Management Corporation and the National Restaurant Association share
your commitment to improving compliance with federal teen labor regulations. The
Department of Labor's IDOL) increamsf enforcement efforts already appear to have
resulted in significantly fewer violations. And the higher civit money penalties es-
tablished during the Mist Congress along with the crinamo penaltws currently
under consideration seem to aim at the same goal. These penaltws. however. have
made many businesses wary of hiring teenage workers

Another important element of improved compliance has not bet--n addressed
Many federal teen labor regulations have not been updated in over :in years They
arr no longer relevant to today's workers or employers. and they fail to reflect the
technological advances in equipment safety that have taken place liver the past few
decades.

The Association has submitted specific recommendations to IX )1, tor regulatory
reform. This proposal would bring the regulations up to date, rnmanno. the corifu-
sion that employers currently experience when trying tee comply with the law and
recognize the importance of younger workers' education.

I will share the details of the proposal with you shortly. but I want to emphasi:re
from the outset that improved compliance. could hest he achy-Ned administratively
through regulatory reform Regrective legislation that unintentionally reduces job
opportunities for teens is not the answer

Teenage workers shoukt be guaranteed a safe and he-althy work environment
They should aim.) have the opportunity t Itantt, t.erie gt ow tte the warkplace

Employment offOrs teenagers the chance
--to take that first step into the- Atilini: world and 1,-,ito the ha,

ploy men! responsibi ies:
---to learn what it rne-aris to work tor :mil apprei.t.ite soineibenc, owe if it is a

nonessential item;
to Save money for school:

--to find an alternative job path for t he -c i h r, mon
- ti develop a career in a specific industry, and, %v.,. I herl. ,ir*

to be found 10 the foeslservice Indust ryl and.
--to earn money to supplenwnt tatnily InCot110' tor those v,ho lived it
These are- opportunities that should not be lost to the sens-atiotialisin and dema-

goguery that has so often pervaded the- dekite over teen labor
We. need to protect the health. welfare and 7,,b ,ipp,,re'UnittiN of our nat teen

tigers RID, I know ed se\ eral major multi unit Hoer:wow- in the loodservice outie.trv
that have recently adopted policis of simply not hieing younger teenagers en light
of new and propemed penalties and restrictions The risks are just too great

Exorbitant penalties aside. the-re is a significant risk associated with employing
teenagers at a time when all businesses that t-mpfee yirtingcr wiwken. ;ire be-ing por
trayed ati sweNitsbleir.: and every child labor violation 4.1,Ifi t-ecifilhei evely motor
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hours infractions and imperfect recordkeeping--is being equated with "child abuse."
Mr, Chairman, these characterizations are nonsense.

Let's be honest. A fast food outlet is just not a sweatshop. And, it is absurd to say
that a teenager clocking out of work at 7:10 pm. or a paperwork inadequacy is the
equivalent of "child abuse." According to the DOL, up to t459 of all violations un-
covered during -Operation Child Watch" are hours-related infractions, So to say
most violations are comr -atively minor is not an exaggeration.

There are some emp oyers whose disregard of the law results in serious viola-
tionsand they should be penalized. Their actions jeopardise younger workers and
allow opportunists to portray all employers as sweatshop operators and child abus-
ers.

There are also some employers whose confusion over the teen employment regula-
tions results in unintended and less serious infractions. And this problem should
also be addressed.

Clarifying teen employment regulations is extremely important to the foodservice
industry. Nearly 20 percent of employed teens work in foodservice occupations, and
the industry employs almost two of every three teenagers working in a service occu-
pation. In fact, roughly 25`7,- of the industry's hourly workers are in their teens.
These numbers speak tor themselves. But this issue is important fcr other reasons
as well. Reeponsible employers want younger workers to have the guarantee of a
safe and healthy workplace. We wantand we neededucated workers. And we
want teenagers to have the opportunity to work.

In January of VAll the unemployment rate for teens aged 11i-19 was 18.2%
nearly three times higher than the overall rate of unemployment. During the same
time period, black teenage unemployment was 36.1%. That is a staggering figure.
As a nation, we cannot afford to make bad matters worse for minority youth. We
cannot afford a well-intentioned, but misguided. child labor policy that has a chill-
ing effect on employment opportunity. Our approach to this issue has to be well-
reasoned.

We need to know why most child labor violations occur, and we need to know how
to effectively improve compliance without creating more problems. I am happy to
have this opportunity to help answer those questions.

Let's look at the significant reasons behind most child labor violations. First,
there is a low level of understanding about the requirements of federal child labor
regulations. Many operators simply do not have the in-house resources or personnel
to research all federal, state and local laws and regulations.

ft has been our experience that education and enforcement efforts by state gov-
ernments have historically been far more visible and effective than those at the fed.
eral level, As a result, industry operators believe that if they are complying with
state child labor laws, they are doing all they need to do. But the conflicts and dis.
crepancitsi between state and federal requirements leave operators open to unex-
pected charges of noncompliance Let me give you some examples!

Example I
Federal law! 14 and Irrlear olds cannot work past 7:00 p.m on a night before

school
Oregon: teens under 16 may not work past 6:00 p.m . unless they have a special

work permit- -then they can work until 12:00 p ni
Maryland:I-I and iryear olds can work until 5 (10 p m
Minnesota: they may work until 1303 p.m

Kansas: 14 and Iri-year olds may not work past 10.00 p in
New Mexico. employees under 16 may work until 13i5o p m

Exonipte
--Fedvf:a law ape, work 3 hours per day and IS hours per week

while school is in session
--Connecticut persons under 15 may work 13 hours per day. 6 days per week, -P.

hours per week
Illinois: teens under 16 may work 3 hours per day. ri days per week. plus

hours on Saturday or Sunday for a maximun, ao-, per we k
--Iowa: 14 and 1rs.year olds may work io.r I, and f hours per week

Example
Federal hiw. 1.1 % t-a r .s mas start ..vork at 7 no 'wring the school

year
Missmsippi persons under 16 may begin work at 6 isi

-Rhode Island: employees under 16 can start work at ni
--Montana: there are no restrictions in this regard
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California: teens under 19 may begin work at 5:00 a.m.
In addition to the confusion that results from these conflicting federal and state

teen labor requirements, we should consider the inconsistent enforcement of federal
regulations, A prime example is that holidays that occur during the school year are
in some areas of the country subject to the 700 p.m. school year curfew, and in
other areas considered to be "non-school" periods and are therefore subject to the
9:00 p.m. curfew. Regional enforcement discretion that leads to confusion and dis-
crepancies clearly compounds the problem for employers trying to comply with reg-
ulations. These contradictions should be eliminated.

Finally, let's remember that we are dealing with 50-year old regulations, many of
which just do not make sense in 1991. The world has changed a great deal over the
past 50 years. Society has changed and the workplace has changed. I suggest the
nmulations should be changed, too,

In recent years a premium has been placedand rightly soon the education and
training of our nation's youth. I mentioned earlier that employers recognize the im-
portance of education. Many of us have programs in place to assist with our work-
ers' education needs, and we all contribute to their training. Education and work
nevi.; not be competitive notions They can, in fact, fit together.

Now I would like to share the specifics of the Association's proposal for regulatory
reform with you.

1. Allow 14 and 15-year olds to work up to 40 hours per week during the school
term when school is nut in session that week due to a holiday/vacation period.
Allow 14 and 15-year olds to work up to 24 hours per week during the school term
when school is in session for 4 days or less that week due to a holiday/vacation
period.

2. Allow 14 and 15-year olds to work up to 4 hours per day on Sunuay through
Thursday during the school term, and up to s hours per day on Friday and Satur-
day during the school term.

3. Allow 14 and 15-year olds to work until 9 p.m. on Sunday through Thursday
during the school term, and until 11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday during the school
term and on any day June 1-Labor Day.

4. Allow cooking and baking for 14 and 15-year olds under certain restrictions,
such as in the presence of adult supervisors

5. Establish a -standards board" with equipment manufacturers and businms
users to review and approve use of equipment for teen workers.

6. Encourage an internal DOI. policy of warnings before fines for less serious vio-
lations.

7. Require DOL to print posters with state and federal regulations indicating
which is applicable

M. Requ.re DOL to hold a series of educational meetings in each state every year.
The find three recommendations were constructed to put younger workers' educa-

tion first by focusing work hours on times when school is not in session and on days
not followed by school days. The industry proposes allowing 14 and 15-year olds to
work more hours per week during school year vacation periods. These employees
would only be allowed to work one more hour per day and two hours later in the
evening on days followed by a school day And even these modest adjustments would
remain subject to the current cap on the total number of hours teenagers can work
per week when school is actually in session. The proposal includes more hours per
day and later hours on days not followed by school daysFriday and Saturday and
during the summer months.

Allowing teens to work later "weekend" hours will also assist restaurateurs in
staffing their operations during these typically highdraffic periods. Current reguhi.
tions require that 14 and 15-year olds stop work at 7:09 pm.right in the middle of
the busy dinner hour. This is a direct disincentive for employers to hire teens.

The next two recommendationsallowing cooking and baking subject *a certain
restrictions and establishing an -equipment standards board"aim at bringing fed-
era! regulations into line with reality. Technological advances over the past :At years
in equipment safety have made restaurant kitchens much safer places to work
Teenagers are already permitted to cook at lunch counters and in other "front-of-
the-house" situations. There is no difference in allowing them to perform the same
tasks in kitchens, especially with adult supervision.

And establishing an equipment review mechanism at IX/I, will for the first time
give the department the opportunity to base its decisions with regard to harardous
orders on some body of evidence. For example, 110-10, which prohibits teenagers
from using any power driven equipment has no basis in fact. There is no evidence to
indicate the equipment is unsafe. No research was conducted on injury incidence
before DOL's decision Interestingly. 110-10 was originally established to prevent

S
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teenagers from using the guillotine-cutters, snout-pullers and jaw-pullers found in
the meat processing plants of yesteryearnot from ...wing meat slicers to prepare
club sandwichesbut now the rules are being applied to restaurants.

The added advantage of a standards review board is that it provides a direct in-

centive for equipment manufacturers to produce the safest posaible product. Restau-
rateurs will only buy the equipment their workers are permitted to use. To meet
market demands, the manufacturers will have to meet the safety standards set by

the board.
Finally, the last three suggestions are designed to ensure that employers under-

stand the regulations. They need to be better educated. Let's work to eliminate con-
fusion and to improve compliance.

In summary. Mr. Chairman, an honest hard look at the whole picture is in order.

In fact, it is essential. We have an opportunity here to work together for our na-
tion's youth. They deserve our best effort. The foodservkv industry is prepared to
make that effort. Our goal should be to completely eliminate serious chilt3 labor
lations, and to effectively address the vast majority of violations, which are more
technical in nature. And let's keep three things in mind: health, welfare and oppor-
tunity for America's 3,oung adults.

Again, thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittees. I would be

happy to answer any questions.

Senator DODD. Thank you, Ms. Trujillo.
I would just say in response to youand I don't think you would

disagreethat we can't afford to have 166,000 kids out there where
child labor laws are being violated, either. We talk about this
Nation being strong, with a well-educated population, maximizing
their skills so they can be in the best possible position to be provid-
ers for themselves and good parents and employees in their adult
years. I think someone cited the statistic the other day that over 75
percent of all jobs by the middle of the next decade in this country
will require at least a high school education, so that pool of job op-
portunities that is available to people who don't have the proper
skills is just shrinking by the hour.

When I look at what is happening here in terms of educational
performance in some of these areas, it is disturbing to me, to put it
mildly.

I appreciate your anxiousness about having us take a look at
some other areas in the law, and I think that is certainly a legiti-
mate request. I must tell you, though, that I am rather shocked to
hear you asking for additional hours on school nights. I appreciate
the difficulty in the business, but to have a 14 year-old out working
at 9:00 on a school night doesn't seem desirableI don.t claim to be
an expert in this area, but common sense would tell meand I
don't know old your children are, Mr. Coleman- but on a Sunday
night, I presume as a parent that that would make you a little anx-
ious about academic performance.

So having them out later, when we see the performance levels in
just one area here, in the English courses, I'm worried that what
you are suggesting is that we go in the opposite direction of what
we have identified here as a problem.

Maybe you could comment on that.
Ms. TRUJILLO. OK, Mr. Chairman. What we're alluding to is that

four hours a day would be more helpful than three hours a day. It
was a suggestion that it could be extended to 9:00 at night. It is
7:00 now, and that is a little bit early in order to provide a job for
the 14 or 15 year-olds beause we need them later than that.

Maybe the answer is 8:00. I don't know. Maybe 9:00 is too late.
But 7:00 is a little too early. And we are saying is it a possibility
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that they could work a little bit later because that would fill some
of our needs. What we are looking at is whether we will have an
opportunity to give them a job with the laws that way and whether
we can com_ply with that.

Senator DODD. What is the average wage?
Ms. TRUJILLO. Whatever the minimum wage is; that's when they

would start, at $425.
Senator DODD. What is the average wage of a 14 or 15 year-old

who works in the restaurant business?
Ms. Tatinuo. I know in California it is $4.25 because that's the

minimum wage, and that's what we pay.
Senator Donn. So even at 15, it might be a bit above that, but

you'd start them at that area.
Ms. TRUJILLO. Yes.
Senator DODD. Now, are you really goit.g to suggest to me that

you're actually probably not going to hire those people ar.d hire an
adultthat someone is going to take a job at those wages?

Ms. TRUJILLO. Could I juA ask Linda to comment?
Senator DODD. Yes.
Ms. Him, Well, in Californiathat's where I workI don't hire

any 14 and 15 year-olds. I only hire 16, 17 or 18 year-olds. And yes,
18 year-olds are willing to work for $4.25 because the job market in
California is really, really low. So they will come in for an entry
level job and try to work themselves up to the pesition that 1 have
now, which is manager/coowner.

Senator DODD. So you're telling me that you would not hire the
14 and 15 year.olds?

Ms. HELL. I do not have tiny i or 15 year-olds.
Senator DODD. Why don t you hire them?
Ms. Him. Because A is too rigidft is 4:00 to 7:00, and it is only

18 hours per week. I do not mind working any kid 20 hours. That's

what I have to work now because of the work permits that Califor-
nia has mandated or me; even 16 and 17 year-olds, I can work
them only 4 hours a day and 20 bouts a weekthat's it. But with

the 14 and 15 year-olds, they can't go back in the back; they have
to get off by 7:00, and my dinne i. rush isn't in until 8:00. So I have

to let them go.

SAnatr.Ir DODD. And you think that's a bad thing?
Ms. Htz.L. No, I am not saying it is a bad thing. But what is an

iour? They stay. I cee 14 and 15 year-olds out in the street at that
time. ney are not in the house at 8:00. They are going to the

movies. They are at ball gmes. Ball games don't even end until

in California. 'I hey are oat. Why not have something construe

the to do--

4 Senator DODD. Well, they are not going to a ball game every
wedt, not tit the prices I see being charged for tickets. If they are,
they've got another job, not working at $4.50 an hour.

Ms. Hiu.. Yes, they are doing other things. They are either going
to the movies, ning to games, or they are practicing. Even prac-
tices don't get ff at 7:00. They are there until 7:30, 8:00 at night.

Senatoi- DODD. Well, I understand that, and I'm not suggesting
that it is neceasarily a good thing. And I don't know if anyone is

a suggesting that we ought to regulate little leagues out of here or
ball games; tha.'s not my job. But I do have a job to take a look at

S3
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what happens in the workplace, And I don't like to see kids out on
the streets who should be in school and studying and so forth. And
I realize that's not the way things ought to be run, but I can't con-
trol all of that. Not that I can control all of this, either, but I try to
at least have some semblance where people who are knowledgeable
in this area, people who work in our school systems, can report to
us and tell us what is happening out there in terms of these young
people's abilities to perform educationally.

I respect your needs as an employer and the demands that are
on you. What we are trying to do is strike a balance here to make
sure that the hours that these people work and the conditions
under which they work are reasonable. Now, obviously there are
some 14 year-olds who can do the work of a 30 year-olddwre are
some 30 year-olds who can't do the work of a 12 year-old. But we
can't write laws that way. We have to take what we generally
accept is the way of providing for the safety of these young people.
So I am sympathetic to your particular needs in those areas, but I
must also tell you that I am concerned when I see us talking about
going in the opposite direction. We are placing the emphasis on
academic performance.

I appreciate as well your comments, Ms. Trujillo, about the con-
fusion of State and local or Federal. But that is the case in almost
every area. We are not unique in that regard. I don't know if I am
hearing you calling for Federal preemption in these areasI guess
I should ask legal counsel. Can I read into this that I might get the
support of the National Restaurant Association for our family and
medical leave bill?

Mr. COLEMAN. Depending on what else is in the bill, I think we'd
stand behind you on that. The issue that goes to is that I've seen
over and over and over situations, especially with the chains that
operate in many States and sometimes with some of them, all of
the States, one mile across the border between Kentucky and Indi-
ana is going to make a difference in the State laws, and as you
know there is no Federal preemption, and whatever is more restric-
tive applies in the area of child labor. And over and over I have
seen violations of State law because they thought they were doing
a good job of complying with F,deral, and vice versa. They are not
always necessarily more strict at the State level than at the Feder-
al. There have been countless cases where you run into that.

Senator DODD. I appreciate that. and I think it would make some
sense to try and have some uniformity with them. But again that is
not unique to this particular area of the law.

Mr. COLEMAN. No, no.
Senator DODD. You face that in health and safety standards and

payroll tax deductions and so forth.
Mr. COLEMAN. That's correct, from locality to localityan em-

ployer who is on the border faces all of those difficulties.
If I might comment very briefly on the 7:00 p.m. limit, I didn't

highlight it, but in the testimony that I submitted we had proposed
or we had suggested that we would favor a movement of the 7:00
p.m. limit to 9:00 p.m. You have to understand in that regulation
that pertains to 14 and 15 year-olds, there are numerous hours re-
strictions. They are limited to three per day when school is in ses-
sion; eight per day when school is not in session; 18 per week when
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school is in session, and 40 when school is not in session. And then
on top of that, there is a prohibition that says they can't work
before 7:00 a.m. or after 7:00 p.m. Only in the summer months.
June, July and August, is the 7:00 p.m. extended to 9:00 p.m.

Senator DODD. And weekends as well.
Mr. COLEMAN. No.
Senator DODD. You just said 11:00 p.m.
Mr. COLEMAN. No. It is only the summer months,
Senator DODD. Is that what you are recommending, or----
Ms. TRUJILLO. That is what I was recommending, on weekends

that it be
Senator Donn. So 11:00 on Friday night and 11:00 on Saturday

night.
Ms. TRUJILLO. Yes.
Mr. COLEMAN. Currently during the school year, Friday night,

Saturday night, if it is not a summer month it remains 7:00 p.m.
And we feel that it is just unrealistic to think that kids who are 14

or 15 who are working get off at 7:00 and go straight home and
open the books. In an ideal world that might happen, but given the
other restrictions such as a three-hour limit per day limit, we don't
see any difference between someone working from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. and then doing studying at night, and someone who may want
to do it in the afternoon and then come in and work from 6:00
until 9:00 p.m. And I can tell you from experienceI can't relate
them to those chartsbut the overwhelming majority of violations
of child labor laws in the restaurant industry come single-handedly
from violating the 7:00 p.m. limit.

Senator DODD. I'm not surprised at that.
Let me ask you about the finesand again. I am not terribly

shocked that you tell me that you don't like the increase in penal-
ties or fines. But aren't you disturbed as well about the average
actual fine even when the penalty was $1,000? I mean, realistical-
lylet's put aside the well-intentioned employerand that is

where I presume the overwhelming majority arebut there are oc-
casionally other people who aren't; they are unscrupulous. You see
them, you deal with them. I don't need to tell you about them. He's
saying, look, average fine $160and Fm not talking about the guy
who says I'm going to have you work an extra 15 or 20 minutes
tonight and gets caught because he goes beyond 7:00 p.m., but
someone who is putting a kid in a tough situation. And your
lawyer says, "look. I'm not advising you to do it, but the fact of the
matter is if you get caught it is going to cost you $160 on the aver-
age.''

What sort of incentive is built inte that? I mean, if you know
you're only going to pay $160, the incentive is almost to break the
law.

Mr. COLEMAN. Weil, I'd first like to say that I don't think most
employers, even the scrupulous ones and the ones that are well-in-
tended, know in advance what they are going to be fined. The way
the law is written, there is a statutory maximumthere was until
the end of last yearof $1.000, with full discretion vested in the
Department of Labor's hands to decide what the fine level is. And
they don't ordinarily publish in advance. If you are very much in-
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volved in it you can discern a pattern and see what fines are
coming in at.

Senator DODD. Well, it's a pretty safe bet when you know that
just a fraction of the people who are involved to inspect in the De-
partment of Labor even go out and do ituntil that sweep last
year. I forget the percentage, but it is tiny, less than 1.5 percent of
their time in the enforcement division is spent on child labor.
That's not what you'd call a juggernaut of a police force.

Mr. COLEMAN. I can tell you, though, that give last year's inten-
sive effort and the publicity associated with it, the increase at the
end of the year of the civil fine to a $10,000 maximumand that is
per violationthe use of injunctive suitsthere are a number of
injunctive suits now pending at the Department of Laborthat has
not gone unnoticed in the industry, certainly not with the members
of this association, and I can assure you that none of them view a
$10,000 civil fine as merely a cost of doing business.

Senator DODD. No; I wouldn't assume so.
MS. TRUJILLO. Mr, Chairman,
Senator DODD. Yes.
MS. TRUJILLO. There have been severalwell, not several in-

stanceswe only had six of our units even visited. But we had one
case that I'd like to talk about because I think as you are looking
at some of these fines, yes, some of them might be severe, and some
of them are a matter of judgment, and they are being fined for
something that isn't quite so severe.

In one of our units the regulators came in. An employee had
been hired 1 day before they reached the year of 14. They were
sent to an orientation meeting. The manager thought, well, I can
send them to a meeting, and I won't put them on the job until they
get to be 14 years of age. So they went to an orientation meeting,
sat there, learned about their job, learned the safety and sanita-
tion, came back when they were 14 and went to work. The store
was fined $800 for that 1 day.

Senator DODD. Again, you re preaching to the choir when you tell
me that. There are cases out there that are dreadful and stupid.

M. TRUJILLO. Oh, yes, and there are others. And I think the
ones that have really abused it, yes, they deserve the fine. So we
agree with that; we re just saying that now that it has gone to
$10,000 maximum, it is very evident in people's minds. They didn't
like the $1,000, and they are certainly not going to like the $10,000.
So it scares them. And that is what Linda is telling us, is that she
is afraid; she doesn't want to have to pay that, because--

Senator DODD. Linda will never violate the law.
Ms. Tathnu.o. No, she won't, and that's right. But she can't be

there very hour of the day, and she has an assistant manager.
What prevents the assistant manager from really getting busy and
not understanding and then going ahead and violatingand she
has to pay for it. That's what we are faced with, and yet we've got
to find some way to do it.

Senator DODD. I agree, and that is the difficult burden.
MS, TRUJILLO. Yes, and we want to do that; we want to he good

employers.
Senator Doen. I don't question at aH the good will of the over-

whelming majority of people. Unfortunately, if the laws were writ-
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ten for people who obey the law, we wouldn't have any of them.
Regrettably, there are those who unfortunately abuse the law and
hurt you people.

People come up here and say, "That Congress, they're just killing

us when they do these kinds of things." But sometimes it is the
people in your own business who kill you because they are the ones
who require and necessitate people doing things. It is tragic, but it
is often the member of the association who abuses the privilege of
doing business.

Mr. COLEMAN. Just one comment in response to that, and you al-

luded to it yourself. That is, Congress has got to be mindful when it
is passing a law that is going to apply equally across-the-board, not
to draft something that is intended to deal with that small minori-
ty that unfortunately is going to hit everybody else, because we are
not kidding when we say most big, legitimate, reputable employers

are going to look at this kind of law and see what they can do to
live without teenage employees. Many of them are living without
them under 16, just as this witness has testified to. I could see
some of them taking a hard lookI don't know whether they'll be
able to do it or notbut I can see them taking a hard look if this
legislation were passed at whether they could live without teenage
employees under the age of 18. We can debate whether they can or
not, given the market, but it is a tight market now, and it ebbs and
flows.

What I'd like to see remembered in this legislation if it is going
to move anywhere is that kids can't stay kids forever. And I'm not
suggesting that 8 and 10 and 12 year-old kids ought to be out work-
ing, but at 18 years old all limits are off. You can join the army
and I think we had 18 year-olds die for the country recently. There
has to be a transition of some sort. They cannot be kept kids vntil
the last day they are 17 and then just turn into adults, and boom,
throw them into the work force.

Senator DODD. But there are arbitrary times chosen for drivers'
licenses and other things; it is the only way society can function.
And imposing criminal penalties doesn't hit everybody. It has got
to be willful, it has got to be intentional. That does not affect the
good businessman out there. In fact, I would assume the good busi-

nessman would be in here saying, "Put the wood to them. Anyone
who intentionally places a child in a precarious and dangerous sit-
uation ought to have the book thrown at them. That doesn't affect
me because I don't willfully and intentionally place a child in that
situation." So don't tell me those affect everybody, criminal penal-
ties. They affect the criminal.

Mr. COLEMAN. 1 would suggest that the way the statute is writ-
ten, there is no definition of what is willful. It doesn't mention the
word "intentional"--

Senator DODD. Oh, come now, Mr. Coleman. You are a lawyer.
Courts decide that, juries decide that. Don't tell me that it affects
you as a businessman if I impose a criminal penalty for the willful.
intentional violation of the law. That doesn't affect you.

Mr. COLEMAN. I think there needs to be a statutory definition, if
you are proposing to put an executive of a corporation on trial for
a criminal violation that was allegedly committed 2,000 miles away
in another unit, there needs to be some precise definition.
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Senator DODD. There are pretty good standards of what is willful
conduct, and plenty of case law and so forth over the years as to
what falls into that category. With all due respect, you could make
that complaint about every criminal statute you want up here that
comes down the road. If that is going to be the argument, then
we're not really talking to one another here.

I accept your argument that sometimes there are things we
impose that do impose a cost on everyone; but that is certainly not
true where you are talking about willful violation of the law. But I
appreciate your comments on the other points.

I thank you all for being here today. It is helpful to have your
testimony on this, and obviously as we move through the process
here, the suggestions and ideas you raise are worthwhile, and we
will consider them.

We thank you.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Ms. TRUJILLO. Thank you.
Senator DODD. Senator Durenberger and Senator Hatch have

statements they would like to include in the record, and we'll keep
the record open for 2 weeks for submission of additional statements
and question&

[The prepared statements of Senators Hatch, Jeffords, Duren-
berger, and additional material submitted for the record follow:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Mr. Chairman, the benefits of work are universally accepted. We know that work
helps young people develop the skills, maturity, and values they will need over the
course of their adult lives. I do not believer government should deny the young

,ople of our nation the right to broaden their knowledge and skills by means of
healthy. safe, and productive employment.

Just recently, I learned the story of a young teenager from Utah, Molly Jensen. A
Young employee of a Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant in Salt Lake City, she
learned a variety of skills and good work habits. She enjoyed her job, and her
mother noted how much her self esteem had improved. Her grades in school im-
proved tooup a whole grade point Unfortunately, her employment came to an end
when her employer was cited for a minor child labor violation.

Molly was lucicy, however. She at least had a supportive family to encourage her
and explain that this set-back was not her fault. Some American teenagers are not
that lucky.

During a 191S hearing before the House Select Committee on Children, Families
and Youth, John A. Calhoun, Executive Director of the National Crime Prevention
Council, testified that the problem common to youth who turn to crime is "a terri-
ble aloneness on the part of these children . . they are not bound to school, comma-
nity, sometimes not to family or even themselves,'

I am not suggesting that bringing the child labor laws up to date would, by itself,
solve the problems of juvenile crime or gang membership. But. I do note the recent

release from the National Center for Health Statistics in which Secretary Sul-
ri7as: states that, "during every 100 hours on our streets, we lose more young men
than were killed in 100 hours of ground war in the Persian Gulf."

A study conducted for the National Crime Prevention Council indicated that
there is an average of at least one teen murder in Detroit each week.

We are missing the boat. Mr. Chairman, if we write cifT employment as a construc-
tive means of reachinf many American teenagers,

But, today's child labor laws were written for youth who are now eligible for
Social Security. These laws are two generations removed from reality. What do
teenagers do who are forcedby lawto punch out by 7100 pm.? Unless they have
good parental support, they most likely do not go immediately home and hit the
bc.viks. And, as in the case of Molly Jensen, who are we in government to second
guess her parents?

Mr. Chairman, I agree that the child care labor laws should he enforced vigorous-
ly and thoroughly. Employers should never be permitted to use -oppressive child
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labor." We are well past the time in this country when the employment of children
in dangerous jobs for 12 hour days was tolerated. But. I also believe that it is time
we updated these laws that restrict opportunity for our youth.

I have many more examples, Mr. Chairman, of teenagers who have become vic-
tims not of child labor, but of child labor laws. They are victims of a government
no matter how well-intentionedthat is protecting them out of opportunities for
learning and earning, a government that is indirectly teaching them that initiative
doesn't pay, and a government that abets dependency by making decisions for them.

This is the wrong message, Mr. Chairman. Like Molly Jensen a mother, we ought
to be letting our youth spread their wings. We ought to be giving them the chance
to learn and to develop the sense of self esteem that is so important to growing up
in today's society.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORIM

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, good morning.
I atn pleased to be here this morning continuing the Congressional effort to elimi-

nate child labor abuses from American society. Both the Senate and the House of
Representatives held extensive and informative hearings on this issue last year. I
commend the hearing reports from these to the Members. Perhaps we can incorpo-
rate them by reference in this proceeding without the necessity of reproducing them
for the record.

Our child labor laws date back over 50 years. They represent a long-standing
American consensus and commitment to placing priority on the health, safety and
education of our school-aged children, rather than focusing on them as potential
members of the workforce. While I firmly believe that there are very few employers
who set out to exploit or abuse underage workers, the Department of Labor sweeps
from last year provide compelling evidence that such abuses do occur with shocking
frequency.

In virtually every state of the Union there are employers hiring young workers
illegally to perform sometimes hazardous jobs for excessive hours. The damage
which such practices can do to these youngsters, both physically and educationally,
could have a drastic impact on our nation well into the next century. Of particular
concern to me in this regard is the possibility that these teenagers will be so drawn
to making a few extra dollars that they will ignore their studies or drop out of
school altogether to pursue jobs on a full time basis. Because the world is becoming
an ever more technical place, a well-educated populace is essential if America is to
keep pace with the other industrial powers. Thus, keeping school-aged children in
school is of the utmost importance for our future.

Certainly, cracking down on any increasing trend toward child labor law viola-
tions is a must. The Department of Labor launched its nation-wide initiative on this
last year and I anticipate that Secretary Martin will continue to give this matter
the highest possible priority. The Department deserves our cooperation and assiist-
ance in continuing that effort.

Finally, however, I do want to note that there is a qualitative difference between
the vast majority of the violations found in the child labor sweem (i.e., hours viola-
tions) and those situations in which underage workers are killed or maimed while
working illegally at hazardous occupations We should not paint all employers with
the same brush. Certainly we should come down with both feet on those employers
who willfully or repeatedly flout the law and exploit our children. However, we
must also recognize and commend those employers who are not only providing work
opportunitiea for young workers, but also are instituting training programs, scholar-
ships other education support and incentives.

Perhaps what is required is that we examine the l93O's child labor laws in the
context of how they operate in the 1990's. Are there changes in the way our society
operates in this day and age which should impact on these standards? In this way
we can assure that they are not serving as unreasonable harriers to the efforts of
teenagers to earn much needed funds, and particularly as to funds required for the
ever increasing costs of a college education in a time of shrinking availability of fi-
nancial aid.

Mr. Chairman, I do thank you for your continued efforts in the area of child labor
and for holding today's hearing I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses.

PREPARED STATF.MENT OF SENATOR DURENBERGER

Mr. Chairman, last year the Department of Labor began operation -strike force"
to search out violators of child labor laws and to toughen enforcement action. The
findings of this action were shocking. As William Brooks testified before the House
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Employment and Housing Subcommittee. violations were found in roughly half of
the 010 firms that they had investigated up to that time. All in all, they found
more than 2,250 14-17 year olds working in hazardous occupations, about ;51Ht chil-
dren working below the legal age of 14, and more than 13,090 14 and 15 year olds
working later or longer than the legal limit. This type of exploitation of children is
simply deplorable.

As we try and find the answers to improving the education system here in this
country, we cannot ignore these broad violations of law thin affect a child's educa-
tion in the classroom. So often the focus of testimony before this Committee is on
the different demands being placed on the teacher's time or on the social demands
in general on the school. But we. should not lose sight of different demands we are
placing on children themselves. A child simply can't be expected to participate fully
in school after working 30-10 hours a week or working to midnight every nig.ht.

I don't want to leave the. impression that working part-time is necessarily a bad
thing. A part-time job can provide necessary income for many children and their
families and it can build skills and experience not always available in the class-
room The child labor hews were put in place to protect against abuse and exploita-
tion of children during a time. when they should be focusing on their own develop-
ment and education. The- magnitude of the abuse of these laws shows the need for
much tougher enforcement of the laws. In addition to strong enforcement. I believe
we must move to develop a proper balance between our education and youth em-
ployment policies in this country.

I commend the Administration for the leadership they have taken in this area. for
their vigorous efforts to expose those organizations in violation of the law, and the
thousands of businesses they have assessed penalties to over the past year. I also
believe we made important steps forward last year by raising the civil penalties for
child labor violations from $1,000 to $10A10.

I look forward to hearing from the Administration about the progress they have
made in this area and from he other witnesses here teiday on the recommendations
for further action

PEEVAKEV STATEMENT (CI.' MARY BAUER

I am Mary Bauer. an attorney with the 'irginia Farmworkers Legal Assistance
Project. We appreciate the opportunity to submit tins testimony on the need for
changes in our nation's child labor laws to enhance muchneeded protections for
children working en the fields. We strongly support Senate Bill 600. which will pro-
vide needed safeguards lin- the- many children working in agriculture. Specincally,
the bill would provide protection for minors under the age of 14 who are migrant or
seasonal farmworkers. Currently, children who are but twelve and thirteen years of
age labor in the most dangerous occupation of anagriculture. Children of that age
cannot work legally in virtually any other industry. Senate Bill 600 would protect
young children from the dangers of farm machinery and toxic pesticides, from long
hours and back-breaking labor, and would give those children an opportunity for
education and hope.

Children laboring in Virginia' farms and orchards desperately need the protec-
tions that Senate Bill tioo will grant them Virginia's laws protecting child labor,
like the current laws, exempt twelve and thirteen year-olds from the protection af-
forded to children in virtually every other type of employment Children in agricul-
ture are presently excluded from the laws whose sole purpose is to ensure the good
health and educational opportunities of all children in this nation

This exclusion cannot he ja.stified. Children working on farms are engaged in the
most dangerous occupation in the United States today. The sevond-most dangerous
occupation, mining, has seen a significant decrease in johrelated fatalities in recent
years. By contrast, in agriculture, job-related fatalities are on the rise. Agriculture
at Rtsk: .4 Report to the .Vattort by the. National ('oalition for Agricultural Safety
and Health. 19t!).
Health liazurd:, fur tlitlflren to tigrfrit Mired Inbin-

In the arena of agricultural labor, child labor is remarkably unregulated, both at
state and federal level. Yet it is generally agreed upon by experts in the respective
areas that agree-ohm:el child labor is detrimental to children's health and education.

-Agricultural is the. most dangerous occupation in United States today . . It ac-
counts for the highest rale of workplace deaths and injuries nationwide.- Migrant
Health Clinical Supplement. May-June P190. Agricultur.,1 labor is physically gruel-
ing. Farmworker children constantly stoop and bend to pick vegetables or fruit, and
then carry the heavy buckets of the. fruits and vegenebtes they picked to dump into
trucks parked tel the edge ot fields While working in the fields. J.:ern-worker chil-
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dren are exposed for long hours to the sun. intense heat and humidity, flies, nueique
toes and other insects, as well as the many toxic petitiodes conunonls used in agri-
culture.

Aside from the immediate Ill effects of expueure to toxic teleticides, medical ex-
rta are not certain of the long-term impact such exposure has on developing
ied. particukrly in their reproductive systems. Numerous studies have found

that there is greater risk of developing cancer if exposed to carcinogens earlier,
rather than later. This is so because cells are dividing rapidly during childhood, and
are more susceptible to carcinogens. Studies have also found that children are fre-
quently more susceptible than adults to neurvtoxins. Studies have found that the
young of various speciee retain a greater portion of a given dose of certain toxins
than adults, because gastrointestinal absorption is increueed and elimination is de-
creased. Young bodies are not capable of segregating toxins from the target organs.
Thus, pesticide exposure is considered much more dangerous for children than for
adults. Intolerable Risks: Pesticides on our Children:s Rood A report by the National
Resources Defense Council, February 27. 19tt. p. ri

Injuries to children in the fielde are not uncomnwn. Aod they are more often
than not undocumented. Nevertheless, the available statistics are frightening. Dr.
Frederick Riviera states that "Nearly 300 children and adolescents dies each year
from farm injuries. and 23,500 suffer not-fatal trauma . More than half !of those
killed in agriculture( die without ever reaching a physician: an additional 19.1 per-
cent die in transit to a hospital and only 7.3 percent live lung enough to receive in-
patient care. Rivara, F.P. I9f5, -Fatal and Nonfatal Farm Injuries to Children and
Adolescents in the United States." Pediatrics 7(1.567-73.

About one in every six people injured on a farm is a child, at least ;..'3,50(i each
year. Boston Globe, April "X 1990, The National Safety Council has found that (n
agriculture 5 to 14 year olds have the highest rate of injury In addition, hired work-
ers on farms have higher rates of injury than family members. Accident Pacts, Na-
tional Safety Council, 1989, p. 35.

At twelve and thirteen years old children are still physically immature Children
at this age lack the strength and physical development to tolerate repetitive stoop
labor and heavy lifting. Medical problems resulting from the lack of field sanitation
(toilets, handwashing facilities, and drinking waters are a particular problem for
children, owing to their higher susceptibility to infectious disease Lack eif compli-
ance with field sanitation standards remains a grave problem in Virginni and other
states.
The Threat to Education for Children in Agricultural Labor

Farmworker children frequently suffer in their education, both in their Midas to
learn and in the extraordinarily high drop-out rates. The drop-out rate among berm-
worker children is 5t$--00f7c nationwide. Martin, Philip L. iforeest 4 c,,oiliosiori:
grant Workers in US. Agriculture. Boulder, Cre Westvww Press, lass.

Children in agriculture are engaged in an occupation that su drains their ability
to achieve a decent education that the United States Congress and many state legis-
latures have made special appropriations for the education of migrant farmworker
children. Absentee rates for farmworkers children are astounding. Ruth Brown, it
health educator teaching fifth and sixth grade children on the Eastern Shore of Vie
ginia has noted "an incredible drop en attendance- over the past few se-ars in health
education session in the Accomiwk County School District 1First grade---:(7, at-

tendance', fifth/sixth grade-Ain", attendance. When Ms Brown asked the children
in her class how many worked. more than half rinsed their hands. At least two chi),
dren said that they worked until 11:30 at night on a potato grader !Personal com-
munication from Ruth Brown. Health Educator, DelMarVit Rural Ministries,
Nassawadox, Virginia, September 11, 199a!

The ability of students to concentrate on their scheol work is seriously impaired
by long hours of strenuous work outside of sehixil hours Children working in labor-
intensive crops have little time for homework, and they suffer from chronic nstigue
when they are present in school.

On a cucumber farm in Virginia, a twelve year old child stoops over to pick cu-
cumbers off a vine that trails along the ground If it rained she might be standing
and kneeling in several inches of water Perhaps it is 14:( degrees and mosquitoes and
flies are swarming around her. attracted to the sweat en her lace Pesticide residue
on her hands is wiped on her face when she ewes oft the- sweat When the bucket is
filled it weights 2.T) to 30 pounds She will lift it te her shoulder, run down the field
50 or 100 yards or mores lift the bucket over her head tei dump it in a truck, and
then return to fill another bucket She has te move fast because her parents will get
paid by the bucket She will repeat thk all day long. is-rhaps luo times she win
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work the same hours as the adults in summer, sometimes It) or 12 hours a day.
When school is in session, if she attends at al). sLe will go to work in the fields as
soon as she gets home, and will stay in the fields until dark. She may even have to
put in a few hours in the morning before school. On weekends, she will work all day
alongside the adults. This is reality for many twelve and thirteen-year-old children.
They may still be in elementary school, but they work long and hard on farms
across Virginia and this nation.

The hazard posed to children's academic performance and their potential for re-
retying adequate education is tremendously increased by demanding labor during
the school year. This situation also prevents farmworker children from taking full
advantage of the opportuttties additional Federal and state funding is intended to
provide them.
Elimination of Erceptwno for Children in Agricultural Labor

Federal and many state child labor laws treat children in agriculture differently
from other children, The myth that agriculture is different must be put to rest, and
our children laboring in agriculture must be protected from the hazards to which
they are currently exposed. Twelve and thirteen-year-old children are protected
from having to labor in virtually every other industry besides agriculture. We owe it
to those children to protect them from the many dangers to childhood of agricultur-
al labor.

Formwork is not fun. Some may have visions of Huck Finn picking a few quarts
of berries and then eating them while jumping in to the cool waters of a nearby
creek. That is far from the reality for migrant children. The physical labor farm-
worker children perform is grueling, and they perform this work sweating, swatting
at insects, bending and lifting. For farmwoiker children, the fields are the sweat-
shops of agriculture.

PREPARED STATEMENT (HP COMMIRDONER RAYMOND L BRAMUCCI, NEW JERSEY
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Thank you Chairman Metzenbaum and Committee Members for addressing this
timely and critical issue of improved enforcement of child labor lows throughout the
nation. I want to commend Senators Metzenbaum, Dodd, Kennedy. and Jeffords for
sponsoring these amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act, and for taking the
lead in filling the void that some states have in their enforcement capabilities.

We all understand the substance of this billto strengthen the enforcement
scheme for child labor law violations and also provide basic data on child labor prac-
tices Today. I would like to focus my remarks on three themes.

my strong support of the bill's intent,
--how New Jersey's labor statute anticipates much of your amendment's

intent, and
the framing of certain technical considerations that may strengthen the na-

tional impact of the amendments.
As Commissioner of Labor in the State New Jersey. where our child labor labs

are among the toughest in the nation. I unequivocally endorse this WI and any leg-
islation that moves pesitively towards the broader protection of the health, safety,
and employment conditions of minors. We all recognize that the employment of
minors in occupations or pursuits where they are subject to exploitation is totally
contrary to public policy. Furthermore, such exploitative employment often impedes
the educational progress of minors, a detriment our society can ill afford. It is time
that our nation eatablishes clear. demanding standard for all aspects of child labor
laws. These amendments will go a long way in attaining that end.

Let me now give you some examples of how this bill compares with existing en-
forcement practices in my State:

1 The bill calls for criminal sanctions for willful violations of child labor laws
that result in the death of a child and willful violations that result in serious bodily
injury to a child. In New Jersey. our criminal sanctions extend beyond willful viola-
tions to any violations such as injury, death. violation of hours of work or involves
ment tn prohibited occupations. It is the practice of the New Jersey Department of
Labor to prosecute any employer who employs a minor in a prohibited occupation
which results in injury or death to a minor. rhough the new federal standards are
not a comprehensive as New Jersey's, they 440 impose more severe penalties.

2 This bill continues to recognize sutCminimum youth training wages. New
Jersey has no such provision under its laws. New Jersey does not permit payment of
wages to minors below the minimum wage. in covered occupations

3. This bill does, however, go 1. vond the state's law in that employers who willful-
ly and repeatedly violate Federal child labor laws would be ineligible. for Federal
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grant*, loans, or contracts for five years. This provision certainly has merit and will
be a matter which I will pursue at the state level.

4. In the course of child labor law investigations, we provide school districts with
the names, addresses, and nature of alleged violations of employers who violate our
act. This amendment rises to this threshold and goes one step further by requiring a
written compilation.

5. The New Jersey Child Labor Law enacted in 1940 has required certification of
employment for minors under the age of 18 regardless of whether they possem a
high school diploma or not. Further, an age certificate ma7 be required by an -tm-
player of a minor who is between the ages and 21. This certificate is obtained
from the issuing officer and protects the employer against the possibility of age mis-
representation. In that this bill simply req ores certificates of employment for those
minors under age 18 who do not have a high school diploma, New Jersey's current
provisions are more comprehensive.

6. New Jersey's law permits 12 and 13 year olds with certificates of employment
to woe: in migrant and seasonal agricultural activities. The bill prohibits minors
under the age of 14 from migrant and seasonal agricultural work.

7. New Jersey's laws have for years exceeded federal standards for occupational
an.4 hours of work for minors. For example, no minor in New Jersey

can be employed in the operation of buffing or polishing machines nor in the oiling,
wiping or cleaning of machinery in motion or assisting thertin. Federal Child Labor
Law does not reatrict the number of hours a minor over 16 may work even during
school hours. New Jersey law prohibits minors 16 and over from working more than
S hours per day, 40 hours per week and more than t; days. New Jersey Law also
requires minors to receive a one-half hour meal period after five consecutive hours
of work.

1 am so vecy pleased to see the pendulum swinging towards increased protection
for children in ate workplace. Quite honestly, for some time, there has been erosion
in enforcement practices and laws for minors. It goes without saying that with any
bill, there are some technical concerns, fiscal implications, andtor questions which
must be answered.

This bill calls for a Federal Certificate of Employment to be issued to all
minors under the age of IS by state agencies. Has any consideration been given
to this added responsibility which falls on the shoulders of the state? And, will
there be an appropriation to support this new activity? For a state, such as New
Jersey, which already has an Employment Certificate Program, which is even
more comprehensive than this amenament, will you recognize the State's certi-
fication process in lieu of this new Federal requirement?

State agencies will also be required as part of the certification process to pro .
vide information on Federal laws governing the employment of minors. This,
too. represents an added responsibility and cost to the states.

The annual submission of statistical data to the Secretary of Labor would rep
resent another cost to the states.

New Jersey's agricultural employers and workers have grown accustomed to
a workforce which permits minors, age 12. to work as migrant or seasonal agri-
cultural workers. To raise this level to age 14 as this bill proposes has im obvi-
ous economic, child care, and family implication. It would seem that the ksue of
age might be secondary to the nature of the job I'm not sure that I ton con-
cerned with legislatively mandating how old one must be to pick blueherrie4,
but, more importantly. in what jobs a youngster should not be employed.

Mr. Chairman 1 applaud you and your colleagues for your continued persever-
ance and commitment to this issue which. as I have described, is of paramount con
cern to New Jersey I stand ready to aSSISt you in any way tx".sible in this initiative.
Thank You'.

PitErANEH STATEMENT OF THE AsssiCIATION or FARMWoRKEN OPPONTCNITY PKOI:RAMs.

Intn,ductom
The Association of Farmworker Opportunity Programs AMP/ is honored to have

this opportunity to submit testimony for the officMI record regarding the child labor
problems in agriculture The Association's comments are specifically directed
toward those children who are hired in agriculture as employees and do not relate
to children of farm owners or operators.

Rimed in 1972. the Association of Farmworker Opportunity Programs (AFOPi is
the national federation of non-profit organizaitams and state agencies that use feder-
al and private funds to provide seasonal farmworkers. both migratory and non-mi.
gratory, with education. job training. and other forms of assistance in finding full-
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time employment and gaining self-sufriciency. Our members, who operate programs
in 48 states and Puerto Rico, administer grants funded by the U.S. Department of
Labor's Job Training Partnership Act, Tille IV, Section 402 through a network of
over 250 field offices located throughout rural agricultural America.

AFOP represents both those hired workers in agriculture who pick and harvest
the fields and the organizations and agencies that provide services to this segment
of the farmworker population. In this capacity, we believe that the basic problems
affecting both child and adult farmworkers steu, from the luck of equal protection
under the law and the lack of enforcement of those protections that are enacted.
The Association feels strongly that farmworkers, and especially their children, need
to be granted coverage that is equal to the protections received by all other hired
workers outside of agriculture.

Toward that end, we fully agree with the changes proposed within S. 600, We be-
lieve that these changes will go a long way toward helping agricultural child labor-
ers achieve equal protection. However, we also believe these changes do not go far
enough to provide farmworker children with dual protection under the law, and
therefore, should be expanded.

Under the current law, agricultural industry is allowed to hire children two to
four years younger than children any other industry can hire. Although S. 600 does
eliminate provisions that allowed hired migrant and seasonal farmworker children
under age 14 to work in agricultural jobs and children froir age 14 to 16 to work in
hazardous agricultural jobs, the changes proposed by S. 690 in some respects contin-
ue to maintain the two-year gap between protections for children hired by agricul-
ture and children hired by other industries. The chart on the following page pro-
vides a comparison of the current and proposed legislatide changes to child labor
provisions for fsrii and non-farm work.

As the chart shows, hired farmworker children, like farmworker adults, continue
to be discriminated against with respect to labor-protective legislation. Diminished
protections and benefits perpetuate the problems that plague farmworkers and that
keep them as the working poor of this nation. For these reasons, the plight of farm-
workers has not changed much since the days of Edward R. Murrow's documentary,
Harvest of Sname.
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ages in agriculture ar,- things of the past. Due to an influx of workers, both legally
documented, under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1956. and those who
are undocumented; the increased use of mechanized harvesting equipment: and a
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series of natural disasters in the past four years that have displaced thousands.
there is a large surplus of adult workers available. It is no longer necessary to risk
children's health and safety or foster provisions that deny their right to an educa-
tion by allowing and economically forcing them to work in the fields.

Because of the paucity of accurate data on farmworkers in general, it is extremely
difficult to say with certainty how many farmworker children are working in this
country. In addition, records of the children working are not easily found. often be.
cause they work under the parent or guardian's social security number. However.
several statistics project the extent of the problem and demonstrate the fact that
there already exists an abundant supply of adult farmworkers to fill agricultural
jobs.

At the low end of the spectrum, DOL estimates 2°77,500 farmworker children age.
15 and over are esen::ing in the fields. Preliminary data from the forthcoming IX/L
Annual Report of the National Agricultural Workers Sieve? of 1990 INAWSI shows
that of the ditimated total 1.5 million farmworkers, there are 550.000 farmworkers
with children living in the U.S. The report estimates that these farmworkers have
about 550.000 children age 15 or over and 1,100.000 age 14 or under. Of the 550,000
children age 15 and over, about half 1277,500) reported working in the fields. No
data is available on the number of children age 14 or under who are working.

At the high end of the speetrum, the United Farm Workers union estimates there
are 800,000 children working tia hired farm laborers in America. Washington Post.
March 6, 1991. page Mil

Huge surpluses of adult agricultural workers exist. As published within the Octo-
ber 1, 1990 Federal Register. the U.S. Departments of Labor and Agriculture found
that there is no shortage of adult farm labor in the U.S. In fart. preliminary results
from the NAWS inoicate that there has been an increase in the farm labor popula-
tion since 19)41. with well over 100,000 person-days of available agricultural labor in
excess of the number of agricultural jobs.

Despite this fact. the American Friends Service Committee stated in their 1970

publication. Child Labor in Agriculture. that one-fourth of all farm labor in this
country is performed by children. Dr. Frederick Rivara reported in the May,June
1990 issue of the Migrant Health ('hnual Supplement that today. 19% of all farm
lalior is performed by children under 14.

The size and genera) agreement of these estimates underscores the poor enforce-
ment of current child labor laws. For example, the Farm and Child Labor Division
of the Employment Standards Administration found only tail farmworker children
working illegally in 1990_ This is not surprising, though. since the documentary
Danger Kids at Work reported that ESA has a total of only 40 child labor inspectors
for all industries in the entire country.

Although the press has documented cnildren under 12 working in the fields lsee
&Won Globe, April 1990 series, and El Paso rl Ines on August 2S.1990i, no waiver to
hire children under the age of 12 has been granted by the Department of Labor to
any agricultural business since 19Sti Only one business has received this waiver this
7951

Why Do Fornio fo-ker Children Work'
The answer is simple It is a basic matter of survival for the farmworker

becictse the. adult farmworker is not adequately compensated and does not have the
same basic labor standard protections that are afforded all other workers

Farmworkers are the. lowest-paid occupational group in America Farinworker
children work out of necessity in order to help supplement their family's !muted
income. They work in the fields illegally to heip increase the. productivity of the
adult workers Entire families must work because adult farmworkers receive ex.
tremely low wages and sporadic. seasonal employment, which results in annual in-
comes well below the poverty line_

Often, adult farmworkers are paid under the piece-rate system rather than receiv
ing an hourly wage or being paid for overt It is in the piece-rate situations
where one mesa often finds children working addren help increase the piecrate
wages their family can earn by performing such tasks as picking crop- and carrying
heavy bushel baskets to and from the loading trucks

thy farmworkers come from families who have been agricultural workers for
generations Because farmworker children often miss school in order to work, they
have limited educational opportunities. and few skills transferahle to tither oc:-upa-
(ions Oils in turn keeps them in farmwork. and perpetuates the cycle of poverty
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Farmworkers Fare Education and Health Problems
Hired farmworker children are beset by an almost overwhelming array of educa.

tion and health problems, which are exacerbated by the weaknesses of the current
law.

EDUCATION SUFVERs FOR SAKE OF CROPSLIMM4 ON HOURS OF WORK ARE NEEDED

Children who work in the fields often work during school hours, depriving them
of their right to an education. Because of this disruption in their education, farm-
worker children usually are forced to remain in farmwork, enduring the same sub-
standard working conditions as their parents and grandparents. Scarce tax dollars
are then requited to help them obtain an education or alternative job skill at a later
age and at a much higher cost. Resources are also required to provide GED, basic
skills, and English-as-a-Second-Language tESLI classes, health benefits, and job
training for adu:t farmworkers who were denied an education as children.

A typical work day for many hired farmworker children begins before sunrise and
ends after sunset, even on school days. Children of the Re Id. a film by Peter Mona-
han, documents the wide anecdotal evidence that many farmworker children work
hours per day during the school week, and that many work as much as 4 hours
before the school day starts,

In some areas of the oountry, schools close for several weeks in order to facilitate
children working in the fields to harvest the commodity After all, crops must be
harvested when the crops are ready; no delay for school hours can be afforded, even
to allow for a child's educational development.

More commonly, schools remain open, forcing farmworker children to struggle to
keep up with their classmates, despite extreme fatigue. The children do struggleat
least for a short while, that is. Eventually, long hours and strenuous work take
their toll, causing excessive absenteeism. Absenteeism then causes children to be
held back, to get discouraged with school, and usually, to drop out, which almost
certainly condemns them to the strain and poverty of agricultural or other menial
labor for the rest of their lives.

No before- and after-school work hour restrictions apply to children who work in
agriculture. Hired farmworker children in some commodities work hours before
school begins, forcing them to arrive at school lute. Exhausted from waking up so
early and doing heavy manual labor, they sleep most of the dav at school, only to
return home to find several more hours of work awaiting them. Protective language
that limit the number of hours that a -Mild can be hired to perform formwork is
needed. The provisions that apply to all other children should apply to farmworker
children as well.

The following statistics demonstrate the price farmworker children pay in part
because no laws restrict their working before and after school hours when school is
in session

The rate or school enrollment for farmworker children is lower than for any
other group in this country 'Migrant Mucatzun: A ronmilototed View. Inter-
state Migrant Education Council, 19871.

8f1,, of migrant children will not complete high school 1-Mysterious Maladies
of Farmworkers," Washington Post. 19881

to 69% of farmworker children overall will drop out ot school For the rest
of America, the rate is 257,. II/arrest of Conlwoon. Migrant Workers in lf .S. Ag
rico/tore. Boulder. CO. 1988j

CHILDREN'S HEALTH PRoHLEMS wok.sENED HY WORK

Even though farmworker children often kise educational opportunities through
working in the fields. those problems pale in comparison to the physical dangers
they face The Wall Street Journal reported on July 20.19.89 that :i00 children die of
farm-related accidents each year, and that more than 23,rion are injured Additional
tragic health statistics about farmworker children.

A recent study found that 48'1 of farmworker children working in the fields
hcol been sprayed with pesticides I"The Hidden Cost of Child Labor,- Family

Mar2h 12, 19911.
Two studies have linked childhood brain tumors and leukemia to pesticide ex.

posure [The (krupational Health of Migrant and Seioninal Farruworkers in the
llnifrd States, Farmworknr Justice Fund, 19881.

The infant mortality rate is 125% higher for migrants than the national aver
age (Migrant and Seasonal Health Ohjertii-es for the Year VV. National Mi-
grant Resource Program, Austin, Texas. 19901
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The rate of parasitic infection among migrants is estimated to be 11 to 59
times higher than that of the general 1.J.S population, and three times that of
Guatemala's [Migrant and Seasonal Health Objectives for the Year ;IMO, Nation-
al Migrant Resource Program, Austin, Texas, 1990].

The inraience of malnutrition among migrants is higher than among any
other sub-population in this country [Migrant and Seasonal Health Objectives
fisr the Year .V00. National Migrant Resource Program, Austin, Texas, 1990J.

FAKMWORKER CHILDREN FACE WEAK LABOR STANDARD PROTECTIONS

Lack of strati; and equal federal protections sends a clear message to states. As a
result, Hi states still do not have labor standards specifically protecting farmworker
children.

Since farmworker children can be hired as employees in agriculture at the age of
10. those labor protection standards that applyor more accurately, do not apply
to adult farmworkers also apply to farmworker children. Hired farmworker children
who are functioning as adult farmworkers are therefore affected by the following
labor standards problems:

Only 3617e, of farm labor is guaranteed the right to drinking water, handwash-
ing water, and access to toilet facilities in the fields (Migrant Health Clinical
Supplement, May/June 1990, National Migrant Resource raml.

cause of the 500-man-day exemption in FLSA. only about half of all mi-
grant and seasonal farmworkerschildren and adultsare entitled to a mini-
mum wage (Migrant Health Clinical Supplement. May/June 1990, National Mi-
grant Resource Program].

Only 14 states provide full worker's compensation coverage for farmwork-
ersadults or childrenand in 19 states, worker's compensation does not apply
to agricultural workers at all [Federal and State Employment Standards and
US. Farm Labor A Reference Guide to Labor Protective Laws and Their Appli.
cability in the Agricultural Workplace, Austin, Testae, 19881.

In lb states. there are no job safety standards applicable to agriculture [Fed-
eral and State Employment Standard.s and U.S. Farm Labor: A Reference Guide
to Labor Protective Laws and Their Applicability in the Agricultural Workplace.
Austin, Texas, 110444j.

Only 4 states provide full unemployment insurance coverage for farmworkers
[Federal arid State Employment Standards and U.S Farm Labor: A Reference
Guide to Labor Protective Lams and Their Applicability in the Agrwultural
Workplace. Austin, Texas, 198141.

Over 4417e of U.S. farmworker households have at least one disabled member
[Federal and State Employment Standards and US. Farm Labor: A Reference
Guide to Labor Pn)tective Laws and Their Applicability in the Agricultural
Workplace, Austin, Texas, 19481.

The rate of job-related deaths in agriculture for 1106 was 49 per 100,000 work-
ers; in contrast, the rate was 11 deaths per 100,000 in six other major occupa-
tional categories [-Mysterious Maladies of Farmworkers," Washington Post,
19881

More Educational Alternatives for Children &rand Farmwork Are Needed
Some critics of increased protections for hired farmworker children would say

that eliminating the income generated by farmworker children will have a negative
effect on the farmworker family. We at AFOP would suggest that a child's educa-
tion is more important. and would argue that prohibiting young children from work-
ing in the fields may mean that the adult workers would be allowed to work more
hours or that employers would be encouraged to pay them higher wages.

We believe that education and training are much better alternatives for children
who are now working in the fields These alternatives would help children to break
out of the cycle of poverty that we discussed above.,

Programs providing training and educational and vocational development could
provide these children with stipends to help offset the immediate loss of income for
the families while attending training programs. Not only would these stipends help
to offeet the family's pms ble loss of wages, but they could increase the educational
potential of the child by staffing family support for participation in training and by
providing a financial incentive for the child not to drop out of school.

Funds for such programs are available under Title IV § 402 of the Job Training
Partnership Act tJTPAi. Although these funds are extremely limited, additional re-
sources for these training programs could be drawn from JTPA Title 11-13 or II--C.
summer and year-round youth programs, which currently do not earmark funds for

9 7
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farmworker children. A percentage of these funds could be set-aside nationally and
administered by the JTPA 402 program for farmworker youth.

Require Longer Meld Re-entry Ames for Children
Very few agricultural commodities are produced without the use of pesticides.

Farmworker children are exposed to toxic pesticides that can adversely affect their
health and are allowed to re-enter fields within the same time period allowed for an
adult at least twice to three times their size and weight. Both the Occupational
Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulations require agricultural employers to allow a 24- to 72-hour
reentry period alter pesticide spraying before farmworkers can go into a field to
harvest crops. Chemical companies that make the pesticides decide how long the re-
entry period should be, based on tolerance levels considered adequate for adult
farmworkers.

Reentry periods recommended by agricultural chemical companies are based on
adult exposure tolerance levels. These levels are supposed to be 10 times those con-
sidered safe for a 165 pound, 510* adult male. However, the safe level of exposure
for a child, when compared to an adult, is considerably lower, and thus reduces the
level of safety from ten times to a level which ie minimally safe.

In a recent incident in Florida, agricultural employers sent over 100 farmworkers
into the fields without waiting the proper reentry period. This exposure to the pes-
ticide made all workers ill, forced the hospitalization of some, and caused two of the
five pregnant women miscarry. However terrible these consequences, it was very
fortunate that these workers were adults, since a child may have died from the ex-
posure.

We recommend that no child under the age of IS be allowed to work with crops
where pesticides have been used. At a minimum, chemical companies should be re-
quired to provide different re-entry periods for children than are currently provided
for adults. The re-entry periods for children should be at least three times longer
than the time periods currently allowed for adults,

Designate Pesticide Handling as a Hazardous Occupation
Based on a report released in February 1989 by the Natural Resources Defense

Council entitled Intokrable Risks: Pesticides In Our Children's Food. "in addition to
receiving greater exposure to many pesticides than adults. young children may be
more susceptible to the toxic effects of these pesticides as a result of their immature
physiological development , . . Numerous studies have found that the young are
more vulnerable to the toxic effects of many chemicals . . . exposure to a number of
carcinogens and neurotoxins. including neurotoxic pesticides. has been shown to
cause greater harm to the young than the same exposure experienced later in life.
Further, a number of studies have found that low-level exposure to neurotoxic pesti-
cides during nervous system development can cause long-term neurol*cal impair-
ment. Many compounds. particularly inorganic chemicals, are absord more read-
ily by the young than by the adult.'

Because of this constant exposure, compared to the general population, formwork-
ers are 9 to 85 times more likely to suffer from diarrhea, 3 times more likely to
suffer chemical exposure, and 5 times more likely to develop skin rash. The rate of
parasitic disease among U.S. farmworkers is higher than among children in Guate-
mala iDr. Eugene Gangarosa. Professor a Public Health (Emory University, Atlan-
ta, Georgia?, The Nation. May II. 1985, page 558 j

In an article entitled "PesticideRelated Health Problems in Farmworkers." Dr.
Marion Moses, an expert in the area of pesticide poisoning, has stated that -because
of repeated and regular exposure to toxic pesticides, farmworkers have instances of
brain tumors, lymphoma, leukemia, multiple myeloma, lung cancer, sterility,
damage to the nervous system, allergic dermatitis, chromosomal defects, and sponta.
necus abortions in women."

Is this all farmworker children have to took forward to? Pesticide exposure is dan-
gerous and pesticide handling should be designated as a hazardous occupation No
child under the age of 18 should be allowed to work handling pesticides.

Poultry Processing Should Be Considerrd Hazardous
We support the provision in S. 600 that adds poultry processing to the list of haz-

ardous occupations.
In addition to pesticide exposure, stoop labor, and hand-harvesting, poultry proc-

essing can be detrimental to farmworker children. The strenuous and repetitive mo-
tions of this type of formwork create hand and shoulder problems, joint and muscle
trauma, and disabling arthritis that will plague a child for the rest of his or her life.
Poultry workers are expected to use dangerous processing equipment, such as pow-

95
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erffil knives, vacuums, and saws, on high-speed production lines. While ganglion
cysts and carpel tunnel syndrome are among the most common results of working
with this equipment at such a rapid rate over an extended period of time, this
equipment can also result in serious injuries and even death.

According to a Cornell University study in 1988 on accident rates for children
working on farms, 35.6% of children aged 5-14 who work on a farm have been in
some type of accident or sustained some type of injury. This statistic includes the
children of farm owners and operators, in addition to children hired by and unrelat-
ed to the farm owners.
Stiff Civil and Criminal Penalties Must Be Imposed

While the efforts of the Department of Labor's Operation Child Watch strike force
in March 1990 were commendable, most of the 500 compliance officers sent out fo-
cused on service industry-type businesses. Thus, most of the violations found were in
the food service industry. Amording to a list released by the Department of employ-
ers cited and fined, no agricultural employers had been cited or fined. This is also
not surprising since the month of March is not a high time for agricultural activity.
However, in the follow-up summer strike force effort. 961 violations were found.

With only 1,000 compliance officers to cover the entire workforce across America,
including children, it is obvious that the Employment and Standards Administra-
tion's Wage and Hour Division is unable to do the job it is mandated to do. Former
head of 3MA William Brooks once admitted that among ESA's 1,000 compliance offi-
cers, none were specifically assigned to track child labor law violators. However,
since the strike force efforts, it appears that 40 compliance officers have now been
designated with this task nationally.

According to the 1987 Statistical Abstract of the United States, in 1985, there were
7,9 million children under the age of 18 employed. Can only 1,000 compliance offi-
cers police the actions of the thousands of employers that hire child workeni? Al-
though the level of monetary fines were recently raised, we suspect that these civil
money penalties alone will be of little or no threat to employers who know that
with a limited number of inspectors, the chances of being caught are extremely
slim,

Civil money penalties must be coupled with stiff criminal penalties. Additionally.
if an employer is caught a second time, we support the restriction barring an em-
ployer from receiving any federal grants, loans, or contracts for at least a five-year
period. Employers must be sent a clear message that violations will not be tolerated.
Recommendations

We urge you to help farmworker children who are working as hired employees on
the farm by placing the following provisions into S. 600.

Provide equal labor standard protections for hired farmworker children as
are afforded all other children. In other words, no child could be hired to work
in agriculture under the age of 16;

At a minimum, support the repeal of the current exemptions provided under
the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 and DOL regulations that allow agricul-
tural employers to hire children under the age of 14 to work in agriculture;

Support the enforcement of the current regulations and levy stiffer civil tines
and criminal penalties for violations;

If an employer receives a second violation, the employer should be banned
from receiving any federal grants, loans, or contracts for a period of no less
than five years;

Ban agricultural employers from allowing any child under 18 to work har.
vesting any crop in which pesticides have been used during production;

Support adding pesticides and poultry processing to the list of hazardous occu-
pations;

Require that no child under the age of 18 can be hired to perform duties
which include pesticide handling or application and poultry processing;

Make provisions for the education of and assistance to farinworker families
regarding the child labor laws and the potentially detrimental effects of agricul.
tural labor on their children;

Educate agricultural employers on the current and/or revised child labor
laws and results for violations;

Make provisions for child care services to be available for the children of
farmworkers on or near the farm work sites;

Make the DOL Child Labor Advisory Committee a permanent committee with
representation on behalf of hired farmworker children through the Association
of Farmworker Opportunity Programs (AFOPr,

f;
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Require the Occupational Health and Safety Administration SOSHM inspec-
tors to investigate all farms, even small ones, on a regular basis, for child labor
violations; and

Target ESA compliance officers to pursue child labor violations specifically in
the agricultural industry and provide adequate funding to carry out enforce-
ment activities.

Resolving the Underlying Probkm
The most effective way to assist agricultural industry in avoiding repeated viola-

tion!) of the child labor laws would be to require agricultural employers to provide
all employed farmworkerts, both children and adults, with the same protections and
benefits that are provided to workers in all other industries. These basic protertions
and benefits include:

I. Stricter child labor laws.
2. Unemployment insurance.
3. Fringe benefits, including paid health and medical coverage. sick and holiday

leave, and a retirement plan.
4. A guaranteed minimum wage and payment for overtime.
5. Basic sanitary working conditions, such as fresh drinking water, reasonable

access to handwashing and toilet facilities, and safe and clean living accommoda-
tions.

6. Protections from a hazardous work environment, such as requiring workers to
be told in advance that they are working with a dangerous pesticide and what the
potential long-term exposure effects are.

Farmworkers must be provided with these basic protections and benefits that
workers in other industries take for granted. Although we fully support the protec-
tions for child in S. 600, unless farmworker children start from the same level of
protections as all other children, no matter what additional protections are added,
hired child laborers will not be equally treated or protected. Without an equal foun-
dation of labor standards, farmworker childmn, like their parents, will be main-
tained as a sub-class citizenry.

What it basically comes down to is thiswe can either pay now, by allowing
farmworker children to get the education they deserve so that they can become self-
sufficient and able to provide for themselves and their future families, or we can
pay much more later through a variety of education, training, and human service
programs designed to correct the mistakes allowed in the past.

It has been 30 years since the airing of Edward R. Murrow's shocking CBS docu-
mentary, Horve of Shame. After the show aired, Congress and the nation ex-
pressed outrage over the fact that these citizens, living in the must prosperous
nation in the world, were existing in such bad conditions. For a while, Congress
made the needs of farmworkers a high priority issue and promised to address the
needs highlighted in the documentary.

But the graphic images of the documentary have faded. Because farmworkers
have never had money, resourcee, or a powerful voice, their needs became a hack-
burner issue, not only in Congress, but with the American public in general

As a result, three generations of farmworkers and their children have lived in the
same squalid conditions as the original farmworkers featured in Harvest of Shaine
The ones who have been hurt the most by promises have been farmworker children
They have a right to the same opportunities and protections offered to all other chil-
dren in America. Steps must be taken now to provide these innocent victims equal
treatment.

We thank you for the opportunity to testify on this vitally important issue and
will be happy to respond to any questions you may have

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES GENERAL AIVIIIINTING OFFIVE

FRANKLIN FRAZIER. Diercros or Envea-noiv AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES

In 19S8. over one-fourth of all Uryear-olds and one-half of all 16- to 17.year-olds
worked some time during the yearover 4 million children in total. To protect chil-
dren from oppressive working conditions. regulations issued under the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 193S limit the hours that children under age 16 can work, set min-
imum age standards for work in specified occupations, and restrict employment in
specific hazardous occupations for youths under age la Detected child labor viola.
tions increased 340 percent since 19/43 For child labor violations, the average as .
sessed penalty per v olat ion in FY was

)
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Low-Income and Minority Children Are Less Likely To Be Employed
In low.income families ithose with incomes of $20,(XX) a year or less), 32 percent of

the children were employed in 1986. compared with 54 percent of the children from
high-income families (those with incomes of $60,000 a year or more). About 24 per-
cent of black and hispanic children were employed, compared with 50 percent of
white children.
Type and Amount of Work Differ By Child's Family Income

More children from low-income families worked in agriculture. wholesale trade
and "hazardous- industries like manufacturing and construction than children from
high-income families. Employed children from low-income families averaged 22
hours of work a week while children from high-income families averaged 19 hours a
week. In contrast, children in low-income families averaged fewer weeks of work a
year than high-income families: 20 weeks to nearly 23 weeks.

GAO Estimates That About 165.000 15.Year-Olds Were Employed Illegally in 1988
Using census data, we estimate that in 1988. about IS percent of all employed 15-

year-olds worked in violation either of federal regulations governing maximum
hours of work or the minimum age for certain occupations,
Some Ilkgally Employed Children Sustained Serious Injuries

Between FY 1983 and 1990. Labor detected a total of 1,475 violations associated
with the serious injury of working children The annual number of detected serious
injuries associated with a violation has doubled to 28$ since fiscal year 1983. Al-
though 4 percent of all chdd labor violations occurred in construction and manufac-
turing, over 27 percent of detected serious injuries were identified in these indus-
tries,
Labor's 14nalties Assessed for Violations With .S'erwus Injuries

Labor does not routinely maintain information on assessed penalties in individual
cases. However, data from Labor's 1990 Operation Child Watch Enforcement efforts
showed twit Labor assessed the FY 1990 maximum civil monetary penalty of $1,000
on al nort-AIlful violations where an illegally employed child sustained a serious
injury.

To the Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees:
Despite the growing concern about the exploitation of America.% working chil-

dren. there, has been virtually no information available profiling our working
youth. Thus. I am pleased today to respond to your request on the characteristics of
America's working children In particular. I will outline the economic and demo-
graphic characteristics of working 15- to 17-year-old children, describing who they
are. where they work and bow much they work throughout the year, although we
canruit describe their work patterns solely during the school year. I will also discuss
the number of children found by Labor to have been seriously injured while work-
ing in violation cf child labor laws from FY 1983 to FY 1990 and the penalties Labor
aasessed some employers of illegally employed children who were seriously injured.
These results are described in more detail in our forthcoming report

Our major poinbi are as follows'
About 28 percent of all 15-year-olds and 51 percent of all 16- and 17-year-old

children were employed some time during 1988. Low-income and minority chil-
dren were less likely to be employed than high-income and white children.

When employed, children from low-income families were more likely to be
employed in agriculture or other "hazardous- industries like manufacturing or
construction They also worked more hours a week but fewer weeks a year than
children from high-income families.

We estimate that, in 1988. about I* percent of employed 15-year-okls worked
in violation of federal child labor regulations governing maximum hours or
minimum ages for employment in certain occupations.

In fiscal years 1983 through 1990, Labor detected 1,175 violations associated
with serious workplace injuries of working children injuries causing lost work
time, permanent disability or death.

In those FY 1990 cases where Labor can readily identify the aikemed fines,
Labor assessed the maximum penalty of $1,000 against all child labor violators
employing a child who was seriously injured Labor did not cite any of these
businmses for willful violations ifor which the penalty could have been $10,0001,
nor did It refer any of these cases for criminal prosecution.
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Sackgrnand
GAO was requested to perform this review because of congressional concern about

increased violations of child labor laws.) In FY 1990, Labor detected over 42.000
child labor violations, an increase of over 340 percent since FY 1983. The total
number of detected illegally employed children increased by 330 percent to over
38.000. The number of detected violations is greater than the number of illegally
employed minors because a minor may be employed in violation of more than one
child labor standard.

Despite this growth, policy decisions on how to prevent violations have been ham-
pered by a lack of basic data about working youth. Mthough we are satisfied that
the information we provide at this time makes a significant contribution to the
knowledge base about working children, it is still less than we think is needed for
understanding the full impact of this problem. For example, although we will share
with you our analysis or the best national data available today on the number of
working children, the data base does not permit the analysis of youth employment
during the school year alone. Researchers believe that it also underestimates the
true amount of annual employment by children. In addition, as we noted in our
April 1990 report, no comprehensive national work-related injury and illness data
exist for minors.

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is the primary federal law regulating wages
and working conditions of American workers, including children. Regulations issued
under the act set a minimum age requirement for work in certain occupations (min-
imum age/prohibited occupation regulations), limit the hours in which youth aged
14 and 15 can work (hours regulations), and restrict employment in specific hazard-
ous occupations for youth under age 18 (hazardous order regulations), The Wage and
Hour Division (WHD), within Labor's Employment Standards Administration, is re-
sponsible for the administration and enforcement of FLSA, including child labor
standards. In FY 1990. WHD had about 1,000 compliance officers who enforced the
FLSA, including the act's child labor provisions.

Since 1974, FLSA has authorized Labor to assess a maximum civil monetary pen-
alty of $1.000 for each violation of federal child labor regulation, unless the viola-
tion was deemed to be willful, in which case a $10,000 penalty could be assessed.
During FY 1990. Labor carried out a policy of citing businesses that illegally em-
ployed children who sustained a serious injury with the maximum penalty for a
non-willful violation, regardless of the nature of the serious injury. Labor did not
cite any of these businesses for willful violations, nor did it refer any of these cases
for criminal prosecution. For FY 1990, the average penalty assessed by WW1 per
child labor violation was about $212.

As part of the fiscal year 1991 budget legislation. Congress gave Labor the author-
ity to assess a maximum civil monetary penalty of up to $10,00() for each non-willful
child labor violation. Reflecting the legislated increase in the maximum civil mone-
tary penalty, Labor has now modified its policy. As of March 1991, Labor will assess
the maximum civil monetary penalty of $10,000 in those cases where an illegally
employed child is fatally injured. It will assess penalties of $750() ta $10,000 in cases
where an illegally employed child suffers a permanent disability. Finally, it will
assess a minimum penalty uf $5,000 in those cases where an illegally employed child
suffered a serious injury resulting in lost worktime.
Scope and Methodology

In an attempt to answer your questions, we conducted interviews with experts
inside and outside the government to determine what data sources were available.
This led us to use three sources. First, We obtained and analyzed family data from
Census's March 1989 Supplement of the Current Population Survey 1CPS) to deter-
mine the profile of working children. Second, we analyzed Labor Department child
labor inspection records to identify those illegally employed children who sustained
serious injuries and the total number of detected violations for the fiscal years 1983-
1990. Third. we obtained assessed penalty information associated with those serious
injuries of illegally employed children detected during Labor's FY 1990 Operation
Child Watch enforcement sweep actions.

" See. for example. Child batinr Inreeases in IA.tei-ted Child bubor ThriwgIniut the
United States, (;MYIIRD-90-116, April mi. 1990,
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Study Results
WV/INCOME AND MINORITY CHILDREN LESS LIKELY TO BE EMPLOYEn

Our analysis of the CPS data shows that about 29 percent of all 15-year-olds (over
919,000) and 51 percent of all 16- to 17-year olds (over 3.5 million) worked some time
during 1988. Cluldren aged 15- to 17.yeamold from families with annual incomes of
$z000 or less (low-income families( were less likely to be employed in 1988. Of the
over 3 million 15- to 17-yearold children living in low-income families, 32 percent
were employed, compared with 54 percent of the 1.9 million children from families
that earned $60,000 or more a year (high-income families) (see figure 1).

F 16tIliF

GA0 Low Income Children Less
Likely to be Employed In 1988

60 Borosof of chOdlort loOffoOld

Minority children aged 15 17 were employed at a lower percent rate than white
children in the same age group in MO( About 1.1.$ percent of both black arid hispanic
children were employed, compared with rio percent of the white children (see figure
2)

1 s 3
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FIGURE 2

GA0 Minority Children Less Likely
to be Employed In 1988

Petart otOboren awsGoved
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Type and Amount of Work Differs By ('hild's Family Income
Most 15 to 17-year-olds were employed in industries like retail trade i4+4 percent+

and personal services 119 percent), but the type of employment varied by family
income. More children from low-income families (20 percent) than from high-income
families 114 percent) worked in "hazardous" industries like agriculture, manufactur-
ing, and construction, and wholesale trade, including warehouse operations.

In addition. in 19204 on average, 15-year-old employed children worked an averageof 17 hours a week and 19 weeks a year; employed 16- and 17-year olds worked anaverage of 21 hours a week and 23 weeks a year. Because the CPS data base doesnot distinguish between employment during non-school and school year periods. wecould not estimate the amount of work during the school year alone,
The amount of hours worked a week and weeks worked a year by children varied

by the family income of the child. In 19204. employed 15- to 17-year-old children from
low-income families averaged 22 hours of work a week, compared with children
from high-income families, who averaged 19 hours a week In contrast, employed
children in low-income families averaged fewer weeks of work a year than children
from high-income families. or 20 weeks to nearly 23 weeks.
GAO Estimate af Illegal Employment

We have described in previous testimony and reports the number f)t children
found by Labor to be working in violation of child labor laws. Because we have seenno estimate of the total number of children likely to be working in violation of theselaws, we used CPS data to prepare our own estimate of the number of 15-year-o1ds
who are illegally employed (See the appendix for the methodology we use&

1 1.4
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We estimate that in 19$$ about 1$ percent of all employed 15- yeur-olds (about
ltiCiltkn were working in violation either of the reglikitions governing maximum
hours of work or the minimum age for employment.2 About 9 percent of them
worked at least some time in violation of the federal maximum hours regulation;
almost 11 percent of them worked in violation of the federal minimum age standard
prohibiting 15-year-olds from employment in certain occupations: some worked in
violation of both regulations. ism figure 3i.

FIGURE

GAO GAO Estimate of Illegal Work
By 15 Year Olds, 1988

Hours standard violation:
9 percent
83,000

Minimum age (prohibited
occupations) violation:
-11 percent
99,000

Total children in violation:
18 percent
1 66,000

Trientl$ 1,1 Ikh-cted Vinfithorts Asxwmted With air Nermus ,tuel WirkIng
'Irv;

Between 1.'Y and Ititio, the Department of Libor detected a total of l,.175
lations in nonitgricultural involving the serious injury of a working child 3 Ilowev.
er. while the annual number of detected violations associated with serious injuries
has doubled since fiscal year 1953 t from IV to 2sSt. the annual number of total de-
tected violations has increased more than fourfold t42,tllitl in MO comparrd with
9,679 in IlKti In addition, the greatest p4rcentage increase m vtohitions occurred HI

2 fiecauw- of limitations in the t'f'S data Now.. we believe that this estimate understates the
number of yeiivolds enakiloyed in violation ot federal child labor law

'Consistent with Labor s definition. we Mined sermot4 injury am either tit an injury that
elf uNed the lay: of at least one working dav to, the child. a permanent total or partial disatal
ay. or i;11 a tatatit Although Labor records each iiCtevted seria.0 injury, it doer: not rei urci
whether earh is WI 1191.1n. &Kabala,. OR drilth
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hours violations which are less related to serious injuries. Thus, a smaller percent-
age of the child labor law violations involved serious injuries in fiscal year 1990.
Serious Injuries Differ by ryple of Violations and Industry

Most violations involving serious iWtrries of working children are associated with
hazardous order violations. Between FY 19143 and 1990 over 85 percent of all viola-
tions involving serious injuries were associated with a hazardous order violation, al-
though hazardous order violations comprised only 32 percent of all child labor viola-
tions. Less than 15 percent of all serious injuries were associated with minimum age
and maximum hours violations, although they comprised 68 percent of all child
labor violations.

Detected violations associated with serious injury also differ by industry. About 27
percent of all injuries associated with child labor violations occurred in construction
and manufacturing industries even though employment in those industries account-
ed for only 4 percent of all detected child labor violations.
Labor's Penalties Assessed for Serious Injury CASE'S

Labor does not routinely keep penalty information on individual cases at head-
quarters either on a current or historical basis. However, Labor did keep data on
penalties on the violations detected during its FY 1990 Operation Child Watch, four
nationwide "strike force" enforcement sweeps that included 9.524 inspections and
found 27.634 children illegally employed. In those inspections, Labor assessed the
maximum non-willful violation penalty for all 50 violations asswiated with a serious
injury. Labor did not cite a willful violation (for which the penalty could have been
$10.000i in any of these cases, nor did it refer any of these cases for criminal pros-
ecution.

Our analysis or these sources of additional data is consistent with the trends we
identified in our previous work, particularly the growth in the number of detected
violations and illegally employvd children since Fy 19143. This concludes my state-
ment. I will be glad to answer any questions you may have.
APPENDIX: GAO ESTIMATE OF ILLEGAL EMPLOYMENT OF I.i.YEAR.OLDS

Using data from the 1989 Annual March Supplement of the Current Population
Survey ICPS1. we estimated the number of 15-year-olds who may have been illegally
employed in 19/48 under the federal regulations governing either tit the maximum
work hours or (2) minimum age/prohibited occupations for 15-year-olds employed in
non-agricultural industries.
EXLSTING FEDERAL CHILD LABOR REGULATIONS

Federal regulations provide that 14- and 15-year-old children working in non-agri-
cultural industries may not be employed (II during school hours. t 2, before 7 am or
after 7 pm or for more than :t hours a day on school days. or (3) more than Is hours
in school weeks In addition, they may not work more than 8 hours a day or 40
hours a week in nun-school days and weeks. Federal regulations also prohibit 14-
and 15-year-olds from employment in t 1 all manufacturing and mining occupations.
(2, with certain exceptions. construction, transport, public utilities and communica-
tions occupations and CO a number of occupations in retail, warehousing and food
service.
Violation of Federal Hours Regulatwn

Estimating the number of school children violating the federal maximum hours
regulation involved two steps: (It estimating the total number of 1 r-year-olds illegal-
ly employed in 19$8 and t21 adjusting the estimate for the number of children ex-
cluded by the child labor provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSAI.

From the CPS. we identified:
---the number of 15-year-olds who worked more than 40 hours a week during

any week in the year and
the number of 15-year-olds who worked at least lit hours a week but no

more than 40 hours a week for 16 weeks or more (using 16 weeks of employ-
ment to approximate the kngth of the non-school period of the years.

We summed theme two groups to obtain our unadjusted estimate of 114,x26 15-year-
olds working in violation of the federal hours regulation.

Second, we corrected the unadjusted estimate for likely coverage by the FLSA
This correction left us with 53.216 employed 15-year-olds or about 9 percent of all

I Nut alt children are covervd by the FISA The primary determinant of coverage hy the chdd
labor provisions of the FLSA Is whether the individual child is employed by a business engaged

Continued
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15-year-olds employed in non-agriculture and agricultural industries in 1988. At the
95 percent confidence level, the associated sampling error was 144.1 percent.

Violation of the Federal Minimum Age Regulation
As a first step, we identified the primary industry of employment fur each 15-

yearnold who worked in 1988. We summed the number of 15-yeur-olds employed in
manufacturing. construction, mining, public utilities, communication and transport
industries to obtain our unattlusted estimate of 112.871 children working in violation
of the minimum age regulation in 1988.

Second, we again adjusted our estimate for FLSA coverage. The remaining 99,051
employed 15-year-olds represented about 10.8 percent of all 15-year-olds employed in
non-agriculture and agricultural industries in 1988. At the 95 percent confidence
level, the associated sampling error was 3A) percent.
Total Extent of Illegal Employment

To get an estimate of the amount of illegal employment under both provisions, we
summed both unadjusted estimates, subtracting the number of children who were
counted in both estimates. This left an unadjusted estimated total of 188,8181 chil-
dren. Attusting for FLSA coverage, we estimate that 185,754 15-year-olds or about
18 percent of all employed 15-year-olds were employed illegally at least part of the
time in 1988. At the 95 percent confidence level, the associated sampling errors was
+ 1- 4.1 percent.
Estimate May Understate Actual Extent of Illegal Employment

We believe that overall we underestimate the number of illegally employed 15
year olds. First, the CPS data base itself may yield an underestimate of illegal em-
ployment. There is evidence that the CI'S underestimates the number of children
who work and the estimates of illegal employment may be low,

Second, the CPS also does not indicate the number of hours a child works daily or
the time of day during which the work occurred, so we could not estimate illegal
employment of over 8 hours a day or estimate illegal night employment.

Third, on our estimate of employment in violation of the federal minimum age
regulation. we could not include children employed in prohibited activities in other-
wise allowed induatries. For example, we did not include children operating meat
slicers in the retail and food service industries.

On the other hand. some data limitations cause our figures to overestimate illegal
employment. However, we feel that the number ofchildren inappropriately included
in our estimate is much smaller than the number misred in our estimate

For example. our estimate includes some children who may be legally employed
in certain industriesa 15-yearold may be legally employed as a sales or office
worker in construction as long as they work away from the construction site.

Senator Dodd. The subcommittee will stand adjourned.
'Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the joint subcommittee hearing was

concluded.]
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in interstate conunerce. which in many cam,: rt wane, ttal unnutti sates (iver $;90,isto, or
whether the child Is Individually engaged in mterstate commerce As.suming that all empioyed
1 rryear olds were non-supervisory workers. we corrected tor the Art's coverage by adjusting our
etannatets with the percentage of all non supervisory workers covered by the minimum wage
prav:sarns of the FL,SA
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